OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
The items in this catalog were received in the last four weeks. Many of these items are in limited supply and will not be available in other catalogs, so this may be your only chance to purchase them. Those items that do not sell out from this catalog will be listed by subject area in future catalogs.

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. Since we must charge the appropriate state tax, a * means that Postage & Handling (P&H) is not part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>5.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.625%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>5.125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>6.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1. Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
NEW NON-FICTION

4829514 JERUSALEM: The Real Life of William Blake. By Tobias Churton. Taking you beyond the superficial trade, showing you Blake the esoteric genius, a myth maker who brilliantly used symbols and theology to express his unique insights into the soul, mind and spirit. A new access to a large body of never before published records; letters, diaries, pamphlets and books. Color photos. 358 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

4832477 THE CHAMBERS OF HABEN: Conscious Crimes of the Modern Age. By John Martow. A study of the warped thinking that went into some of the world’s most macabre crimes, as well as a clinical examination of the pathology of the human mind. Photos, hidden spaces, and soundproof dungeons prepared for victims. Illus. 304 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $6.95

4831128 150 BEST DESSERTS IN A JAR. By Andrea Jourdan. Dazzlingly creative, these nearly sixty recipes are as comforting, and are presented in everything from an exquisite antique jar picked up at a flea market to a classic Mason jar from your local country store. Includes recipes for crumbles, puddings, cakes, custards, parfaits, and more. 24 pages of color photos. 221 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4835350 THE CASTLE ON SUNSET: Life, Death, Love, Art, and Scandal at Holbein Marmont. By Shawn Levy. Perched above the Sunset Strip like a fairy-tale castle, the Chateau seems to come from another world entirely. Its singular appearance has an equal singular story. While a city, an industry, and a culture have changed around it, Chateau Marmont has welcomed the most iconic and iconoclastic personalities in film, music, and madness. Color photos. 368 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

4832606 A JOURNAL OF THE PLAGUE YEAR. By Daniel Defoe. In 1665 the Great Plague swept through London, claiming nearly 100,000 lives. In this journal, written nearly sixty years later, London’s most versatile observer deftly chronicled the progress of the epidemic. We follow his fictional narrator through a city transformed, and he recounts the horrifying stories of the neighbors, and his own. London. Photos. 289 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $11.00 $5.95

4845202 WHEN GOD WAS A WOMAN. By Merlin Stone. The story of the Goddess who, known by names such as Astarte, Isis, and Ishtar, reigned supreme in the Near and Middle East. There was no woman as the wise creator and the one source of universal order, not simply as a fertility symbol. Societal roles differed markedly from those in patriarchal cultures: women bought and sold property, traded and inherited title and land from their mothers. 16 pages of photos. 265 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $5.95

4842233 FREDERICK BALZIE (1841-1870) AND THE BIRTH OF IMPRESSIONISM. Ed. by M. Hillare & P. Perrin. Exploring the catalog. Bazille’s decisive role in the advent of impressionism has finally been brought to life. This comprehensive monograph gives an overview of Bazille’s art and re-examines the history of the iconic movement instigated by this pioneering group of young artists who revolutionized the world of painting. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Flammarion. 9x12½/. Pub. at $40.00 $18.95

4832310 THE 4 DREAMS OF X. By Mike Figgis. This hauntingly sexy photographic journey chronicles the relationship between Miss X, portrayed by Kate Moss, and Mike Figgis’s camera. Miss X’s portrait is told through her magical, yet ethereal dreams, each of which pulls her languidly into a different space with other stunning models. Includes a DVD. Pavilion. 9¼x11½/. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

4832302 100 THINGS THEY DON’T WANT YOU TO KNOW: The World’s Greatest Conspiracies and Unsolved Crimes. By Daniel Smith. Sets out to uncover the truth behind the world’s most mysterious cover-ups and unexplained events that have been shrouded in secrecy for generations. From suspicious deaths and notorious killers to ancient artifacts and Cold War cover-ups, Smith leaves no stone unturned in his quest to unravel the truth. 264 pages. Quercus. Paperback. $6.95


4846868 MUSICAL CHRISTMAS TREE! Illus. by Patricia Pegan. This unique search and find Christmas book is even easier to put up than a real Christmas tree! Press the button to hear the Jingle Bells melody, look for decorations on the tree, different types of cookies baking in the kitchen, and more. When your done reading, use the Velcro tabs to join the covers to stand upright. Barron’s. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $4.95

4845080 EFF THIS! Meditation. By Liza Kindred. Helping you find the peaceful place inside you with 108 hands on practices rooted in human, love, truth, and a deep respect for the foundational teachings of Buddhism. Everything you need to attain enlightenment is already contained within you, and you can use meditation and these practices to connect with it. Illus. in color. 144 pages. Rock Point. Paperback at $18.00 $4.95

4845188 QUICK AND EASY MUG CAKES. By Jennifer Lee. Over 75 delicious recipes for cakes, brownies, cookies, and more, every single recipe can be made in an ordinary microwave safe mug in just a few minutes. Featuring special changes to transform the Shiri Siners Mug Cake. Gluten Free Mug Cakes, and even four ingredients or less Mug Cakes, there is no tasteless packaged desserts anymore. Color photos. 232 pages. F&W Media. Paperback. $15.99

4849324 THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN: A History of the Chinese Cultural Revolution. By Yang Jisheng. As a major political event and a crucial turning point in the history of the People’s Republic of China. The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution of 1966 through 1976 marked the zenith as well as the nadir of Mao Zedong’s ultra-leftist politics. Jisheng puts every political incident, major and minor, of those years under extraordinary scrutiny. 722 pages. FSG. Hardcover. Pub. at $40.00 $19.95

4846699 DEFINING MOMENTS IN BLACK HISTORY: Reading Between the Lies. By Dick Gregory. Charts the empowering yet often obscured past of the African American experience. A captivating journey through pivotal moments both by chemical and biological means; no holds barred history lessons to provoke, enlighten, uplift, and entertain. 250 pages. Amistad. Paperback. $6.95

4842057 MEDICAL HERBALISM: The Science and Practice of Herbal Medicine. By David Hoffmann. Offers a holistic overview of principles of therapeutic herbalism and its application in medicine. It contains information concerning the identification and use of medical herbs. Miss X relates the human structure and physiological effect, the art and science of making herbal medicine, and the challenge to current research paradigms posed by complex plant medicines. Illus. 666 pages. Healing Arts. 8¼x11/. Pub. at $80.00 $47.95

4833018 BIG BOOK OF SMALL HOME PLANS, 2ND EDITION: Over 360 Home Plans Under 1200 Square Feet. Whether you’re looking to build a cabin, cottage or tiny house, your sure to find the ideal home that fits you and your lifestyle. Featuring easy to follow construction blueprints available for each plan, this extensive catalog will help you discover and build the small home of your dreams. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x11/. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


483808X STEAMPUNK STYLE 2: Goggles, Gas Masks and Aviator Styles. Ed. by Steampunk Oriental Laboratory. After a gallery of steampunk creations by a range of noted figures from Toshiyuki Kimura to Mari Igarashi, images of this intricate and distinctive, and exciting artistic movement with a collection of step by step projects. Create a Steampunk iPhone Charger, a Plague Doctor’s Hat, Cat-Ears Goggles; and more. Color photos. 160 pages. Titan. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4845863 THE FINNISH-SOVET WINTER WAR 1939-40: Campaign 367. By David Murphy. On August 23, 1939, a secret protocol was appended to the Non-Aggression Pact. As part of this, Finland was assigned to the Soviet sphere of influence. Accompanied by detailed maps, stunning photographs and specially commissioned artwork, Murphy studies the key points that lead to success and failure for both sides, and how these influenced the campaigns that followed. Fully illus. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

4842939 NONE OF MY BUSINESS. By Tim O’Rourke. This is O’Rourke at his finest. He delves into the world of big money by taking forty-five years of his experience making fun of terrible things, and applying it to games. From the governor’s mansion to the boardroom, and in this humorous edition, he reminds us that when everything around us is liar’s poker, all we can do is fold. 244 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

4842922 SERIAL KILLERS AT THE MOVIES. By G. P. DeWan. The depraved crimes of both real and imagined serial killers and mass murderers have long transfixed us in newspapers and books, but perhaps nowhere more so than on the big screen. The author takes the reader on an uncensored journey into the terrifying world of murder and deviancy. 218 pages. AdLib. Paperback. $6.95

4841476 COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG CHRISTMAS: Celebrating Classic Traditions and the Christmas Today. Text by P. Aron & N. Trifone. In the pages of this lavishly illustrated volume you’ll find wreaths and roping crafted from greenery, fruit and other natural materials; boards groaning under the weight of holiday fare; cressets warming the streets and candles flickering in the windows of the town’s homes and lavers, and much more. Color photos. 184 pages. Globe Pequot. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

4839749 THE LONG SLIDE: Thirty Years in American Journalism. By Tucker Carlson. With his signature wit and 20/20 hindsight, Carlson investigates in this patriotic and monumental collection the question on all of our minds: Has America really changed that much in recent decades? The answer is, unequivocally, yes. 277 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

**484149X HERO OF TWO WORLDS: The Marquis de Lafayette in the Age of Revolution.** By Alice Dalrymple. Cites primary sources and argues that Lafayette was not the figurehead of a cause he supported but one who lost his life in the struggle for freedom. Lafayette's legacy is discussed in the context of his role in the American Revolution and the French Revolution. September. 280 pages. Knopf. $29.95. 9780307419318

**4840243 FRANKLY, WE DID WIN THE PRESIDENTION. The Inside Story of How Trump Won.** By Michael Wolff. Based on extensive reporting and interviews, this book offers a unique perspective on the 2020 election, analyzing it from the inside out. March. 256 pages. Simon & Schuster. $28.00. 9781982141815


**4844147 BASIC TEXTURES IN THREAD.** By Diane Cardaci et al. Step by step lessons demonstrate how to draw a variety of common textures and surfaces, including wood, brick, feathers, fur, and more, using thread and yarn. June. 32 pages. Walter Foster. $16.95. 9781683908454

**482949X CRAYON: Anywhere, Anytime Art.** By Monika Forsberg. Allows artists of all skill levels to create beautiful, spontaneous artwork inspired by their surroundings, no matter where they are. Focusing on simplicity and step-by-step projects that will teach you how to create your own contemporary works using the medium of crayons, this guide covers both beginners and more advanced artists. June. 112 pages. Walter Foster. $16.95. 9781683908461

**4829492 THE ZOOKEEPER’S WIFE.** By Diane Ackerman. From the author of Becoming a Zookeeper, this novel chronicles the story of the zookeeper’s wife, Sabina, and the animals she cared for during the Holocaust. A heartwarming story that is both educational and entertaining. June. 32 pages. Walter Foster. $16.95. 9781683908478

**4843630 THE GOOD NEIGHBOR: The Life and Work of Fred Rogers.** By Maxwell King. Rogers, the beloved children’s television personality, is known for his warmth, kindness, and dedication to children’s education. This biography explores Rogers’ life, work, and impact on children’s television. June. 416 pages. Alfred A. Knopf. $30.00. 9780307889524

**4843711 THE IDELE BEEKEPER: The Low-Effort, Natural Way to Raise Bees.** By Bill Anderson. Building on his years of applied curiosity as an urban beekeeper and shares his knowledge of how to care for bees, the mindful way. This is the ultimate guide to getting started, even in a city, and without effort. June. 256 pages. Abrams. $28.00. 9781419728163

**4823205 DREAMS OF EL DORADO: A History of the American West.** By H.W. Brands. Tells the thrilling panoramic story of the settling of the American West, from Lewis and Clark’s expedition in the early nineteenth century to the closing of the frontier by the early twentieth. Bringing out the finest and the basest in those who ventured there, Brands’ narrative provides a window into the great wealth and the tragedies of Americans westward— but El Dorado was never more elusive than in the West. Illus. 524 pages. Basic. $32.00. 9780465084838

**485625 THE NATURE OF MIDDLE-EARTH.** By J.R.R. Tolkien. It is well known that Tolkien’s The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings are among his most famous works. Tolkien’s books began in the mind, but his stories have evolved to become a part of the human experience. This collection brings together a variety of essays, articles, and interviews that explore the themes and ideas that run throughout Tolkien’s work. June. 256 pages. Harper. $27.99. 9780062683549

**4838041 SIX DAYS IN AUGUST: The Story of Stockholm Syndrome.** By David King. The definitive account of the bizarre hostage drama that gave rise to the term “Stockholm syndrome.” Based on a wealth of previously unpublished sources, including rare film footage and interviews with main participants, this book takes the reader inside the events that led to the wave of public sympathy for the hostages. July. 448 pages. Norton. $28.95. 9780393070284

**4848262 MAKING CONVERSATION: Seven Essentials of Meaningful Communication.** By Fred Dust. Outlining the seven elements essential to successful exchanges: Commitment, Creative Listening, Own-Words, Name-Dropping, Empathy, Synonyms, and Creation. Together, these seven elements form a set of resources anyone can use to be more deliberate and purposeful in making conversations work. 240 pages. Harper. $29.99. 9780062676956
**NEW NON-FICTION**

*4834771 THE CHICAGO CUB SHOT FOR LOVE: A Showgirl's Crime of Passion and the 1932 World Series. By Jack Leyden. In the summer of 1932, with the Cubs in the pennant race, Billy Jurges broke off his relationship with Violet Popovich, and she went to his hotel room with a revolver dangling back over her head. She shot it to the World Series only to lose to Babe Ruth’s legendary Called Shot. Balles profiles the lives of the ill-fated couple and traces the ripple effects on the shooting on the Cubs season. Photos. 142 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

*4834444 DEADLY DALLAS: A History of Unfortunate Incidents & Grisly Fatalities. By Rusty Williams. Spring of 1944. An inexperienced driver jumps the curb and dives into the lobby of the George Hotel. The man orders the rundown of unlicensed dogs due to a citywide outbreak of rabies. An elevator crushes the head of a young man as he retrieves a hall dollar he had dropped down the shaft. All this in a few days. Williams describes the heartbreaking and bizarre deaths in Dallas. Photos. 139 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99.

*4830845 PULL CONNECTIONS DOT-TO-DOT COLORING BOOK. Reduce stress while challenging your mind–connect the dots to connect with simple pleasures of home and the outdoors. After all, the groups are connected. See the scene! Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

*4831136 200 BEST CANNED FISH & SEAFOOD RECIPES. By Susan Sampson. Features a comprehensive guide to choosing and using canned seafood including interesting historical information and a handy substitute chart. Try easy to follow, inventive and delicious recipes such as Salmon Wiggie, Tuna Cobb Salad, Golden Purses, and East Coast Lobster Roulade. 24 pages, 3 color photos. 288 pages. McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

*4811799 COOKIES: More Than 200 Recipes. By Jill Snider. Nothing beats the aroma of freshly baked cookies, still warm from the oven. With this collection of recipes, you'll get 200 chances to experience that aroma--and even better, the taste! An abundance of tips and techniques to ensure you'll bake perfect cookies. Includes handy Ingredient Equivalents and Emergency Substitutions chart. Color photos. 256 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

*4829557 THINK SMART, ACT SMART: How to Make Decisions and Achieve Extraordinary Results. By D. Bridger & D. Lewis. Showing up for work with both of your brainpower in everyday situations: how to analyze conditions and problems, how to come to the right conclusions, how to make decisions that will correct those decisions after action, in short, how to get things done. Illus. 158 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

*4840968 ESCAPING THE RABBIT HOLE: How to Debunk Conspiracy Theories Using Facts, Logic, and Respect. By Mick Wilkins. Covering topics from Russia’s interference in online communities, and they try to convert those around them. West shares over a decade’s worth of knowledge and experience investigating and debunking conspiracy theories. He sets out to test four of the most popular conspiracies as a way to help you understand your friend and help them escape the rabbit hole. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99

*4835657 THE GREAT STAIN: Witnessing American Slavery. By Neal Rae. Covering personal accounts and drawings on thousands of original sources, Rae tells the story of American slavery from its origins in Africa to its abolition with the end of the Civil War. Meticulously researched, his work’s framework of scholarship is profoundly relevant to our world today. Illus. 591 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $40.00

*4847031 THE CRIMES OF JACK THE RIPPER: The Whitechapel Murders Re-Examined. By Paul Roland. Examining the potential suspects, the theories ranging from the plausible to the absurd, and the gruesome details of the murders. It is the definitive account to the killer who roamed London’s East End. The macabre deeds unveiled here provide shocking conclusions. Illus. 286 pages. Arcturus. Paperback.

*4832239 50 PHILOSOPHY CLASSICS: Your Shortcut to the Most Important Ideas on Being, Truth and Meaning. By Tom Butler-Bowdon. From Aristotle to Wittgenstein, this fascinating volume provides a lively entry point to The King of Dismissed, allowing readers comprehend key questions and possible answers at the center of human existence. 325 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

*4837374 CHURCHILL'S SHADOW RAIDERS: The Race to Develop Radar, Winds of War and Secret Weapons. By Damien Lewis. A blistering account of one of the most daring raids of WWII, Operation Biting, a mission like no other. This extraordinary true story proves Germany's secret radar instalation, offered Churchill's elite airborne force, the Special Air Service, a rare opportunity to shift the tides of war forever. 16 pages of photos. 389 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $27.00

*4842197 48 THIEVES ON SAIPAN: The Elite Marine Scout-Snipers in One of WWII's Bloodiest Battles. By Joseph Tachovsky with C. Kraack. Lieutenant Frank Tachovsky's 48 "Thieves" were chosen for their willingness to defy rules and beat all comers. The front lines were often unforgiving. For John Church, hunger, and thirst, fought a relentless enemy who would not surrender, and watched best friends die. This is how America won the war in the Pacific, where "uncommon valor was a common virtue." Well illus. 315 pages. Regnery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

*4829395 THE HANDBOOK FOR AMERICANS. Features the foundational documents of our democracy and provides information every American citizen needs to know about how our country works and the balance of powers set forth by the Nation's founders. It is a comprehensive resource of the traditions, history, customs, and facts every American should know about their country. 303 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperback.


*48467TX IN SEARCH OF WISDOM: Life-Changing Truths in the Book of Proverbs. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. With new details brought to light, this is a page-turning memoir of the Roosevelt Library, Baier illuminates the complex character of Roosevelt, revealing a profoundly relevant to our world today. Illus. 256 pages. Roper Center for Public Opinion Research. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

*4828944 CULTURE JIHAD: How to Stop the Left from Killing a Nation. By Elizabeth & Molly Kendall. A riveting true account of Elizabeth Kendall’s intimate six-year relationship with Ted Bund, one of the most notorious serial killers in American history. In this page-turning memoir, Kendall provides the psychological portrait of the other Ted Bund, the dashing, easygoing man who won her heart. 16 pages of photos, most color. Dey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

*4835573 DOG'S BEST FRIEND: The Story of an Unbreakable Bond. By Simon Garfield. A charming meditation on the relationship between humans and dogs, drawing upon history, science, art, and personal experiences to illuminate a manifold bond that has endured for millennia. A celebration of this deep interspecies connection, offering delights and insights about anyone who has had a dog. 16 pages of photos. 307 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

*4830296 THREE DAYS AT THE BRINK: FDR’S Daring Gamble to Win World War II. By Bret Baver with C. Whitney. With new details discovered in rarely seen transcripts, oral histories, and declassified State Department and presidential documents from the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Baver illuminates the complex character of Roosevelt, revealing a man who grew into his role and accepted the greatest challenge an American president has faced. 16 pages of photos. 434 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

*4848071 CRUISE FOR CONSPIRATORS: How a New Orleans DA Prosecuted the Kennedy Assassination as a Sex Crime. By Alecia F. Long. New Orleans district attorney’s decision to arrest Clay Shaw on March 1, 1967, set off a chain of events at once a dramatic courtroom narrative and a deeper meditation on the enduring power of homophobia, this story shows how the same dynamics that prompted Garrison’s unjust prosecution continue to inform conspirational thinking to this day. Photos. 247 pages. UNCP. Pub. at $28.00

*4844912 2022 THE WORLD ALMANAC CALENDAR. Discover new conspiracy and fascinating facts every day from the bestselling reference and trivia source of all time. Covering data and current events from history and sports to celebrity birthdays, geography, science, and much more. Desk calendar runs from January 2022 to December 2022. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99
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NEW NON-FICTION

4829565 WARRIORS OF LOVE: Rumi’s Odes to Shams of Tabriz. By James Cowan. A fresh interpretation of selection of 49 poems that were written by Rumi as metaphors for his love of God as well as his friend Shams, the Wild One. This essential volume includes an unprecedented, comprehensive introduction of the life and times of Rumi and his friendship with Shams, the historical facts of their encounter and the importance of friendship as a true path to God. 207 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


4835828 THE BRONZE LIE: Shattering the Warrior Women of War. By Myke Cole. The Spartan hoplite enjoys unquestioned currency as history’s greatest fighting man. The last stand at Thermopylae made the Spartans in legends in their own time, famous for their toughness, stoicism and martial prowess, and their refusal to surrender. Join Cole in this honest and accurate account of spartan warfare that challenges long-held myths about ancient Greece. 24 pages of color photos. 484 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

4845286 WEATHER: Hurricanes, Tornadoes, Ice, Lighting and Other Dramatic Weather Events in Photographs. By Robert J. Ford. The weather produces some of the most awe-inspiring and impactful scenes we can witness in nature—from epic lightning shows to rolling clouds and the roaring waves of powerful sea storms. Includes more than 150 photographs of stunning scenes of the weather in full force from all across the globe. 224 pages. Amherst 9x12. $29.95 $21.95

4832191 COMMANDER IN CHEAT: How Goll Gloats Trump, By Rick Reilly. For Trump, it’s always about winning. To do it, he uses the tricks he picked up from the hustlers at the public course where he learned the game as a college kid, and then polished as one of the most bombastic businessmen of our time. Reilly reveals in this outrageous indictment of Trump’s appalling behavior golf, all kinds of unsightly truths he’s been hiding. Pub. at $25.00 $16.95

4822169 Locked In: The True Causes of Mass Incarceration and How to Achieve Real Reform. By John F. Pfaff. Presents a revelatory, clear-eyed investigation into the root causes of mass incarceration that will transform our understanding of what ails American criminal justice. Pfaff describes a fractured criminal justice system and forces us to reconsider how we can build a more equitable and humane society. 311 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

4845841 2022 FLYING LEGENDS 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Photos by John M. Drew. Explorer is one of the mightiest warbirds from around the world. If your heat beats in time with the big pistons, this is for you. A delightful collection of the most significant aircraft from around the world. Photos are ideal for framers, hobbyists and aviation enthusiasts. Calendar runs September 2021 through December 2022. Rock Point. 17x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4835752 2022 HARLEY-DAVIDSON 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Photos by Terry D. Brown. Harley-Davidson motorcycles as the world’s most commissioned photography along with information from Harley-Davidson’s archives, this new edition of the best selling calendar features everything from sublime classics to today’s top offerings. Calendar runs from September 2021 through December 2022. Motorbooks. 17x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

4844661 THE COMPLETE KOUNTRY TV SHOW COOKBOOK. Ed. by Tom T. Hall. This collection offers a peek from all fourteen seasons of Country’s Country from America’s Test Kitchen. Like a treasured recipe box brought to life, this collection will teach you foolproof methods for more than 350 great American recipes. Also contains a comprehensive shopper’s guide to top-rated ingredients and equipment. Color photos. 907 pages. Cook’s Country. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

4838937 THE BIG BOOK OF HOW TO SAY IT, 3RD EDITION. By Rosalie Maggio. Features comprehensive, versatile lists of words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs that allow you to express yourself on any subject in your own voice and style. Includes How to Say It at Work by Griffin. Discover 50 common words to avoid using, 50 power words to use as often as possible, real world strategies for negotiation, the salary you deserve, and many more job interview tips. 1018 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4844742 DEFEATING THE PANZER-STUKA MENACE: British and German Air War. By Tony J. Tallis. Written by T. Anthony Blacker. Exploring a large number of spigot weapons from the Second World War, many of which were created by the fertile mind of one of Britain’s great inventors, Latham Pye. Praised by both H. W. Koch and Stefan Peterson. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00 $31.95

4839374 PENCIL AND INK. By Frank Cho. This collection features ballpoint-pen women, nude sketches and studies of figure. Revealed is Cho’s passion for human form, crosshatching and the line, as well as his love of storytelling. Featuring a new in-depth interview, this book answers many questions frequently asked by Cho’s followers and fans. Includes only 150 works. 256 pages. Titan. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

4831101 125 BEST CHEST RECIPES. By B. Jones & S. Wong. This “East meets West” approach to Chinese cooking is perfect for people who love Chinese food but want to make something new, easy and delicious. Try Drunken Chicken Wings, Seafood and Rice Chowder, Honey and Garlic Seared Halibut, Orange Binglee Squares, 16 pages of color photos. 192 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

48446575 THE BEAUTY OF HORROR V: Haunt of Fame Coloring Book. Join everyone’s favorite terrifically terrifying Ghoulia and her merrily macabre squad of followers and fans. Adults only. 127 pages. Inside you’ll find effective and lasting relief for 26 common physical ailments and conditions with this comprehensive and informative guide plus remedies for over a dozen psychological concerns. Well illus. in color. 253 pages. Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95

483206X 2022 BRUCE SARGEANT PAINTINGS CALENDAR. Images from a painter that idealized and celebrated the beauty of the male form. Calendar runs from January to December 2022. Square. 11¼x16¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

484508X DOGS & PUPPIES: Drawing. By Lynthia Knox. Inside you’ll find information about the tools and materials you need to get started, helpful artist tips, and basic drawing methods to render fur and features. Follow along with the simple step by step instructions to draw a pup, beagle, terrier, and more. You’re only steps away from becoming a master of drawing your favorite furry friends! Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Walter Foster. 10¼x13¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $4.95


4838793 DOLLAR BUG-GAM: 10 Uragami Projects. By W. Park. Explore the world of bugs with the handy field guide before re-creating each of the ten critters featured in this kit. Use the practice money provided in the model before moving on to using real U.S. paper currency. Models include a moth, dragonfly, praying mantis, beetles, and more. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4836167 LAUNCH A BUSINESS: START-UP TO SUCCESS. A Guided Workbook for Creating a Happy and Purposeful Future. By Ida O. Abbott. Discover a whole new approach to retirement planning, and the innovative business model for design thinking. Whether you’re considering a new place to settle down, working through financial planning, or unwinding a business, this unique guided workbook takes you through making those decisions. 264 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4836113 BATTLESHIPS DUKE OF YORK: An Anatomy from Building to Breaking. By I. Buxton & J. Johnston. Includes plans of the ship and a superb series of photographs. While the emphasis may be primarily visual, the accompanying narrative is as enlightening as the illustrations. This is a uniquely comprehensive appraisal of a great ship in all its complexity that no warship enthusiast will want to miss. 264 pages. Seaforth. 10¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $80.00 $59.95

4836143 PAINTED IN MEXICO, 1700-1790. Palmix Mex. Ed. by Iona H. Alter & Ana Isabel Vargas. This stunningly illustrated volume represents the first serious effort to reposition the history of Mexican painting during the 18th century. A volume of periodical articles marked by major stylistic changes and the invention of new iconographies. 512 pages. Prestel. 10x12¼x1¼. $85.00 $29.95

4854897 PANZERGRENADIER. By Thomas Anderson. At the start of World War II, the German Panzergrenadier division pioneered new concepts: integrated tanks, motorized infantry and artillery into the potent combat force that overwhelmed Poland and then Western Europe. This campaign was campaigned. Comprehensive, highly illustrated, uses original German archival material, interviews with surviving veterans and previously unpublished images. 304 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95
483392 LIFE LESSONS FROM A HOLLYWOOD PRODUCTION. By Judith Stoltezky. A gossip in a screw-top jar, sourdough can change your self-awareness, your worldview, and your values. In an old jelly jar, flour and water create quietly growing into something that will make you a more contented person. There’s no simpler recipe for achieving happiness. Color photos. 96 pages. Tiller. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

484114 FULL CIRCLE: From Hollywood to Real Life and Back Again. By Andrea Barber. She grew up in front of the world on the beloved sitcom Full House, then acted Andrea Barber abruptly left Hollywood. Why did she do it? And how long did she do for twenty years out of the spotlight before returning to television? Is this her funny and inspiring memoir of fame, heartache, resilience—and the upside of 24 pages, color photos, 232 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $27.00.

483271X LOWSIDE OF THE ROAD: A Life of Tom Waits. By Barney Hoskyns. Affectionate and penetrating, and based on a combination of assiduous research and deep critical insight, this is an outstanding investigation of a notoriously private artist and performer—the definitive account to date of Waits’ life and work. Photos. 609 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound. $19.95.

483206 SEVEN DAYS OF INFAMY: Pearl Harbor Across the World. By Nicholas Best. Best takes readers on an unprecedented journey through the days surrounding the attack, providing a snapshot of life on both sides of the world—from Ernest Hemingway in Texas to Jack Kennedy playing touch football in Washington, while Mao Tse-tung trained his forces in Yan’an and the Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe cheered as the U.S. entered the war. Photos. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99.

484683 THREE DAYS IN JANUARY: Dwight Eisenhower’s Final Mission. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Illustrious via this under appreciated presidency of Dwight Eisenhower by taking readers into Ike’s last days in power. Masterfully casts the period between the 1966 Middle East war and the prophetical farewell address and Kennedy’s inauguration as the closing act of one of modern America’s greatest leaders. 492 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99.

4841255 DANNEMORA. By Charles A. Gardner. In June 2015, two convicted murders broke out of the Clinton Correctional Facility in Dannemora, in New York’s New Country—launching the most extensive manhunt in state history and dominating the new cycle with the sex scandal linking both inmates to the prison employee who aided them. 280 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95.

4841256 FREEDOM’S DEFECTIVE: The Secret Service, the Ku Klux Klan and the Man Who Masterminded America’s First War on Terror. By Charles Lane. Reveals the untold story of the Reconstruction era United States Secret Service and their battle against the Ku Klux Klan and the controversial chief, Hiram C. Whiteley. This study reveals the story of this complex hero and his central role in a long lost chapter of American history. 548 pages. Hanover Square. Pub. at $26.95.

484427 HEALTHY KETO: 75+ Plant-Based, Low-Carb, High-Fat Recipes. A plant based approach to the keto diet with 75+ nutritionist approved recipes. Easy prep suggestions and make ahead meals with ample nutritional values for every recipe. From Tomato Egg Stacks and Rosemary Almond Kielas to Thai Turkey Lettuce Cups and Seared Salmon with Toasted Cauliflower, each recipe showcases one or more 15 all star ingredients. Color photos. 152 pages. Heart! Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99.

483949 FRIED CHICKEN & FRIENDS: The Hartlywood Family Cookbook. By G. Llewellyn & N. Hart. A collection of recipes for down home Southern cooking, including the Ultimate Buttermilk Fried Chicken, as well as Mint Juleps, Oyster Po’ Boys, Waffles with Bacon and Maple Syrup, and all sorts of other delicious dishes. Dig into the high octane flavor of fried chicken, chargrilled broad beans and more. Color photos. 256 pages. Thunder Bay. 8x10¼ x¼. Pub. at $30.00.


4833532 THE BOMB: Presidents, Generals, and the Secret History of Nuclear War. By Fred Kaplan. Takes us into the White House Situation Room, the Joint Chiefs of Staff’s “Tank” in the Pentagon, and the vast chambers of Strategic Command in Omaha and the White House. The author, a physicist, reveals the secret history of antigravity experimentation, from Nikola Tesla and Thomas Edison to John F. Kennedy. The book is based on exclusive interviews and previously classified documents, and how American presidents and generals have thought about, threatened, broached, and just plain avoided war. Some in color. 310 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.

4849808 STAYING ALIVE: How to Act Fast and Survive Deadly Encounters. By Michael Dorn et al. Taking successful strategies that have been used by experts to handle school shootings, bombings, and other deadly events, the authors demonstrate in this guide how those life-saving techniques can be used by the average person in order to ensure their own and their friends’ survival in crises. 292 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.


4848892 GONE AT MIDNIGHT: The Mysterious Death of Elisa Lam. By Jake Anderson. An unusual hotel with a strange history. The author, a determined journalist, a life changing quest toward uncomfortable truths.


4845153 PENCIL DRAWING: Artist’s Library Series. By Gene Franks. Pencil drawing is fundamental to the visual arts, and pencil can be the works expressive medium. Franks shares his knowledge and shows by example how to bring out the beauty in ordinary things. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

4845162 GENIUS JOKES: Laugh Your Way Through Science, Culture & Life With Little Something Along the Way. By Frank Fannley. Welcome to a one kind of collection of jests for the cultured and the curious, and the learned and the learning. Fannley has assembled 152 quips that every joker who’s looking to elevate their gag game will appreciate.


4839062 CORAL REEFS: A Natural History. By Charles Sheppard. Featuring more than 200 exquisite color photos that highlights key aspects of corals and their natural history, including representative examples from all around the world with rare and unusual species. Explaining why coral reefs are critical to the health of our oceans. 240 pages. Princeton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95.


second exp edition succeed ed in charting all the way to shocking, sometimes sordid but always entertaining real selves and one heroic scoop saved, and can still save, the world. 19 pages of and pioneers. His accounts, including maps, during his times–played a major role in Charles Frémont known as "The Pathfinder" 1843-'44. * you into the conflict against the most lethal would go on for nearly a year. Here he takes Verini stayed to cover the jiha dis' last great but also his criticism of the monotype, and above all his Genius. 4832558 A DICTIONARY OF SOURCES OF TOLKIEN. By David Day. A Tolkien scholar and biographer, Day's aim was to assemble all the information about the author's life and career. This dictionary includes over 200 entries and an expansive bibliography. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

4832469 CASTIGLIONE: Lost Genius. By T.J. Standring & M. Clayton. Although he was skilled as a painter and as an etcher, his status as the inventor of the monotype, and above all his extraordinary oil sketches on paper that secured his major role in opening up the American West to settlement and pioneers. His accounts, including maps, narrations and documentation of his expeditions, guided the stories of the first American writers. This second expedition succeeded in charting all the way to California, mapping the Oregon Trail as a route. Photos. 281 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. $24.95

4835468 BABY UNICORNS: Zendoodle Coloring. The rainbow never shines quite so brightly as it does when a baby unicorn is born. You will find more than 60 pages bursting with playful, young foals waiting for that extra special gift, a splash of vibrant color combination that only you can provide, you’ll prepare each one for the wondrous of the world that awaits them! Castle Point. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95


4845129 LIFELIKE HEADS: Drawing Made Easy. By Lance Richlin. Learn what drawing materials, shading techniques, and the important anatomical structures of the head. Following this, Richlin shows how to light the subject, shade, and render features of the face, and address a variety of expressions of a broad smile to a mischievous grin. Fully illus. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. $4.95

4845161 PERSPECTIVE: Artist’s Library Series. By William F. Powell. Learn how perspective works, and how to render it correctly on a two dimensional paper or canvas. Includes step by step instructions to master the basics of one, two, and three point perspective, along with practice drawings. Fully illus. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. $4.95

4844971 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRONES, 2ND EDITION. By Adam Juniper. Explains how drones developed, where they’re going, and which one you should choose. It provides the blueprint to help you build both a simple drone and a super fast FPV racer yourself. Whether you’re flying indoors or out, this resource guide covers everything buying or building, this resource guide covers everything. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Wellfeet. 9x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

4841395 FORCES OF NATURE. By B. Cox & A. Cohen. A breathtaking and beautiful exploration of our planet, this groundbreaking work accompanies the acclaimed BBC TV series, providing the deepest answers to the simplest questions. How did life on earth begin? What are the nature of space and time? What are the chances that we will discover life on other worlds? Think you know our planet? Think again. 16 pages of color photos. 264 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

4842097 I’M NOT SLEEPING OUTSIDE. By Jeremy Greenberg. A collection of admirably precocious cats break up with their owners through hilarious letters that capture the trademark feline quirks you love, confound, and amuse their human friends. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. 150 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

4844939 BASIC COLOR THEORY: Special Subjects. By Patti Mollica. Understanding how to effectively use color is the first step toward creating vibrant, meaningful artwork. Demonstrating the color wheel and the tools, including color relationships, mood, and temperature; hue, saturation, and value; and how to create an effective color scheme. Each concept is clearly explained. Fully illus. in 40 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Hardcover. $9.95

4834679 THE TOUT BOOK OF ROCK BANDS. By F. Sohnen-Bac et al. From Guns N’Roses to Red Hot Chili Peppers, choosing the right tools and materials to understanding the basics of non-acrylic, paint pens, inks, and more, beginning artists will delight in the variety of techniques and designs that come with this detailed guide. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. $4.95

4843806 A REPORT OF THE EXPLORING EXPEDITION TO OREGON AND NORTH CALIFORNIA IN THE YEARS 1843-44. By John Charles Fremont. John Charles Fremont is considered the "Pathfinder" of the American West, and his explorations played a major role in opening up the American West to settlement and pioneers. His accounts, including maps, narrations and documentation of his expeditions, guided the stories of the first American writers. This second expedition succeeded in charting all the way to California, mapping the Oregon Trail as a route. Photos. 281 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. $24.95

4841822 CLEO: The Cat Who Mended a Family. By Helen Brown. Through happiness and heartbreak, changes and new beginnings, the unlikely glue that affectionately held Helen’s family together. Rich in wisdom, will, heart, and healing, here is the story of a cat with an extraordinary gift for knowing just where she was needed most. 192 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

4842288 THE ABC’S: Musical Sing-Along Book. Join the fun in this alphabet adventure! Follow along, point to the letters and pictures, and learn your ABC’s while you go. Press the big red button and sing along to the song while you practice the letters from A to Z. Ages 1-4. B.E.S. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. $4.95

4842097 I’M NOT SLEEPING OUTSIDE. By Jeremy Greenberg. A collection of admirably precocious cats break up with their owners through hilarious letters that capture the trademark feline quirks you love, confound, and amuse their human friends. Fully illus. in color. Andrews McMeel. 150 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95

4844939 BASIC COLOR THEORY: Special Subjects. By Patti Mollica. Understanding how to effectively use color is the first step toward creating vibrant, meaningful artwork. Demonstrating the color wheel and the tools, including color relationships, mood, and temperature; hue, saturation, and value; and how to create an effective color scheme. Each concept is clearly explained. Fully illus. in 40 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9½. Hardcover. $9.95

4841822 CLEO: The Cat Who Mended a Family. By Helen Brown. Through happiness and heartbreak, changes and new beginnings, the unlikely glue that affectionately held Helen’s family together. Rich in wisdom, will, heart, and healing, here is the story of a cat with an extraordinary gift for knowing just where she was needed most. 192 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

4842288 THE ABC’S: Musical Sing-Along Book. Join the fun in this alphabet adventure! Follow along, point to the letters and pictures, and learn your ABC’s while you go. Press the big red button and sing along to the song while you practice the letters from A to Z. Ages 1-4. B.E.S. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. $4.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

4834842 PLAY HUNGRY: The Making of a Baseball Player. By Pete Rose. The inside story of how Rose became one of the greatest players in the history of baseball. As baseball’s Hit King, he shattered records that were thought to be unbreakable. This memoir is his final word on the controversies and conflicts and how to succeed when the odds are stacked against you. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

4845219 THE WOODWORKER’S STUDIO HANDBOOK. By Jim Whitman. A comprehensive guide to the artistry, design, and skills needed to propel their hobby to the next level. Whitman’s 20 teaching projects make you feel like a seasoned craftsman from step one, regardless of your experience level. Learn about the importance of proper planning, measuring twice so you can cut once, and how to make the most of your wood. Color photos. 176 pages. Crestline. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4845103 DOGS & PUPPIES: Drawing Made Easy. By Norlin Stacey. Learn how to draw amazingly realistic dogs and puppies. Focusing on techniques specific to drawing accurate depictions of canines—from creating fur types and features to achieving accurate proportions—so you can use your knowledge to render your own dog portraits. Fullly illus. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6¼x9½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4846534 DEADLY MONOPOLIES. By Harness A. Washington. A powerful, disturbing, and deeply researched volume that illuminates this “life patent” goldrush, the corporate control of medical practice and the harmful, even lethal, consequences for public health. Revealing in shocking detail just how far the profit motive has encroached on colonizing human life and compromising medical ethics. 433 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

4832652 FASHION IN THE ’70S. By E. Dirks & C. Field. Featuring over 450 original photographs System in black and white, this stunning resource provides an extraordinary overview of this period of mini-skirts, maxi-dresses, hot pants, flared jeans, platform shoes, wrap dresses, and bondage trousers—documenting the fashions of the seventies. 416 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $4.95

4846737 FAST & EASY MINI CROSSWORDS: Tiny Crosswords for Quick Solving. By A. de Mondenard & A. Sire. This collection of puzzles is perfect for a little mental diversion, nothing that will take hours or even days to complete. Each mini crossword features a mini-theme, and getting one answer will often help with the other. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzleswright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

4831683 CINCINNATI IN THE CIVIL WAR: The Union’s Queen City. By David L. Rowley. During the Civil War, Cincinnati played a crucial role in persevering the United States. Not only was the city the North’s most populous in the west, but it was also the nation’s third-most productive manufacturing center. Instrumental in the Underground Railroad prior to the conflict, the city became a focal point for curbing Southern incursion in the Union Territory. Photos. 318 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

4833050 RAILWAYS IN THE AMERICAN LANDSCAPE. By Mike Danneman. Windswept vistas, scorching canyons, and glorious scenes of snow and ice. Showcased are Historic American Landscapes: A Tourism Atlas of all the breathtaking glory, cleaved by the continent’s powerful locomotives and captured in a series of stunning original photographs by Danneman. Fully illus. in color. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95

4837474 CSX TRANSPORTATION RAILROAD HERITAGE. By Kenneth C. Sprinthall. CSX’s Heritage was formed in 1980 by a merger of the Seaboard Coast Line and the Chessie System, providing a history that goes back to its beginning with the opening of the Peninsular Railroad in 1830. This railroad features population, energy and manufacturing markets, Fully illus., in color. America Through Time. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $23.95

4840151 THE FAILED PROMISE: Reconstruction, Frederic Douglass, and the Impeachment of Andrew Johnson. By Robertson Levine. While the conflicts that brought Frederick Douglass and the wider Black community to reject Andrew Johnson and call for a guilty verdict in his impeachment trial. In countering his allegations, Douglass and Johnson, Levine offers a distinctive vision of the lost promise and dire failure of Reconstruction, the effects of which still reverberate today. 312 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4844444 THE SECRET LIFE OF FUNGI: Discoveries from a Hidden World. By Aliya Whiteley. Fungi are unlike any other living thing, they can appear anywhere, from desert dunes to frozen tundras. They invigorate our bodies and our floors. They are unwelcome intruders or vastly expensive treats, and symbols of both death and eternal life. There’s still so much to learn about the eruption, growth, and decay of their world. 195 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4842111 THE THREE STAGES OF INITIATIVE SPIRITUALITY: Craftsman, Warrior, Magician. By Angel Millar. Exploring the craftsman, warrior, and magician archetypes. Millar reveals how these archetypes represent the three successive stages of spiritual growth in an individual’s life. He shows how they provide structure for the initiatory process to develop one’s mental, physical, and spiritual potential. 244 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $15.95

4842049 DARK LIGHT CONSCIOUSNESS: Melanin, Serpent Power, and the Luminous Matrix of Reality. By Angel Millar. Melanin, the most powerful pigment in the world, is the potential to activate a personal connection to the superconscious. Called Uraeus in ancient Egyptian texts and Kûndalî in ancient hindu yoga, it’s known that the most powerful power of spiritual transcendence inhabits the base of the spine in its dormant state. This realm is explored here. 358 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

4842572 THE SIDE BOARD OF PSYCHOLOGY: From Ancient Dream Therapy to Ecopsychology. By Wade E. Pickren. Delve into one of the world’s most fascinating subjects—the millennia-old exploration into the workings of the human mind. Chronicles the history of psychology through 125 ideas and people behind those ideas. He covers everything from ancient myths to modern cutting-edge research. 266 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4842251 WITCHES THEN & NOW: Inside Their Mysterious World. Ed. by Shari Goldhagen. For as long as people have been sharing stories, they’ve been telling them about witches: women (and men) who often live outside of societal norms and are both persecuted and sought out for their powers, whether true or not. In this book, a unique gathering of European witch hunt, how to create your own sacred space and top pop culture spell casters. Color photos. 192 pages. Centennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4846634 JAPANESE CHINESE PAINTING FROM JAPANESE COLLECTIONS. Ed. by S. Little & C. Yu Yu. Exhibition catalog. With a sweeping view across four dynasties, this lavish illustrated catalogue is the first major American exhibition of Chinese painting that have survived in Japan through the efforts of private collectors, zen temples, and museums. 176 pages. Prestel. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $11.95

4844050 2012 NATIONAL WOLVES CALENDAR. By Matt Witican. Wolves are respected as intelligent and socially complex creatures. In some cultures, they are believed to be mythical legends. This calendar features outstanding images of these fierce and beautiful animals. Calendar runs January to December 2012. Universe. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4832244 OPUM: How an Ancient Flower Shaped and Poisoned Our World. By J.H. Halpern & D. Blystein. Tells the extraordinary and at times harrowing tale of how we arrived at today’s crisis of opioid addiction. The authors explore misjudgments, missed patterns of greed, and racial stereotypes served to transform one of nature’s most effective painkillers into a source of unspeakable pain. Photos. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

4845001 2012 AUDUBON SONGBIRDS AND OTHER BACKYARD BIRDS PICTURE-A-DAY CALENDAR. Celebrate the merry backyard songsters that bring color, joy and sweet melodic tunes every day. Every month features a large image at the top of the page, dozens more in the grid below, and authoritative text describing characteristics, calls, habitats, and migration patterns—all from the Audubon Society. Calendar runs January 2012 through December 2012. Workman. 12x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4832323 MR. LEAR: A Life of Art and Nonsense. By Jenny Uglow. Lear was a man of great genius, but his humor masked epilepsy, depression, and loneliness. Uglow’s beautifully illustrated biography brings us his swooping moods, passionate friendships, and restless travels. This is the uniquely gifted man behind 598 pages. FSG. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

4830954 HENRI CARTIER-BRESSON: Paris Revisited. Ed. by A. de Mondenard & A. Sire. Explore the key role Paris played in the artists’ legendary career, and the way he looked at the city he lived in and loved. In this volume are 160 photographs taken from a career lasting more than fifty years. A superb portrait of Paris in the twentieth century, but a testament to his skill as a supreme observer of human life. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

4844785 RAF SECOND WORLD WAR FIGHTERS IN DIORAMA SCALE. By Chris Sandham-Bailey. Featuring more than 200 highly detailed profiles of 15 different aircraft types flown by the Royal Air Force between 1939 and 1945. Full specifications and histories are included for British and Commonwealth fighters operated on all fronts during the conflict, from the iconic Supermarine Spitfire to U.S. lend-lease types such as the Bell P-39 Airacobra. Fully illus. 296 pages. Tempest. 12x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

4842308 ELLSWORTH KELLY: Red Green Blue. Paintings and Studies, 1958-1965 is the first exhibition catalogue to focus on a grand, powerful body of work and related studies by the American artist. Through these works, Kelly demonstrated his vibrant originality and defined the interests that still define his work today. Color photos. 128 pages. MCA San Diego. 10x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

484226X A IS FOR ARCHIVE: Warhol’s World from A to Z. By Matt Witican. As an icon of the twentieth century and a leading figure in the Pop art movement, Warhol was an obsessive collector of things large and ordinary. In 2001, his museum set up a project to photograph as many objects as possible to archive them. Featuring more than 200 high-quality profiles. Color photos. 150 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95
482904 THE AGE OF COMBUSTION. By Stephen Bayley. This collection reproduces 60 of Bayley’s popular monthly columns for Octane, the outstanding classic car magazine where he has provided the most consistently insightful commentary on car culture, often based on privileged access to industry insiders. Photos. 228 pages. Circa. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

4830660 BLACK + DECKER THE BOOK OF HOME HOW-TO: Complete Photo Guide to Home Repair & Improvement. Ed. by Mark Johnson. It’s like holding the entire internet in your hands—only better. From wiring and plumbing to carpentry and more, this guide offers step by step instructions to complete the repair and improvement challenges in your home. Fully illustrated. 600 pages. Cool Springs Press. $32.99

483190X PETERSON FERENCE GUIDE TO NORTH AND ENGLISH TRANSLATION. This years desk calendar also features cultural pages focused on unique and important places to see and fun things to do when visiting. Calendar runs January 2022 to December 2022. Universe. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

4842065 OCCULT BOTANY: Sedir’s Concise Guide to Magical Plants. By Paul Sedir. Merging the scientific discipline of botany with ancient, medieval, and Renaissance traditions of occult herbalism, this book was first published in French in 1902 as a textbook for students of Papus’s École hermétique and sparked a revival in the study of magical herball in early nineteenth century France. Includes ribbon. Traditions. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

4849978 FLYING CATALINAS: The Consolidated PBY Catalina in World War II. By Andrew Hendrie. Tells the whole amazing story of the “Flying Boat” from its exploratory achievements, the heroism of its crews, and the problems they had to endure. With numerous photographs as well as appendices listing the Catalina’s history, this is the definitive history of the Catalina and its operations world-wide. 240 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4853690 ABANDONED WIREGRASS: The Deepest South’s Lost and Forgotten Places. By Brian L. Braden. Welcome to the Wiregrass, a place where abandoned doesn’t always mean vacant, and vacant doesn’t always mean empty. Nestled between Florida’s sugar-white beaches and the agriculturally rich Black Belt, there exists a land of endless peanut patches—black belt and high cotton. Join Braden as he chronicles the slow-motion apocalypse of abandoned homes and businesses of the Wiregrass. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

485364X ABANDONED IOWA: Schools and Churches. By Nicole Renaud. Iowa is filled with so many abandoned schools and churches—the consolidation of districts, lack of members, decline in community, a desire for new schools/churches—each recital lists reasons for closure. Follow Renaud as sheventures all over Iowa to the abandoned schools and churches. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

4854594 AY GORKHALI: The True Story of the Gurkhas. By Tim I. Gurung. In World War II, 200,000 Gurkhas out of Nepal’s five million people took up arms for the British cause. 250,000 Gurkhas fought along the side of the British in World War II. Written by a Gurkha, this guide tells the Gurkhas’ story from the very beginning to present day. It deals with their history and its ramifications on the nation of Nepal. 332 pages. Blacksmith. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

4842556 I CHING, OR THE BOOK OF CHANGES. An unparalleled intellectual testament and enduring source of inspiration. A definitive new series bringing together ancient, medieval and modern texts, with extended introductions to highlight the special contribution of each book. Fully illus. 415 pages. Flame Tree. $13.95

4845455 WICCAN KITCHEN: A Guide to Magical Cooking & Recipes. By Lisa Chamberlain. Everything you need to know to cook magic in the kitchen. Cooking and magic have a lot in common: both use various ingredients and natural forces to create something new. Chamberlain tells you everything you need to know to maximize the magical potential of what you cook and eat. Includes 40 delicious, mystical recipes. 210 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4846761 HAD I KNOWN: Collected Essays. By Barbara Ehrenreich. Gathering the articles and excerpts from a long running career that most highlight Ehrenreich’s brilliance, social consciousness, and wit. Fr. from her award winning article “Welcome to Wasteland” and shortly after she was diagnosed with breast cancer, to her groundbreaking undercover investigative journalism in Nickel and Dime.” 364 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

4850452 CHANGES. By Bernard F. Oid. In the golden age of Hollywood, Paramount was one of the Big Five studios. Gulf + Western’s special contribution of each book. I llus. with extended introductions to highlight the special contribution of each book. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

4858392 MERIMMACK, THE RESILIENT RIVER. An Illustrated Profile of the Most Historic River in New England. By Dyke Hendrickson. Highlights the dramatic life of the Merrimack River, from the colorful days of the Native Americans to its current status as one of the most scenic recreational waterways in New England. Includes a complete time line of the River. Well illus., in color. 127 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

4842065 OCCULT BOTANY: Sedir’s Concise Guide to Magical Plants. By Paul Sedir. Merging the scientific discipline of botany with ancient, medieval, and Renaissance traditions of occult herbalism, this book was first published in French in 1902 as a textbook for students of Papus’s École hermétique and sparked a revival in the study of magical herball in early nineteenth century France. Includes ribbon. Traditions. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

4849978 FLYING CATALINAS: The Consolidated PBY Catalina in World War II. By Andrew Hendrie. Tells the whole amazing story of the “Flying Boat” from its exploratory achievements, the heroism of its crews, and the problems they had to endure. With numerous photographs as well as appendices listing the Catalina’s history, this is the definitive history of the Catalina and its operations world-wide. 240 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


4830809 COUNTRY STORE TO CORNER MARKET: Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. By Raymond Bial. Traces the history of stores on the rural roadside and neighborhood that made up the city. It continues on to early supermarkets and the Piggy Wolly. Highlighted are the people and their bonds to their homeplace and each other from cotton picking to New Orleans. Jazz. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

4830809 COUNTRY STORE TO CORNER MARKET: Alabama, Louisiana, and Mississippi. By Raymond Bial. Traces the history of stores on the rural roadside and neighborhood that made up the city. It continues on to early supermarkets and the Piggy Wolly. Highlighted are the people and their bonds to their homeplace and each other from cotton picking to New Orleans. Jazz. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

4831608 THE 4,000-FOOTERS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE’S WHITE MOUNTAINS: Images of America. By Michael Dickey. Dickey’s compilation of the iconic 4,000-foot peaks, with their rugged character and natural beauty, have been attracting hikers, explorers, and outdoor enthusiasts to the New Hampshire’s White Moutains for more than 200yrs. These mountains played a major role in the development of the region from a daunting wilderness to a thriving recreational mecca. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95


**ABANDONED VERMONT:** Down Forgotten Backroads. By Marie Desrosiers. A journey down roads throughout Vermont were once prospered homes and flourishing farms and businesses now sit empty, forgotten and untouched as nature starts to reclaim them. They sit still and quiet as reminders of the places they used to be. By Underground the cozy roofs and beds of the duty and broken windows, these places hold memories. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.

**ABANDONED CHICAGOLAND:** Raft on the Prairies. By Jerry Olenick. Chicago is known the world over for its architecture and theater, as well as a myriad of other tourist sights. Tourists tend to see the “nice” parts of the city, but every city has its hidden, abandoned side. This book focuses on the old, abandoned and off the beaten path places across all Chicagoland. See what happens when nature takes over. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.


**ABANDONED ROUTE 66:** California: The Salton Sea. By Salton Sea, California’s largest inland body of water, was a spectacular oasis in the desert which attracted droves of boating, fishing, and beach enthusiasts for fun in the sun. Follow Willinger as he captures the sublime beauty of the forsaken landscape, buildings, and artifacts of the historic areas once vibrant past. Fully illus., in color. 96 pages. America Through Time. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.

**ABANDONED ROUTE 66:** southern Wyoming: Images of Rail. By Con Trumbull. Starting with the great migration along the Oregon Trail in the 1840’s, central Wyoming has long been a transportation corridor of the western United States. Railroad tracks first worked their way into the region in 1866. Connecting central Wyoming to the outside world brought goods and people and allowed for the growth of the oil fields, agriculture and industry. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.

**ABANDONED ROUTE 66:** northern Wyoming: Images of Rail. By Con Trumbull. Starting with the great migration along the Oregon Trail in the 1840’s, central Wyoming has long been a transportation corridor of the western United States. Railroad tracks first worked their way into the region in 1866. Connecting central Wyoming to the outside world brought goods and people and allowed for the growth of the oil fields, agriculture and industry. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.


**CENTRAL WYOMING RAILROADS:** Images of Rail. By Con Trumbull. Starting with the great migration along the Oregon Trail in the 1840’s, central Wyoming has long been a transportation corridor of the western United States. Railroad tracks first worked their way into the region in 1866. Connecting central Wyoming to the outside world brought goods and people and allowed for the growth of the oil fields, agriculture and industry. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.

**CAMP:** Stories & Itineraries for Sleeping under the Stars. By Luc Gesell & N. Lovechich. Pitch a tent in one of the most secluded campsites on earth. With tales from the trail, arresting images, and helpful instruction, this account reveals what it means to sleep outdoors under the all the gear, it’s as much about living off the grid as it is about staying alive. 250 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $25.00.


**THE OLD SPANISH TRAIL:** Images of America. By James Collett. At the dawn of the automobile travel in the United States, visionary entrepreneurs proposed a Southern transcontinental route called the Old Spanish Trail (OST) that would stretch across eight states from Florida to California. As travelers ventured down the route, a diverse crop of businesses sprang up to meet the tourist demands. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.

**A HISTORY LOVER'S GUIDE TO BOSTON:** By B. Jensen & T. Chalkley. Neither southern nor northern, Baltimore has charted its own course through the American experiences. The spies of the nation’s first cathedral rose into its sky, and the first blood of the Civil War fell on its streets. Jensen and Chalkley navigate through nearly three hundred years of a colorful history, to introduce the “ancient and solid” city. Photos. 236 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99.

**THE SURREAL LIFE OF LEONORA CARRINGTON:** By Joanna Moorhouse. An intimate portrait of Carrington, who was the last surviving member of the surrealist movement of the 1930s. A prodigious painter and writer, lover of Max Ernst, friend of Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dalí, Marcel Duchamp and many more, she eventually filed war-torn Europe to become part of the art world of Los Angeles. 450 pages, some color. 321 pages. Virago. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

**THE GREAT WALL:** By Ian Volner. A fascinating look at the barriers that we have built over millennia, what they say about human history, and what they say about us today. Tracking the history of that imagined line between the U.S. and Mexico and its barriers from the nineteenth century to today while asking several key questions. Why do we build walls? What do they reveal about us? Photos. 276 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $27.00.

**THE MAKING OF AMERICA'S ARCHITECT:** By Burt Hochberg. You don’t have to be a genius to play chess like one. The practical instructions can help anyone progress in no time at all, while instilling an understanding of the game’s fundamentals, promoting the development of critical thinking and strategies that will advance. Lessons included are designed for a “real-world” play, using positions that new players are likely to encounter. 135 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.
NEW NON-FICTION


★ 483786X ALL ABOUT DINNER: Simple Meals, Expert Advice. By Molly Stevens. Features 150 recipes that will invigorate your everyday menus and build your culinary expertise. Whether you're hungry for crispy chicken with arugula salad, butter poached shrimp with garlic and tomatoes, Parmesan risotto, or triple ginger apple crisp, each recipe is written to anticipate your questions and inspire improvisations. Illus. in color. 335 pages. Norton. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

★ 482952X BEING LOLITA: A Memoir. By Allisson Wood. Wood finds solace in her writing and in a young, charismatic English Ensign, Mr. North. He gives her a copy of Lolita to read, which ends up sparking a forbidden romance. As his hold on her tightens, Wood is forced to evaluate how much of her story is actually a disturbing fiction. Sentimental and psychological. Fully illus. 225 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95


★ 4831764 ELLSWORTH AIR FORCE BASE: Images of Aviation. By Joseph T. Page II. Rapid City Air Force Base is located 48 miles in 1942 and used as a training location for the B-17 Flying Fortress heavy bomber aircrew throughout the duration of World War II. Today, the personnel at Ellsworth Air Force Base continue to build upon the storied legacy of the South Dakota Base, projecting American airpower around the world. Photos. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4831454 RAILROADS OF NEW YORK’S CAPITAL DISTRICT: Images of Rail. By Timothy Starr. New York’s Capital District was ideally situated to become one of the nation’s major transportation crossroads. Passenger trains operate to this day on the Schenectady and Albany-Rensselaer Amtrak stations, while the city continues to be an important commercial hub. Photos. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4831381 NORFOLK SOUTHERN IN HAMPTON ROADS: Images of America. By Elizabeth Owney Cooper. Norfolk Southern Railway’s history in southeastern Virginia began in the mid-19th century when a young civil engineer named William Mahone designed an innovative 12-mile long railroad through the Great Dismal Swamp, one of the nation’s worst disasters. Photos. 128 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 483108X THE NORTHEAST CORRIDOR: Images of Rail. By Todd Delano. The Northeast Corridor between Boston and Washington is perhaps the single most significant stretch of railroad in the country. The line carries thousands of passengers daily and is a vital part of the regional, and commuter trains. While the Northeast Corridor continues to evolve, it remains as relevant as it was when it was originally developed nearly two centuries ago. Photos. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4835166 VERMONT’S WOODSTOCK RAILROAD. By Frank J. Barrett. During America’s golden age of railroading, it was the smaller branch lines that were the most beloved by the people they served. Such was the case of Vermont’s Woodstock Railroad, which faithfully served the daily needs of the local populace-farmers, mill owners, and their families. In his latest profile of a railroad, former Amtrak conductor Frank Barrett as he recounts the story of that proud line. Photos. 172 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4831500 SMOKY MOUNTAIN RAILWAYS. By Jacob Morgan & Bob Plot. The Great Smoky Mountains were a remote unacceptable place with no major highways or railroads until well after the Civil War. The railroad brought commerce and tourism, and rail buffs continue to come to Bryson City to experience the train on the Great Smoky Mountain Railroad. Its history is filled with blood, sweat, nitroglycerin and humor. Photos. 225 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4835885 CHICAGO CUBS: One-Pan Recipes for Every Day & Every Occasion. By Dori Dodge. A new take on fuss-free baking with fifty easy to master recipes that put an inventive spin on beloved classic cakes, pies, cookies, and minimal supplies. Dodge teaches you her three techniques for assembling sheet cakes creations-classic, stacked and rolled. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ 4835458 SHEET CAKE: Easy One-Pan Recipes for Every Day & Every Occasion. By Abigail Johnson Dodge. A new take on fuss-free baking with fifty easy to master recipes that put an inventive spin on beloved classic cakes, pies, cookies, and minimal supplies. Dodge teaches you her three techniques for assembling sheet cakes creations-classic, stacked and rolled. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ 4831527 THE HOURGLASS: Images of America. By Tim Miller & Richard C. Catlett. The Hourglass is the largest and perhaps the most beautiful of all time. It was a popular attraction at the 1893 World’s Fair and was used as an setbacks in this era, making plain why they always have and always will matter to us. Photos. 225 pages. Bison. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

★ 4834085 THE FORGOTTEN 1970 CHICAGO CUBS: Black and Glow. By William S. Bike. Chicago Cubs fans always will remember the beloved 1969 team, yet the 1970 Cubs are in many ways more interesting. They added fascinating characters and finished only five games out of first place in one of baseball’s hottest pennant races. Bike moves beyond statistics to relive Ernie Bank’s All-Star game, the trade of Billy Williams, and the cold war arm race and continues to play a vital role. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4831795 CONNECTICUT RIVER: Images of America. By Joseph L. Flayle. Gabrielle of Urantia is the leader of a commune in the desert of southern Arizona. He has spent the last decades weaving together a belief system. His disciples tend the garden, take classes, run his business, and serve their leader while they wait for the end of the world. But Gabriel is a guru with an eye toward the recording charts. Photos. 181 pages. Feral House. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ 4831845 INDIANA AND THE GREAT FLOOD OF 1913. By Nancy M. Germano. A natural disaster tied to human action. Indiana suffered the least in comparison; however, the Great Flood of 1913, yet this disaster is largely forgotten. The combined tornado and flood barreled through Terre Haute, killing more than twenty. Germano reveals how Indiana’s history of settlement and development contributed to the future of the city. Fully illus. 126 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95


★ 4832077 TRADITIONAL CRAFTS & SKILLS FROM THE COUNTRY. By Monte & Joan Burch. A growing number of people are intrigued by the “homesteader” experience and the idea of doing things themselves, whether they own a big spread in the wilderness or live on a small plot of land in the suburbs. This book provides the skills necessary to become more self-reliant at home, picking up a new hobby, or even learn a skill that may provide a secondary income. Illus. 262 pages. Lyons. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ 48313312 THE MOUNT WASHINGTON TRANSIT TUNNEL DISASTER. By Mary Jane Kuffner Hirt. On Christmas eve 1917, an overcrowded, out of control street car exited the Mount Washington tunnel, crashing into pedestrians. In the aftermath, public outrage over the tragedy led to criminal prosecution, civil suits and the bankruptcy of the Pittsburgh Railways company which operated the service. Photos. 189 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4835676 9/12: The Epic Battle of the Ground Zero Responders. By W. H. Groner & T. Teicholz. 9/12 is the saga of the epic legal, political, scientific and medical battle over a thousand first responders who became ill as a result of working on the Ground Zero cleanup. Their selfless bravery and humanity were put to the ultimate test as health issues resulting from the toxic stew of chemicals present in the dust and debris that officials had said was safe. 308 pages. Potomac Books. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

★ 4831487 SHIPWRECKS OF CAPE COD: Stories of Tragedy and Triumph. By Don Wilding. From the wreck of the Sparrow-Hawk in 1626 to the grounding of the Eldia in 1984, Cape Cod’s outer beach – known as the “Graveyard of Ships” – saw the demise of more than three thousand vessels along forty miles of shifting shoals. Wilding revisits these and many other maritime disasters, along with the heroic, and sometimes tragic, rescue efforts. Photos. 187 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 4831705 CIVIL WAR RICHMOND: The Last Citadel. By J. Trammell & G. Terrell. A city under siege. Few American cities have experienced the scale of wartime destruction. As the capital of the new Confederate States of America, Richmond was under constant threat. During the war, the city more than doubled in population and became the cornerstone of a prolonged and costly war effort. Photos. 204 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95
NEW NON-FICTION

**4835026** A NATURAL HISTORY OF LAKE ONTARIO. By Susan P. Gateley. Lake Ontario has captured the culture, loves, and habits of people for generations. Damage done to Lake Ontario’s ecosystem from human activity was central stage in the fight to pass the Clean Water Act and restore it. Gateley charts the natural history of the lake from its ice age origins to the climate and habitat challenges it faces today. Photos. 156 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4844734** ALGIABIDES: Athenian Playwright & Tailor. By R.M. Grignoles. One of the most famous (or infamous) characters of Classical Greece. Flamboyant, charismatic and wealthy, this associate of the rich Sophocles parodied the plays of the city’s poets to stand up to the Spartans on land as part of an alliance he was instrumental in bringing together. Going into exile several times, the finaly able to arrange his assassination by other Spartaans. Photos. 143 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95


**4835096** BUFFALO SOLDIERS IN THE COLORADO FRONTIER. By Nancy K. Williams. The legendary Buffalo Soldiers, four army regiments of former slaves, were vital in taming the American frontier. The Tenth Cavalry of African American soldiers rode across the Colorado plains to battle the Cheyennes and rescue the wounded, starving soldiers at Beecher Island. Detailed is the bravery and valor of these historic servicemen who defended America’s Wild West. Photos. 172 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99


**4834933** HAUNTED HISTORY OF DELAWARE. By Josh Hitchens. Delaware’s long history has created many ghostly echoes to this present day, places where the souls of the dead have not yet found rest. Hitchens takes a spooky road trip through the First State with many terrifying tales that will bring a chill to your bones. Well Illus. 140 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99


**4835174** HAUNTED ALBUQUERQUE. By Cody Polston. When the railroad arrived in Albuquerque in 1880, a whole new town of stores and saloons sprouted along the tracks in tents and shacks. The original settlement, brought to the area by the additional districts produced their fair share of macabre tales and ghostly lore. Photos. 121 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4835344** WHAT LIES BENEATH: California Pioneer Cemeteries and Graveyards. By Gail L. Jenner. In each of California’s fifty-eight counties there are hundreds of cemeteries, burial sites, and abandoned graveyards, some tucked away behind storefronts or over paved streets. Among these stories of these pioneers buried beneath the soil, pavement, and rocks, or under the waters of the state. 340 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**4834925** HAUNTED GRAVEYARD OF THE PACIFIC. By Ira Westley Kitmacher. The coastal city of the Pacific Ocean darkly known by its name is the “Graveyard of the Pacific.” Two thousand ships and countless lives have lost to the Pacific Ocean River has claimed many more. Kitmacher uncovers mysterious tales and takes the readers on a road trip through this most haunted place in America. Photos. 144 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4834976** MAINE BOOK OF THE DEAD: Graveyard Legends and Lore. By Roxie J. Zwicker. Maine’s graveyards contain the ancient memories and last words of woodsmen, lighthouse keepers, inventors, sea captains, and the people who called this rugged land home. Zwicker helps the reader uncover the history of the famous and local figures who rest at the ground. "Maine’s History is a Story of Its Graves," claims Zwicker. "We can only fully understand a place if we remember those who have been there before us.” Photos. 142 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**483617X** LOS ANGELES URBAN LEGENDS: Images of America. By Ron A. Bash & J.M. Niotta. From the blacksmiths and bootleggers of the early 20th century to political corruption and the rise and eventual toppling of a Mafia family, the history of organized crime in Los Angeles is chronicled with the same level of intrigue, glamour, and murder as the films that made the City of Angels iconic. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. $17.95

**4838947** INCREDBULL STELLA: How the Love of a Pit Bull Rescued a Family. By M. Meeks & E. Ridley. In a leap of faith, the Meeks family adopted and welcomed the adorable pit bull, Stella, into their home, and thanks to this incredible dog, the daily pressures of work, stress, and murder as the films that made the City of Angels iconic. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. $17.95

**4834852** THE DENVILLE 13: Murder, Redemption & Forgiveness in Small-Town New Jersey. By Peter Zablocki. Denied his Due: When Donatello was shot dead in an horrific crime scene, the local police officer was suspected of murder. A boys took it upon themselves to teach the man him out of town. Photos. 110 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4835190** THE TRUE STORY OF NICK TAYLOR: AUGUSTINE CHACON. By David Grease. By the time he was hanged in 1903, Augustine Chacon had become the most notorious Mexican outlaw in the Arizona Territory. His alliterative name made him a virtual legend but the facts show that Chacon wasn’t the bloodthirsty fiend he was made out to be. In reality, he may even have killed the man he was hanged for. Photos. 188 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4831594** WICKED WOMEN OF ALABAMA. By Jeremy W. & Vicki Berger Erwin. From the duel on Bloody Island to the “Missouri Miracle” kidnapping and recovery of Shaw Hornbeck, Missouri has seen its share of notorious criminals. Residents also saw killings within a block of their parlor that inspired songs. Wexel explores crimes, criminal and victims from the violent history of the last 200 years in the Show Me State. Photos. 143 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4831411** NOTORIOUS MISSOURI: 200 Years of Historic Crimes. By James W. & Vicki Berger Erwin. From the duel on Bloody Island to the “Missouri Miracle” kidnapping and recovery of Shaw Hornbeck, Missouri has seen its share of notorious criminals. Residents also saw killings within a block of their parlor that inspired songs. Wexel explores crimes, criminal and victims from the violent history of the last 200 years in the Show Me State. Photos. 143 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99


**4835115** TEXAS TRUE CRIME MISCHELANY. By Clay Coppege. Outrageous acts of villainy have slowly drifted out of the national limelight and entered the dustin of Texas history. From the lawless days of the frontier to the rise in organized crime, Coppegge sifts through eighteen obituaries to chart the evolution of crime and punishment in the state. Photos. 126 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4831861** THE JEWISH COMMUNITY OF ATLANTA: Images of America. By Jeremy Katz. Fled from a sleepy, backwater, 19th-century railroad town into a 21st-century international metropolis, Jewish men and woman significantly contributed to the rich tapestry of the “City of the South.” The commercial infrastructure of the expanding city was greatly enhanced through numerous small businesses. Fully illus. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. $17.95

**4831772** FACES OF UNION SOLDIERS AT SOUTH MOUNTAIN & HARPIERS FERRY. By J. Stahl & M. Borders. September 12-15, 1862. The first Confederate invasion of the North. The fail of 1862 lead to a series of engagements, such as the Maryland Campaign. Though best remembered for its climax, there was desperate fighting at both South Mountain and Harpers Ferry prior to the bloodletting at Antietam Creek. These battles were desperate affairs of bloody attacks and defense. Photos. 188 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**4835212** HETZER JAGDPANZER 38 TANK DESTROYER: TankCraft 29. By Dennis R. Bailey. Images of full color illustrations depicting 24 different vehicles and their markings, histories of the units that operated the Hetzer on the western front, technical analysis and list of modifications, and a gallery of photographs of outstanding models, and color photographs of model kits in available scales. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. 8¼x11”. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
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MISSISSIPPI LEGENDS & LORE by Alan Brown. The battle for Vicksburg raged still, the outcome of the Union siege undecided as spectators reloaded and carry on. Even after being passed back and forth between the Spanish, French and British, the ancient energy of the original inhabitants unfolds through the region. The legends tell a clearer story than anything else. Photos. Press. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99


MYTHOGRAPHIC COLOR AND DISCOVER: Frozen Fantasies. Explore a snow-crated universe of color and imagination. A glittering gallery of surreal wonders, icy kingdoms, and dazzling tundras presented in dazzling clarity. Give a touch of artistry and color to more than 40 enraptling, hand drawn illustrations and uncover the hidden objects buried amongst the snowy surfaces of each one. Castle Point 9/4/20. Page 16. $17.95. 9x11. $17.95
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4838787 THE QUEEN: The Forgotten Life Behind an American Myth. By Josh Levin. In this empathetic work of true crime, Levin offers an account of how Linda Taylor—the welfare queen—destroyed both her children and two strangers. Taylor was a desperately ill teacher, a Marine traumatized by his service in Vietnam, and an elderly woman who came into Taylor’s life, all ended up dead under suspicious circumstances. Photos. 418 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.95

$6.95

4830008 THE FIFTH DOMAIN: Defending Our Country, of our Cyber Threats. By R.A. Clarke & R.K. Knake. A gripping inside look at how governments, firms, and ordinary citizens must work together to contain the tyrants, hackers, and criminals bent on turning the digital realm into a war zone. The authors deliver a riveting agenda-setting inside look at what works in the struggle to avoid cyber war. 344 pages. Penguin. $30.00

$6.95

4844823 ATLAS OF FLOWERING PLANTS: Visual Studies of 200 Deconstructed Botanical Families. By I.M. Niesler & A.K. Niebel-Lohmann. The definitive plant portraits—flowers, leaves, stamens, and fruits—are individually scanned and arranged side by side on a black background to provide unique insights into how plants grow and what they look like. The addition of text describing the plant families, and across sections of the organs of some species, make this a valuable resource for botanists. Fully illus. 262 pages. Schiffer. 8x10¼.

$33.95
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NEW NON-FICTION

★ 4830822 NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION P-51/D MUSTANG REDISCOVERED. By Robert Peczkowski. This is the story of the most famous American WWII fighter is described and illustrated. Information about every foreign user is included with photos and color profiles. This resource is complete with many period photos and drawings from technical manuals. 286 pages. MMP. 8x11¼. Published at $45.00 ★ $32.95

★ 4844789 HITLER’S STRATEGIC BOMBING OFFENSIVE ON THE EASTERN FRONT, 1942–1943. By D. Degtev & D. Zubov. The authors have collected a huge amount of factual material, reconstructing all the details of this campaign. This is the latest Update of Luftwaffe on the Eastern front. As a result, this volume opens a completely new page in the history of the German air war and provides a comprehensive investigation into the nature of the targets attacked. Photos. 296 pages. Pen & Sword. Published at $42.95 ★ $32.95

★ 4880784 THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN 100 PANDEMICS, PLagues AND EPIDEMICS. By Paul Cha rity. Charts and explains the impact and consequences of successive pandemics, plagues and epidemics on the course of world history, all through to today’s ongoing experience of Covid 19. Explaining what constitutes an epidemic or pandemic, this accounts for characteristics, spread, and impact of each of these diseases. 16 pages of photos. 396 pages. Pen & Sword. Published at $42.95 ★ $32.95

★ 4842375 THE FORGOTTEN GERMAN GENOCIDE: Revenge against anti-Semitism after World War II. By Lutz Graf. This book exposes the reality of the post-war Germany’s initiation of the war. Photos. 280 pages. Pen & Sword. Published at $42.95 ★ $32.95

★ 4845587 GREAT BOOK OF SPoon CARVING PATTERNS: Detailed Patterns & Photos for Decorative Spoons. By David Western. Carve symbolic romantic spoons. Learn what each motif and symbol represents, then either carve one of the more than 60 patterns provided or mix and match features to make your own custom designs. Also included are insightful sections on the history of romantic spoons, tools, materials, wood types, basic cuts, finishing, and safety. Fulllyillus. in color. 144 pages. Fox Chapel. 8x11¼. Published at $19.99 ★ $14.95

★ 4832019 FIGURE DRAWING: A Complete Guide to Drawing the Human Body. By Jattie and Spencer. Informative and instructive, this guide will give you all the tools you need to draw the human figure, from life and from a screen. This manual unites the skills of observation, expression, and understanding in one coherent approach. Build a strong foundation of skills to make well observed, proportionally accurate drawings. Fulllyillus. 286 pages. ILEX. 8x11¼. Published at $34.95 ★ $26.95

★ 4836963 STAR TREK DESIGNING STARSHIPS: Deep Space 9 and Beyond. By Ben Robinson et al. This latest volume in this series reveals the artwork—and the stories—behind the designs of dozens of Star Trek starships, revealing all the way to the finished art sent to the modelmakers. Concentrating on Deep Space 9, the USS Defiant, and the Klingon and Cardassian ships, plus ships from the films of Star Trek Nemesis. Fulllyillus. in color. 236 pages. Eaglemoss Hero Collector. 8x11¼. Published at $34.95 ★ $26.95

★ 4839641 STAR TREK SHIppYARDS: Starfleet Ships, 2294-the Future. By Ben Robinson et al. This in-depth reference guide to the Starfleet ships that populate the 24th century to the distant future. This new edition has been updated and expanded with 17 new Starfleet ships from Star Trek: Prodigy. Plus hundreds of pages on the third season of Star Trek: Discovery, which is set in the 32nd century. Includes more than 50 ships. Fullyillus. in color. 298 pages. Eaglemoss Hero Collector. 8x11¼. Published at $34.95 ★ $26.95

★ 4847172 CONFIDENT WOMEN: Swindlers, Grifters, and Shapeshifters of the Feminine Persuasion. By Toti Teller. From Elizabeth Holmes and Anna Delvey to Frank Abagnale and Charles Ponzi, the history of confidence artists is long, venerable, and wildly compelling. And as Teller shows, the art of the confidence trick is one of the best in the business. Here she introduces a host of lady swindlers whose scams ranged from the deadly and every shade of glitter in between. 336 pages. Harper. Published at $28.00 ★ $19.95

★ 4830148 THE NATURE CURE: A Doctor’s Guide to the Science of Natural Medicine. By Andreas Michelsen. Explains how and why naturopathy works. Dr. Michelsen breaks down the science and natural values of healing and shows how we can incorporate these methods into our everyday lives to trigger our body’s self healing mechanisms. Discover the power and strength of the nature cure to just cover up your symptoms, but actually address the cause of illness. 330 pages. Viking. Published at $28.00 ★ $19.95

★ 4829646 ICY GRAVES: Exploration and Death in the Antarctic. By Stephen Harkness. Ever since the first expedition of 1877–1878 to the Great Southern Ocean in 1773, mankind has sought to push back the boundaries of Antarctic exploration. Here are the tales of famous and lesser-known explorers who have fallen. MacArthur called the White War the South of the South & Photos. 285 pages. History Press. Published at $19.95 ★ $15.95

★ 4839285 MACARTHUR’S AIR FORCE: American Airpower over the Pacific and the Far East. 1941-1945. By Bill Yenne. The history of the air war and provides a comprehensive analysis of the impact of the American airpower during the Pacific Theater. Photos. 320 pages. Pen & Sword. Published at $32.95 ★ $24.95

★ 4832167 A POCKET GUIDE TO SHARKS OF THE WORLD, SECOND Edition. By D.A. Ebert & S. Fowler. The only field guide to identify, illustrate, and describe every known shark species, its origins, and how it can be found. This is the most up-to-date guide to finding, identifying, and identifying every known shark species. 424 pages. Harper. Published at $32.50 ★ $25.95

★ 4842014 INDIANS: A Brief History of a Civilization. By Namit Arora. From the earliest hunters to history-making in rich detail the social skills of observation, expression, and understanding in one coherent approach. Build a strong foundation of skills to make well observed, proportionally accurate drawings. Fulllyillus. 286 pages. ILEX. 8x11¼. Published at $34.95 ★ $26.95

★ 4832715 THE ANATOMY OF RACIAL INEQUALITY. By Glenn C. Lovly. Why are black Americans so persistently confined to the margins of society? The society is not necessarily mysterious. Illus. in color. 199 pages. MIT Press. Published at $24.95 ★ $19.95

★ 4839889 CONFIDENT WOMEN: Swindlers, Grifters, and Shapeshifters of the Feminine Persuasion. By Toti Teller. From Elizabeth Holmes and Anna Delvey to Frank Abagnale and Charles Ponzi, the history of confidence artists is long, venerable, and wildly compelling. And as Teller shows, the art of the confidence trick is one of the best in the business. Here she introduces a host of lady swindlers whose scams ranged from the deadly and every shade of glitter in between. 336 pages. Harper. Published at $28.00 ★ $19.95

★ 4830067 CONFIDENT WOMEN: Swindlers, Grifters, and Shapeshifters of the Feminine Persuasion. By Toti Teller. From Elizabeth Holmes and Anna Delvey to Frank Abagnale and Charles Ponzi, the history of confidence artists is long, venerable, and wildly compelling. And as Teller shows, the art of the confidence trick is one of the best in the business. Here she introduces a host of lady swindlers whose scams ranged from the deadly and every shade of glitter in between. 336 pages. Harper. Published at $28.00 ★ $19.95

★ 4831317 PROUST’S DUCHESS: How Three Celebrated Women Captured the Imagination of Fin-de-Siecle Paris. By Caroline Weber. A brilliant look at the gilt-edged world of turn of the century Paris through the first in-depth study of the three women who inspired the character of the Duchesse de Guermantes, the central figure in Marcel Proust’s great novel, In Search of Lost Time. Wellillus. in color. 716 pages. Knopf. Published at $35.00 ★ $27.95

★ 4833846 EVIL GENIUSES: The Unmaking of America. By Kurt Andersen. In the early years of the 20th century, the middle class was undermined and dismantled. The clock was turned back on a century of economic progress, making greed good, workers powerless and the market unregulated. This is the first in-depth and riveting history of America’s undoing through deep insight and the ability to connect disparate dots to see the complex systems with clarity. 430 pages. Random. Published at $18.00 ★ $12.95
4846202 THE DEVIL YOU KNOW: A Black Power Manifesto. By Charles M. Blow. Race, as we have come to understand it, is a fact. The point here is not to impose a new racial hierarchy, but to remove an existing one. After centuries of waiting for white majorities to awaken, it is too late. Illus. 216 pages. Imagine!. Pub. at $19.99

4846257 A WAKENING YOUR CREATIVE SOUL: A 52-Week Journey to Artistic Discovery. By Sandra Duran Wilson. Think with an exercise for each week of the year that features a step by step, writing or meditation project. Following the flow of the seasons, exercises are designed to take you from the spring of your intuition, through the summer of personal growth and the fall of self discovery to arrive at the end of your creative cycle reviewed, revised and renewed. 176 pages. North Light. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

4843368 HUMAN COMPATIBLE: Artificial Intelligence and the Problem of Control. By Stuart Russell. In popular imagination, superhuman artificial intelligence is an undiscovered country that threatens not just jobs and human relationships but civilization itself. Russell argues that this scenario can be avoided, but we will need to rethink what it means to be human. He outlines AI breakthroughs that still have to happen before we reach superhuman AI, and how people are misusing AI. 336 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00

4844379 MY BIG FUN ACTIVITY BOOK. Text by C. Chabot & D. Robichaud. A variety of fun activities to trace, draw, color, and complete with stickers to keep children entertained for hours on end! Over 400 activities with stickers, Ages 5 & up. Fully illus. 192 pages. Taxco Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

4829336 RIDER ON BERRY LANE. By Robert Tougas. With respect, wonder, and empathy you will be brought on a journey through a year in an American backyard, where wildlife and the seasons remind us daily of our own natural environment, so easily put at risk and yet so essential to our well being, now and in the future. Sublime simplicity that teaches an appreciation for beauty in all its forms. 216 pages. Imaginé!. Pub. at $19.99

4829663 INTRODUCING QUANTUM THEORY: A Graphic Guide. By J.P. McEvoy & D. Zarate. With patience, wit and clarity, this concise guide takes readers on a step by step tour through an amazing but eminently complex theory. Tackles the many puzzles and paradoxes that quantum theory is known for, revealed in fascinating facts and engaging illustrations. 176 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

4833180 ONE DAY: The Extraordinary Story of an Ordinary 24 Hours in America. By Gene Weingarten. Taking six years to research and write, One Day asks and answers the question of whether there is even such a thing as a normal day when we all lurch and stumble our way through the daily, daunting shared challenge of being human. 375 pages. Blue Rider. Pub. at $28.00

484380X THE PRICE YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE. By Ron Lieber. Lieber offers a much needed road map to help parents and students navigate this difficult and often confusing journey, one that has only been compounded by a global pandemic and the resulting chaos in higher education. He takes readers through the process of setting financial goals, explaining the system to their children, and figuring out the right ways to save, borrow, and bargain for a better deal. Harper. Pub. at $27.99

484352X DEBUSSY: A Painter in Sound. By Stephen Walsh. A thought-provoking biography, told part by part, of Debussy’s life and partly through a critical discussion of his music. Above all, the intention is to send the reader hurrying back to the music itself, revealing the truth about the unfamilial. Photos. 358 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

4846931 THE POWER OF VOICE: A Guide to Making Yourself Heard. By Denise Woods. Learn the secrets, tips, lessons, and techniques that have helped Hollywood’s biggest stars become confident, effective communicators. Readers will learn how to: articulate clearly, gain confidence in any situation, relieve stress, address speech issues such as upspeak, vocal fry, and nasality and become powerful public speakers. 308 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99

4843543 THE ALGEBRA OF HAPPINESS: Notes on the Pursuit of Success, Love, and Meaning. By Scott Galloway. A mix of anecdotes and no-BS insight to share hard won wisdom about life’s challenges, along with poignant personal stories. Whether it’s advice on how you should view school to be an entrepreneur or ideas on how to position yourself in a crowded job market. A refreshing perspective on our need for both professional success and personal fulfillment. Illus 240 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $24.95

4849322 THE BIGGER BOOK OF 30-DAY CHALLENGES. By R. Casper & A. Thomson. Living healthier and happier is just a month away! Packed with motivating ideas for improving your life in all areas, including fitness, food, mindfulness, relationships, networking, and more, this guide compiles the best daily routines for building lasting habits. Includes step by step calendars, practical tips, and helpful resources. Illus. 239 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $24.95

484680X A LIGHT IN THE DARKNESS: Janusz Korczak, His Orphans, and the Holocaust. By Albert Mann. As a Polish Jew on the eve of WWII, Korczak was offered Ultimate, he led their march to the release tensi on and stress, address clarity, this concise guide takes readers on a journey of personal growth and the fall of self discovery to arrive at the end of your creative cycle reviewed, revised and renewed. 176 pages. North Light. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99


4848600 600 AWESOME FACTS. Ed. by Becky Miles. This incredible reference resource offers 600 awesome facts on over 100 different topics, including popular topics of Science, Human Body, Prehistoric Life, Mammals, Birds and Sharks. There are no long passages of text, just facts like these. These fascinating “prints” of gorillas are as distinctive as human fingerprints, no two are the same. Fully illus. in color. 384 pages. Miles Kelly. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95

4833506 THE BOOK COLLECTORS: A Band of Syrian Rebels and the Stories That Carried Them Through War. By Delphine Minoui. Daraa fell under siege in 2012. For four years, no one entered or left, and aid was blocked. Every single day, bombs fell on the city, and many of the survivors stumbled upon a cache of books in the rubble. In a week they had six thousand volumes; in a month, fifteen thousand. A sanctuary was born. Photos. 197 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $32.00

4833006 LIFE UNDERCOVER: Coming of Age in the CIA. By Amaryllis Fox. After studying international law and theology in undergraduate, Fox went to Georgetown, where she created an algorithm that predicted the likelihood that a terrorist cell could erupt anywhere in the world, leading her to be recruited by the CIA at twenty-one. She tells the story of her life while working in clandestine operations uncovering hunting terrorists. 230 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

4843749 THE ART OF IMPOSSIBLE: A Peak Performance Primer. By Steven Kotler. Decoding the secrets of those elite performers, who have redefined our definition of the impossible, teaching us how we, too, can stretch far beyond our capabilities and make impossible dreams much more attainable. A life changing experience that will change your life forever. Spin Manual for peak performance that anyone can use to shoot for the stars! Pub. at $28.99


484338X THINK AND GROW RICH. By Napoleon Hill. Do you have the mindset for financial success? How would you like to learn to succeed in all aspects of your life? Mountain thinking. Hill’s philosophy is a tried and tested technique that can propel you to success. In clear, simple steps, Hill explains his “law of success” which is the cornerstone for harnessing your potential and growing your wealth. 255 pages. Arcturus.

484646X IF WE CAN KEEP IT: How the Republic Collapsed and How It Might Be Saved. By Michael Tomasky. Why has American politics fallen into such a state of bombardment? Can it ever be fixed? Tomasky ranges across centuries and disciplines to show first how America’s system of representative government was corrupted, and why it is so peculiar compared to political systems around the world, and why it has only rarely worked the way its creators intended. Photos. 274 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

4843963 THE LITTLE WOMEN COOKBOOK. By J. Bergstrom & M. Weil. The popularized classic novel in an entirely new and delightful way, as a cookbook. Step back through time, imagine yourself at the March home and whip up your favorite characters, and whip up recipes like: Meg’s Plummy Wedding-Cake; Jo’s Molasses Candy Ff to Eat, Beth’s Toast for Tea; and more. Color photos. 176 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

4843794 THE GOLDBERGS COOKBOOK. By Beverly Goldberg with J. Fujikawa. This official cookbook for the hit TV show The Goldbergs features the totally entregels, atop the top, heavily cheesed dishes from the iconic family. Whether you’re cooking for Goldberg’s famous food photographs accompany many of the 70 recipes, along with show stills that showcase the entire Goldberg family in all their strung glory. 160 pages. Universe. Pub. at $19.95
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NEW NON-FICTION
**4835616 SOULLESS: The Case Against R. Kelly.** By Jim DeRogatis. Telling the story of the Kellys’ career, DeRogatis’s investigations, and the world in which the two crossed paths, and brings the story up to the moment when things finally seem to have crossed over into the real world, there is a darkly riveting account of the life of R. Kelly, and the horrible impact on dozens of girls. 306 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**4835607 THE LISTENING PATH: The Creative Art of Attention.** By Julia Cameron. A new method and personal transformation that will make you a better listener to your environment, the people around you, and yourself. In six weeks, you will learn to refocus your attention and will gain healing, insight and clarity. Most importantly it will help you to embrace a new world of creativity that will resonate through every aspect of your life. 190 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

**4835492 BETTER BOYS, BETTER MEN: The New Masculinity That Creates Greater Courage & Emotional Resiliency.** By Andrew Reiner. Deconstructing the ongoing crisis by examining the profound and profoundly debilitating roles traditional forms of masculinity play in the lives of boys and men today. Challenges us to redefine what it means to be a man today and what forever change the way we think and talk about masculinity. 264 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99

**4835654 IN LOVE WITH THE WORLD: A Monk’s Journey Through the Bardos of Living and Dying.** By Yongey Mingyur Rinpoche. A rare window into the life and practice of a renowned Buddhist monk’s near-death experience and the life changing wisdom he has gained from it. Shared with readers the moment by moment proclivity of the mind during deep meditation. Show us how we can transform our fear of dying into joyful living. 267 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**4835514 BURNOUT: The Secret to Unlocking the Stress Cycle.** By Dr. & Amelia Nagoski. This groundbreaking book explains why women experience burnout differently than men, and provides a simple, science-based plan to help women minimize stress, manage emotions, and live a more joyful life. You will learn what you can do to complete the biological stress cycle, and return your body to a state of relaxation. 273 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**4834249 A BRIEF HISTORY OF MISOGYNY: In Love with the World.** By Julia Cameron. A new method and personal transformation that will make you a better listener to your environment, the people around you, and yourself. In six weeks, you will learn to refocus your attention and will gain healing, insight and clarity. Most importantly it will help you to embrace a new world of creativity that will resonate through every aspect of your life. 190 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

**4835743 OUR WOMAN IN HAVANA: A Diplomatic Chronicle of America’s Long Struggle with Castro’s Cuba.** By Vicki Haldwinton. Essential reading for anyone interested in Cuba, including the thousands of Americans visiting the island each year; observers who study the stormy relations with our near neighbor, and policy makers navigating the nuances and challenges of the relationship. Chronicling the past several decades of U.S.-Cuba relations from the bird’s eye view; 16 pages of photos, most in color. 304 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

**4829360 THE END OF ANIMAL FARMING: How Scientists, Entrepreneurs, and Activists Are Building Better Beings.** By Jacy Reese. A bold yet realistic vision of how technology and social change are creating a food system in which we no longer use animals as breeding stock. Reese contextualizes the issue of factory farming—the inhumane system of industrial farming that over 99 percent of U.S. farmed animals endure—as part of humanity’s expanding moral circle. 214 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

**4848969 ENDS OF WAR: The Unfinished Fight of Lee’s Army After Appomattox.** By Caroline F. Janney. In this dramatic new history of the weeks and months after Appomattox, Janney reveals that Lee’s surrender was less an ending than the start of an interregnum of political and military uncertainty, legal and logistical confusion, and continued outbursts of violence. Photos. 331 pages. UNCP. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

**4830059 ILL WINDS: Saving Democracy from Russian Rage, Chinese Ambition, and American Amnesia.** By Larry Diamond. The author has made it his life’s work to secure democracy’s future by understanding its past and advising democracies how to defend democracy around the world. This work offers concrete, deeply informed suggestions to fight polarization, reduce the influence of money in politics, and make every vote count. 354 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**4835930 WHITE MALICE: The CIA and the Covert Reconciliation of Africa.** By Susan Williams. Williams unveils the covert operations pursued by the CIA from Ghana to the Congo to the UN in an effort to frustrate and deny Africa’s new generation of national leaders. This dramatically upends the conventional belief that the African nations failed to establish effective, democratic states on their own accord. As the old European powers moved out, the Americans moved in. 651 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**4839044 CLASSIC WOK COOKING.** By Sunil Vijayanakar et al. Recipes previously appeared in Wok Works. Discover the amazing versatility of wok cooking with this collection of more than 160 fresh and aromatic recipes. Chapters include Crispy Snacks and Finger Foods, Soups and Appetizers, Meat Dishes, Shellfish and Fish, Vegetable Main Dishes, Side Dishes, and Sweet Dishes and Desserts. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Lorenz. 9x11¼. Pub. at $33.00 $26.95

**4839609 S.J. PERELMAN: Writings.** Ed. by Adam Gopnik. S. J. Perelman wrote for so long and so well that it is as though he were a forest you never quite came to the end of. A book of wry, odd, and often hilarious stories, his work is replete with richly visual, often surreal images, and profound insights into the human condition. From the first stories of his youth to his last essay, and the essays in between, this collection is a treasure trove of original writing, the single greatest writer you have never heard of. 424 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $35.00

**4842944 PUB. AFFAIRS: The Anatomy and Mechanics of a Sustainable Practice.** By Richelle Ricard. Supplemented with more than 100 illustrations and photos, yoga anatomy is made clear, accessible, and beautiful. With tips, tools, and practical advice for on the mat applications, this essential resource is written for yoga teachers and practitioners of all levels. English chronicles the story of artists, modernism’s obsession with Schizophrenic realm, and Hitlers use of that connection to achieve his own genocidal ends. 304 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**4839447 ALPHA: Eddie Gallagher and the War for the Soul of the Navy SEALs.** By Philip David. By official access to SEALs of Alpha Platoon, this is a darkly riveting account of the life of R. Kelly, and the horrible impact on dozens of girls. 306 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**4842289 DAILY MAGIC: Spells and Rituals for Making the Whole Year Magical.** By Judy L. Illes. The year is filled with many we know when and how to celebrate them. Illes has created the most useful tool yet for equipping and empowering your most magical year ever. Use this day to day through the length of a year; it is chock-full of spells, rituals, feasts, spirits, and saints to venerate, and tips to help you harness the power of each day. 576 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**4830652 THE YOGA ENGINEER’S MANUAL: The Anatomy and Mechanics of a Sustainable Practice.** By Richelle Ricard. Supplemented with more than 100 illustrations and photos, yoga anatomy is made clear, accessible, and beautiful. With tips, tools, and practical advice for on the mat applications, this essential resource is written for yoga teachers and practitioners of all levels. English chronicles the story of artists, modernism’s obsession with Schizophrenic realm, and Hitlers use of that connection to achieve his own genocidal ends. 304 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**4830454 ALL IN: An Autobiography.** By Billy Jean King et al. First of her kind, a woman athlete who became a global icon and one of the most inspiring athletes of all time. Her basketball career, acting as much as her spectacular playing career, King was the first to outwardly rebel and then carry the fight for women as a group. King describes her relationship to her activism, where she continues to advocate for equality and inclusion to this day. 482 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**4843054 HOW TO MAKE AN APPLE PIE FROM SCRATCH.** By Harry Clift. From the birth of modern chemistry to the most recent insights in physics and chemistry, 80 recipes, each in a pursuit of 85 answers. He ventures to multiple research facilities in Europe to get data to discuss the fundamental nature of matter. Along the way, he provides a new understanding of the history of physics, chemistry and astronomy that brought our present understanding of the world. 358 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**4835759 FIVE INGREDIENT DINNERS: 100+ Fast, Flavorful Meals.** By America’s Test Kitchen. Shake up your routine (without adding more work) by cooking with one happy accident of undercomplicated meals that are short on ingredients but not on flavor. With recipes forcreative, test kitchen approved, back pocket dinners using just five ingredients that require little in way of planning, here to make mealtime more manageable. Fully illus. in color. 270 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
**NEW NON-FICTION**

**4843002** *Keto Bowls: Simple and Delicious Low-Carb, High-Fat Recipes for Your Ketogenic Lifestyle*, by Pamela Elgen. Sticking with a strict ketogenic diet plan can get old after awhile, but expanding your keto regimen has never been easier, thanks to this perfectly balanced and carefully portioned bowl recipes offered here, like: Green Goddess Chicken with Jicama Noodles and Guajillo Braised Pork Taco Bowls! Color photos. 117 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**4845684 DISASTER ON THE SPANISH MAIN: The Tragic British-American Conflicts on the High Seas During the War of Jenkins’ Ear*, by Craig S. Chapman. Unveils and illuminates an overlooked yet remarkable episode of European and American naval history, as well as the control of the Spanish West Indies that ended in ghastly failure. Chapman breaks new ground on the West Indies expedition in style, scope, perspective and uncover the largely untold American side of the story. 410 pages. Brev Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $24.95

**4849298** *CALMING COLOURING FLOWER PATTERNS.* Feed your creativity anywhere with this portable dose of coloring photos. 117 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**4847867** *AGE FIX: A Leading Plastic Surgeon Reveals How Really Look 10 Years Younger,* by Anthony Youn. Youn’s customizable Age Fix routine will help improve the health of your skin and with the diet based prescription to rejuvenate your appearance and overall health from the inside out. Revealing how labels lie, how the foods you eat can be more effective than the creams you buy, and most important, why surgery is (un)likely to be the best option. 244 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**4848732** *DOODLE DOGS AND SKETCHY CATS: Fun and Easy Doodling for Everyone.* By Boutique-Sha. Feel your worry melt away as you begin to sketch and doodle the cutest cats and dogs you’ve ever seen. Learn how with easy to follow step by step instruction. From temperamental tabbies to loyal labs, from cozy calicos to tireless terriers, you’ll infuse personality into your drawings with easy to draw expressions and poses. Fully illus. 128 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**4848707** *DOODLE TREES AND HAPPY WILLOWS: Classic to Color.* By Jess Park. Watercolor artwork is the perfect embellishment to your drawings. Then color your drawings. Two hundred new characters to create your own story set. Fully illus. 96 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**4848717** *WATERCOLOR PAINTING STEP BY STEP: Artist’s Library Series.* By Barbara Furudich et al. Discover dozens of beginning and advanced watercolor techniques, from underpainting and glazing to washes and drybrushing. Learn to paint lively florals, striking still lifes, animated animal portraits, and breathtaking landscapes. 444 pages. 6¼x9¼. Walter Foster. 6¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**484945X** *RALPH MASIELLO’S FAIRY DRAWING BOOK.* Follow the steps in red to create your drawings. Then color your artwork with your favorite tools. Try the extra challenge steps in blue to add even more fun. This is a great book to use to bring scenes instantly recognizable, like the Tooth Fairy, while others such as the Hailey Fairy, is just a fun new character. Ages 5-8. 216 pages. Apache. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**4843169** *THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS: Classics to Color.* Indulge your inner artist by coloring scenes from Kenneth Grahame’s timeless masterpiece. Features 38 full-page illustrations culled from his famous children’s novel, as well as 24 black-and-white illustrations printed on one side only for easy removal and display. For ages 7 to 11. Racetrack. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**4832272** *SECRET AGENT BRAINTEASERS.* By Sinclair McKay. Do you have a linguistic flair, an instinct for technology, or good old common sense? pit your wits against some of the greatest minds of our time: the brainteasers including secret languages, sabotage themed brain boggles, and hidden codes. Solutions included. 259 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**4848817** *WATERCOLOR LETTERING.* By Jess Park. Watercolor artwork is the perfect embellishment to take your brush pen lettering to the next level. This comprehensive how to guide includes step by step instruction for easy basic and advanced watercolor techniques, expert tips to improve your lettering, and inspiring DIY project ideas to practice pulling it all together. Well illus., many in color. 7¼x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**4868414** *JUST MARRIAGE.* By Bonnie Louise Kuchler. Newlyweds and oldlyweds alike will chuckle when they see themselves in the pages of this book. Take a hint to marriage. E ven jaded spouses will smile as they finish the final page, remembering why they married in the first place. Filled with full page pictures of animal pairings. 128 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**4843436** *THE MOUNTBATTEN: The Lives and Loves of Dickie and Edwina Mountbatten.* By Andrew Lowrie. The intimate story of a unique marriage spanning the heights of British glamour and power that descends into infidelity, manipulation, and disaster through the heart of the twentieth century. 522 pages of photos. 490 pages of text. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $23.95

**4842227** *HAUNTED WEST: Legendary Tales from the Frontier.* By K. Campbell & M. Freiman. Discover the West’s 10 most notorious outlaws, the lawmen who captured them at all costs and the storied heroes, from Crazy Horse to Davy Crockett. The wild women who flouted society’s expectations and the infamous cities and eerie ghost towns filled with scary spirits and supernatural legends. This edition explores western figures both famous and obscure. Color photos. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4830903** *MAKING REVOLUTION: My Life in the Black Panther Party,* by Don Cox. The revelatory, eye-opening account of his years in the Black Panther Party. A budding activist in the Bay Area during the Civil Rights Movement, Cox participated in the famous protests but was hungered for more militant action. He tells his story for the first time in this remarkable memoir. Photos. 217 pages. Heyday. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

---
**NEW NON FICTION**

★ 4846052 A BRIEF WELCOME TO THE UNIVERSE: A Pocket-Sized Tour. By Neil de Grasse Tyson et al. Offers a breathtaking tour of the cosmos, from planets to black holes and time loops. The reader is taken on an unforgettable journey of exploration to reveal how our universe actually works. 236 pages. Princeton. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4845927 EVERYONE VERSUS THE REST: Challenges to the Liberal Order. By Patrick Hutchinson. On June 13, 2020, Hutchinson, a black man, was photographed carrying a white injured counter-protester to safety after a confrontation during the Black Lives Matter demonstration in Los Angeles. The powerful image was shared and discussed around the world. Hutchinson writes from the heart, describing the realities of life as a black man today and the ways he must unite with his community in order to thrive. Good. 266 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 4839390 STRETCHING POCKET BOOK, 40TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Bob Anderson. One of the most popular fitness books in the world, having sold over 3 million copies in 40 years. This new edition includes stretches for smartphone users, including tips on posture for using a screen, and smart stretches for the workplace. Well-written. Shelter. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4844920 THE 150 HEALTHIEST FOODS ON EARTH, REVISED EDITION. By Jonny Bowden. In this newly revised edition, acclaimed nutrition expert and best-selling author Jonny Bowden debunks traditional food myths, saves the reputations of foods long suffering from bad publicity, and provides just the facts to help you decide what to eat. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Laurence King. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $40.00

★ 4832566 DRAWING FASHION ACCESSORIES. By Steven Thomas Miller. A practical guide to illustrating footwear, millinery, bags and purses, make-up, jewelry, and clothing. Designed for students and professionals to develop their own unique style in fashion illustration. All styles are accompanied by authentic medieval imagery, this glorious collection will test your logic, observation and lateral-thinking skills. Moderate solutions included. Carlton. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 4841468 BRAGG HEALTHY LIFESTYLE, THIRTY-EIGHTH EDITION: Vital Living at Any Age! By Paul C. & Patricia Bragg. Details every key step of creating and maintaining ageless health, including detoxification, stress release, nutrition, exercise and the importance of taking charge of not only what goes into our bodies, but our bodies as well. With release the toxins that may unnecessarily accelerate the aging process. Illus. 180 pages. Health Science. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

★ 4815005 THE MIRACLE OF FASTING, FIFTY-FIFTH EDITION: Proven Throughout History. By Paul C. & Patricia Bragg. In this newly revised best seller, you will learn the ancient practice of fasting is key to helping you go through the day with more energy, and critical to longevity and ageless vitality, due to our toxic environment and the stress of our daily lives. A detailed, step by step approach, accessible and informative for both beginners and experienced fasters. 144 pages. Health Science. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

★ 4832809 MIDWEST ARCHITECTURE JOURNEYS. Ed. by Zach Mailke. Takes readers on a trip to visit some of the region’s most inventive buildings by architects such as Bertrand Goldberg, Bruce Goff, and Lillian Leenhouts. Also includes stops at less obvious but equally daring and defining sites, such as indigenous mound sites, grand stages, parking lots, flea markets, and abandoned warehouses. Illus. 267 pages. Belt Publishing. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $40.00 $19.95

★ 4844295 EDITING MADE EASY: Simple Rules for Effective Writing. Ed. by James Shortz. A quick, easy to read guide that will help you communicate clearly and professionally. Understand the styles of print and online media, avoid common errors, and improve the chances of having your work published. 112 pages. Upper Access. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

★ 4846510 LOVE MY WOK: More Than 100 Fresh, Fast and Healthy Recipes. By Yotam Ottolenghi & Samuel West. A treasure trove of delicious, nutritious recipes, from starters and snacks to the main event, bursting with flavor and aromas that will awaken your senses. With step by step instructions for making a wok, from stir frying, deep frying to braising, and even smoking, discover how a wok means you can do it all with one pan. Color photos. 176 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 4843478 DINOSAURS: My First Activity. By Amanda Lott, Illus. by P. Corrigan. Packed with pre-school and early-learning puzzles to help beginning readers to practice letter and number skills, visual thinking, pen control, and hand-eye coordination. Easiest way to release fun dinos activities to complete. Age 3 and up. Fully illus. B.E.S.8½x11. Paperback. $9.95

★ 4842979 EXPLORATIONS IN BEADWEAVING: Techniques for an Improvisational Approach. By Kelly Angood. An advanced guide to creating intricate and layered jewelry projects with freeform beading! Starting with common beadweaving techniques, Angley shows how to turn them into a series of 16 projects. Illus. 159 pages. Interweave. $9.95

★ 4838658 ESSENTIAL JUICES AND SMOOTHIES: The Ultimate Recipe Guide to Natural Health Drinks and Bowls. By Charlotte van Asseul. More than a thousand recipes for juices, smoothies, and smoothie bowls, including well-known favorites and a host of more exotic but not less delicious creations. Shows how to satisfy your every craving, including juices to fit your needs, smoothies, and smoothie bowls. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

★ 4832779 THE MEDIval PUZZLE COLLECTION. By Tim Dedopulos. Featuring 150 puzzles, all illustrated with authentic medieval imagery, this glorious collection will test your logic, observation and lateral-thinking skills. Moderate solutions included. Carlton. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 4839399 REAL FOOD, REAL SIMPLE: 60 Delicious, Paleo-Friendly, Gluten-Free Recipes in 5 Steps or Less. By Taylor Rigs. Meats without the high price tag! Preparing whole, nutrient-dense foods easily with delicious recipes that are gluten-free, Paleo-friendly and exceptionally healthy. Rigs includes REAL FOOD, REAL SIMPLE: 60 Delicious, Paleo-Friendly, Gluten-Free Recipes in 5 Steps or Less. $9.95

★ 483786 SAVING JUSTICE: Truth, Transparency, and Trust. By James Comey. Comey might be best known as the FBI director whom Donald Trump fired in 2017, but he’s had a long and varied career in federal law enforcement. He shows just how essential it is that truth and transparency be the foundations of federal law enforcement and offers a path to restoring those values. 219 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

★ 4846664 THE WORLD IN MY KITCHEN. Ed. by S. Brown & K. Morris. Join us in a delicious journey around the globe! Find out how children in China eat squiggly noodles without knives and forks! Try a traditional Moroccan tagine, which is shaped like a witch’s hat! Be bold with the chilli and mix up your own spicy Mexican salsa. Bake sweet pineapple and coconut cakes to bring Brazilian sunshine to your day! Ages 3 & up. Color photos. 144 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 4833099 FIGHT OF THE CENTURY: Writers Reflect on 100 Years of Landmark ACLU Cases. Ed. by M. Chabon & A. Waldman. American Civil Liberties Union is the nation’s premier defender of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. Chabon and Waldman have curated and contextualized the landmark cases. Each case springs to vivid life and Chabon and Waldman dive into the history, narrate their personal experiences and debate the questions at the heart of each issue. 305 pages. Avid Reader. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95
NEW NON-FICTION

4832780 MEDIEVAL CITYSCAPES TODAY. By Catherine A.M. Clarke. Explores medieval cityscapes in their environment, using place as a catalyst to forge connections between past and present, and investigating timely questions concerning the place of the past for heritage for public audiences. 109 pages. Arc Humanities. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95

4833538 TRAVEL LIGHT. MOVE FAST. By Alexandra Fuller. TIM Fuller was a self-exiled black sheep who moved to Africa to fight the Rhodesian Bush War before settling in a banana farm in Zambia. After his sudden death, Alexandra and her mother return to his farm to spread his ashes and contend with his overwhelming legacy. His death internalizes his lessons with clear eyes and celebrates a man who swallowed life whole. 225 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4849110 ROCKAWAY: Surfing Heading into a New Life. By Diane Cardwell. The inspirational story of one woman learning to surf and creating a new life in gritty, eccentric Rockaway Beach. Cardwell left her high-octane life in the city and moved to Rockaway Beach. There she learned how to surf and then to find balance in life, both in and out of the ocean. 257 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4833244 THE BOLD WORLD: A Memoir of Family and Transformation. By Jodie Patterson. Introduces an important artist who explores themes of identity, gender, race, and authenticity to tell the real-life story of a family’s history and transformation. We witness their struggle with conflicting beliefs, to meet the needs of her transgender son, Penelope, and opening the minds her family. 328 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

4838645 BODY LEAPING BACKWARDS: Memoir of a Delinquent Girlhood. By Maureen Stanton. Stanton brought the upheaval of America, the lines between good and bad blurred. Stanton watches her parents separate and her new partner descends to shopping and grand larceny to support the family. Stanton slips into delinquency while being addicted to angle dust. This is a story of a self-destructive girlhood, of a town and nation in reels in a time of change. 218 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4842529 THE SONGMATURE MAN: A Tribute to the Unbreakable Bond Between Father and Son. By Simon McDermott. A powerful and emotional memoir about family and memory, from the father-son singing sensation whose heartwarming carpool karaoke video took social media by storm. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 295 pages. Park Row. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4841991 LIFE FROM BBQ AND BEYOND. By Tony O'Neill. Cooking with an open flame is not only the original way humans cooked, it’s a wonderful way to add tons of flavor to any dish. Packed with tasty tips and tricks, this edition will turn you into an open flame aficionado in no time. It’s the ultimate way to make crowd pleasing recipes in your own backyard, including: Cast Iron Cinnamon Rolls and Greek Lamb Kabobs. Color photos. 128 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95

4838785 A WOMAN FIRST: First Woman. By Selina Meyer. In this brave, powerful, and deeply personal memoir, Selina Meyer, one of our most beloved former presidents, tells her own extraordinary story. 164 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

4846591 TEN RESTAURANTS THAT CHANGED AMERICA. By Paul Freedman. Reveals how the restaurants that reflect the cultural and social trends that shaped America reflect nothing less than the history of the country itself. Whether charting the rise of our love affair with Chinese food through San Francisco’s hand to mouth restaurants to the midcentury nostalgia of Howard Johnson’s, the beloved roadside chain that reshaped the sprawl of McDonald’s. Photos, most in color. 562 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $5.95

483027X THE SOUL OF CARE: The Moral Education of a Husband and a Doctor. By Arthur Kleinman. Care-giving is long, hard, unglamorous work—at moments joyous, more often tedious, sometimes agonizing, but it is always rich in meaning. Kleinman delivers a deeply personal, analytical story of his life in medicine and describes the practical, emotional, and moral aspects of care-giving. 262 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

4834429 TOOTH AND NAIL: The Making of a Female Fight Doctor. By Linda D. Dahl. Dahl began her surgical residency in the Bronx as a total fish out of water. Her story chronicles the years Dahl spent as an ear, nose and throat surgeon by day and boxing trainer by night, and offers a modern examination of sexism, dislocation, the theater of boxing and a road map for how to excel in two very different male-dominated worlds. 293 pages. Hanover Square Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

4841727 LIFE ADMIN: How I Learned to Do Less. Do Better, and Live More. By Elizabeth Eisman. Every day an unseen form of labor creeps into our lives, stealing precious moments, one by one. From everyday tasks like scheduling doctors’ appointments and paying bills, to lifecycle events like planning a wedding. Learn how admin is created, how it affects our lives, and how to reduce and even remove it whenever possible. 261 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4833236 BLACK IS THE BODY: Stories of My Grandmother’s Time, My Mother’s Time, and Mine. By Emily Bernard. Told in three personal essays explore the complexities and paradoxes of growing up black in the south with a family name inherited from a white man, marrying a white man from the north, making a life for herself from Euloria, and teaching at a white college in New England today. Each essay goes beyond the narrative of black innocence and white guilt. 218 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

* 4845617 TREASURED ISLANDS: The Explorer’s Guide to over 200 of the Most Beautiful and Intriguing Islands Around Britain. By Peter Naldrett. Islands represent adventure, mystery, refuge, and even escapism. The British islands includes some 194 inhabited islands, ranging from remote lost worlds to famous and popular holiday spots. Naldrett features over 200 of the most incredible islands found around the coasts of Britain rounded with beautiful color photography, with informative and entertaining text. 320 pages. Conway. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95

* 4835387 GEMSTONES: Smithsonian Handbooks. By Cally Hall. The clearest and sharpest selections from more than 150 varieties of cut and uncut stones, organic gems, and precious metals. Packed with more than 800 photographs with precise annotations to make identification easier. 168 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

* 4844254 JULIA VELVA, A ROMAN LADY FROM YORK: Her Life and Times Revealed. By Patrick Oltaway. The twelve-year-old Juliana, one of the best-preserved examples from Roman Britain, was found close to a roman road just outside the center of York. Oltaway undertook forensic techniques as the starting point to investigate what the world she lived in was like. This is an excellent study of one of Roman Britain’s most important places. Photos, mostly in color. 297 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

4845021 ANIMALS IN COLORADO PENCIL. By Debra Kauffman Yaun. A comprehensive manual that opens with information on equipment and essential colored pencil techniques, and then proceeds to accurately depict an assortment of animals in a series of clear step by step lessons. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Walter Foster, 10½x13¼%. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95 $6.95
NEW NON-FICTION

058 CONVERSATIONS WITH CASANOVA. By Derek Parker. This fictional biography based on biographical facts, is imagined by one of the world’s leading experts, and does full justice to its subject’s multi-faceted talents—lover, actor, philosopher, and poet. Watkins. 496 pages. Dey Street. $19.99

4830133 WISCONSIN WOMEN IN THE WAR BETWEEN THE STATES. By Ethel Alice Hum. Originally published in 1911, this volume documents the many ways women throughout Wisconsin served their country during the Civil War. Hum’s groundbreaking edition reveals an important turning point in the changing role of women in American society. 190 pages. Wisconsin Historical Soc. Paperbound. $14.95

4830238 AUTO BIOGRAPHY: A Classic Car, an Outlaw Motorhead, and 57 Years of the American Dream. By Earl Smith. Charting the unforgettable odyssey of one iconic 1957 Chevy wagon from gleaming symbol of Jet Age optimism to a rusted hulk, the car’s unlikely savior, a larger than life motorhead named Tommy Arney, who embarks on a mission to restore the Chevy to full glory before his own FB 409 engine. Color photos. 180 pages. Self Made Bks. Paperbound. $14.95

4844106 A COMPLETE STUDY GUIDE TO BIOLOGY: Barron’s Science 360. By G.L. Edwards & C.M. Pawlowski. This guide is your resource for everything pre-calculus. You’ll find comprehensive content including instructive illustrations and examples that simplify complex concepts, effective review and practice to check your understanding, and online practice questions to take your study a step further. Fully illus. 489 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4844108 A COMPLETE STUDY GUIDE TO PRE-CALCULUS: Barron’s Math 360. By L.S. Jeff & C.M. Pawlowski. This guide is your resource for everything pre-calculus. You’ll find comprehensive content including instructive illustrations and examples that simplify complex concepts, effective review and practice to check your understanding, and online practice questions to take your study a step further. Fully illus. 418 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4844111 A COMPLETE STUDY GUIDE TO CHEMISTRY: Barron’s Science 360. By M.C. Kernon & J.A. Mascetta. This guide is your resource for everything pre-calculus. You’ll find comprehensive content including instructive illustrations and examples that simplify complex concepts, effective review and practice to check your understanding, and online practice questions to take your study a step further. Fully illus. 310 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4844122 A COMPLETE STUDY GUIDE TO PHYSICS: Barron’s Science 360. By Kenneth Rideout. This guide is your resource for everything pre-calculus. You’ll find comprehensive content including instructive illustrations and examples that simplify complex concepts, effective review and practice to check your understanding, and online practice questions to take your study a step further. Fully illus. 513 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

4844688 MAGE MERLIN’S UNSOLVED MATHEMATICAL MYSTERIES. By S.L. Devadas & M. Harvey. Mathematics is filled with intriguing mysteries that test the limits of our knowledge. The presented to readers as puzzles that have time traveled from Camelot, preserved in the notebook of Merlin, the wise wizard of King Arthur’s court. Each mystery is a sword awaiting removal from its stone, capturing the beauty and power of mathematics. Fully illus. 101 pages. MIT Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4846087 GREAT CITIES: The Stories Behind the World’s Most Fascinating Places. By Andrew Humphreys et al. Cities have been at the heart of human history for 7,000 years. Humphreys and Hassan show walks through the streets of 100 of the world’s most celebrated places and tells the story of the cities—from their founding to today—in a lavishly illustrated global tour. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Bx/10X10%. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

4844084 A COMPLETE STUDY GUIDE TO ALGEBRA: Barron’s Math 360. By K. J. Laing & M. Cornu. This guide is your resource for everything pre-algebra. You’ll find comprehensive content, including instructive illustrations and examples that simplify complex concepts, effective review and practice to check your understanding, and online practice questions to take your study a step further. Fully illus. 307 pages. Barron’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95


4832963 TOTALLY WIRED: The Rise and Fall of Josh Harris and the Great Dotcom Swindle. By Andrew Smith. One morning in February 2001, internet pioneer Josh Harris woke up and saw his wealth diminish from 85 million dollars to nothing in a span of a week. He founded one of the most popular and promising online companies. After his success he was the target of a large public and video games. 483 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

4846468 VEGAN CHALLENGE. By Lisa Montgomery. Designed to help guide you, day by day, towards a healthier way of life through small, gradual lifestyle changes that anyone can make! Complete with daily recipes and ideas, and words of inspiration. Featuring over 125 delicious, original recipes including Pomegranate Shuahere, Smokey Mushroom Risotto and Sweet Potato Salad. Photos. 212 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.45


4848571 WRITE SMART , WRITE HAPPY. By Cheryl St. John. You have everything you need as a writer, it lies within, in the form of consistency and self confidence. Help unlock your skills, guiding you to overcome every hesitance, obstacle, form of writers block, and procrastination habit you have. Discover the path toward pleasure and happiness today. 266 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.45

4838939 MEDITATION: Your Personal Guide. By Jacqueline Towers. With modern life being so busy, it is no wonder we need to take time to reconnect with our spiritual roots. This guide takes you on a journey of from time to time. Towers explains the history and multiple branches of the ancient practices of meditation, as well as explaining the tools needed to help you extend your knowledge, make spiritual connections and just to relax. Includes 7 meditation cards. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Wellfleet. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.45

4838807 DRIVEN: A White-Knuckled Ride to Heartbreak and Back. By Melissa Stephenson. She longed for escape, and the automobiles is where Stephenson found the promise of a future. From a lineage of secondhand family cars of the late ’60s, to the Honda Civic to the VW van she now uses, she knows these cars better than she knows of the people she lives to. Driven through grief towards home, Stephenson reckons with what it means to lose a beloved sibling. 248 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.45


4829476 WRITE SMART, WRITE HAPPY. By Cheryl St. John. You have everything you need as a writer, it lies within, in the form of consistency and self confidence. Help unlock your skills, guiding you to overcome every hesitance, obstacle, form of writers block, and procrastination habit you have. Discover the path toward pleasure and happiness today. 266 pages. Writer’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $9.45

4838939 MEDITATION: Your Personal Guide. By Jacqueline Towers. With modern life being so busy, it is no wonder we need to take time to reconnect with our spiritual roots. This guide takes you on a journey of from time to time. Towers explains the history and multiple branches of the ancient practices of meditation, as well as explaining the tools needed to help you extend your knowledge, make spiritual connections and just to relax. Includes 7 meditation cards. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Wellfleet. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.45
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and it suffered many setbacks. And yet it ultimately got built and it is a reminder of what America is capable of when we put our differences aside. Includes more than 100 photos. 332 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

**4845838 ONCE MORE TO THE SKY:** The Rebuilding of the World Trade Center. By S. Raab & J. Woolhead. The story of a masterpiece—all 1,776 feet. In late 2014, One World Trade Center—or the Freedom Tower—opened for business. It took nearly 10 years, cost roughly four billion dollars, and it suffered many setbacks. And yet it ultimately got built and it is a reminder of what America is capable of when we put our differences aside. Includes more than 100 photos. 332 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

**4841530 THE UNOFFICIAL HOGWARTS COOKBOOK FOR KIDS.** By Alana Al-Hattani. Make every meal bewitching with this cookbook created for young witches, wizards, and chefs in training. Inside you’ll discover how to make traditional English fare, American classics, inspired drinks and sweets, and more! Ages 10 and up. Color photos. 127 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $17.95

**4829751 HEALTHY, QUICK & EASY BENTO BOX: Over 60 Simple Recipes for Lunch Box Meals Under 150 Calories.** By Chikako Chien. Learn the craft of bentō, eat well and save money with this introduction to the Japanese style of boxed lunch. A mix of recipes drawing from Chinese, pan-Asian, and western culinary traditions, these dishes are designed to appeal to every palate. Make meals healthier and more mindful with beautiful, balanced bento boxes. Fully illustrated. 160 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**4845943 THE SISTERS OF AUSCHWITZ.** By Roxane van Iperen. Eight months after Germany’s invasion of Poland, the Nazis rolled into the Netherlands, expanding their reign of brutality to the Dutch. By the winter of 1943, resistance is growing. Among those fighting their brutal Nazi occupiers were two Jewish sisters from Amsterdam. This is a long-overdue homage to women’s heroism and moral bravery.

**4846028 THE I CHING ORACLE: A Guide Through the Human Maze.** By Timothy & Johanna Dowdile. Designed to help the reader find a way through the complications of everyday life. The Dowdile’s show the reader how to consult the I Ching oracle and receive clear answers to important questions. They explain the methods used for consulting the oracle and how the oracle responds to the reader’s questions. 245 pages. O-Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.95

**4845447 WICCA BOOK OF SPELLS.** By Lisa Chamberlain. The perfect introduction to spellcasting for all novice Wiccans, witches and other practitioners of magic. Even beginners can perform spells to help bring positive experiences into their lives—and the lives of those they love. Includes more than 50 of the most essential, distilled into three categories of spells, which incorporate a variety of magical approaches and techniques. 134 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $14.95

**4847156 THE BOOK SUPREMACY.** By Kate Carlisle. Newly married San Francisco book restoration expert Brooklyn Wainwright investigates a mysterious spy novel linked to a string of murders. Are the murders connected to the pricey, rare book that Brooklyn recently obtained or are there something more sinister about? 322 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00

**4830725 THE BOOK OF CANDELEIGHT.** By Evelyn Adams. The rain in Miracle Springs, NC, has been non-stop and a flood of trouble is about to be unleashed. Amid the wreckage of a collapsed footbridge, a body lies within the churning water. Doubting the ruling of accidental drowning, the Secret, Book, and Scone Society come into action. 294 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**4840003 THE MADNESS OF CROWDS.** By Louise Penny. Chief Inspector Armand Gamache is asked to provide security for a visiting professor of statistics that has views so repulsive it creates uncontrollable anger in the Quebec village of Three Pines. But when a murder is committed it falls to Gamache, to investigate the crime as well as to calm the anger.

**4838769 DEEP HARBOR.** By Fern Michaels & Ann C. J. Lasen lost her beloved older brother. Kick, in a boating accident, she came adrift. Kick had taken the role of caring for his little sister. When Kick is asked to return to New York to take the New York Daily News, Lewis, she stumbles on information that could implicate her boss in corruption. She exposes a deadly secret, if they can just expose a deadly secret, if they can just

**Kensington. Pub. at $28.99**

**4829659 A BLIGHT OF BLACKWINGS.** By Kevin Hearne. Daryck is from a city that was devastated by the war with the Bone Giants, and now he and a band of warriors are working to stop the giants themselves, for the love ones they’ve lost. The sequel to A Plague of Giants. 572 pages. Del Rey.

**Pub. at $28.99**


**4834534 WICKED DEEDS.** By Heather Graham. Eager to start their life together, historian Vickie Preston and Special Agent Griffin Pryce take a detour en route to their new home in Virginia and stop for a visit in Baltimore. But their romantic weekend is interrupted when a popular author is found dead in the basement of an Edgar Carpenter’s home and trained in an "off the books" team of Hunters, paranormal team investigates. 315 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99

**4841697 A LETHAL LEGACY.** By Heather Graham. Finn has big plans for Douglas Island, but when the broken body of his business partner is found at the base of the rocky escarpment, Finn fears it wasn’t an accident. As Special Agent Craig Frasier and Special Agent Konnikova fast, they are taken on a dangerous search for the killer. 331 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99

**483903X MURDER IN THE CORN MAZE.** By G.A. McKeevet, Stella Reid always makes the holidays like a real one. In the second year of her devoted partner, a human skull is found in the maze, and it’s up to Granny to solve the mystery that turns out to lie into her family history. 280 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**483433X THE SUMMONING.** By Heather Graham. Kristi Stewart doesn’t believe in ghosts, even while she runs the seances for the guests of McLane House Bed and Breakfast. Investigating the disappearance of prominent citizens, FBI agent Dallas Wicker uncovers the connection between the victims might be linked to the history of McLane House. Now Kristi should be careful and very afraid. 319 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $27.99


**484694X PRODIGAL SON.** By Greg Hurwitz. Evan was pulled out of a foster home and trained in an "off the books" operation known as the Orphan Program, and became Orphan X, eventually breaking with the Program, and adopting a new name—Nowhere Man. When a woman given him up for adoption calls for help, she asks Evan to save Andrew, who was in the wrong place at the wrong time, and is in terrible danger. 420 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99

**4838610 AND DANGEROUS TO KNOW.** By Darcie Wilde. Trust is a delicate thing, and no one knows that better than Rosalind Thorne. Lady Melbourne has entrusted her with one ring, a ring that might be the key to a private letters stolen from her desk. Rosalind learns from the Bow Street runner Adam Hardness that an unidentified woman was wounded, poisoned in the courtyard of Melbourne House. Adam urges Rosalind to solve the murder. 347 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

**4843738 THE KILLINGS AT KINGFISHER HILL.** By Sophie Hannah. Hercule Poirot is traveling by luxury passenger coach from London to the exclusive Kingfisher Hill estate. Richard Devorn has summoned the renowned detective to prove that his fiance is innocent—despite his brother’s wild claim about the weird condition—he must conceal his true reason for being there from the rest of the Devonport family. 272 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

**4847228 COWBOY’S LEGACY.** By B.J. Daniels. After a rocky marriage and even an accidental death, Flint Caitill finally has something good in his life, Maggie Thompson. When she disappears on the day they plan to start their lives together, all signs point to abduction—and his ex-wife is presumed dead. The Cahills don’t give up, and Flint’s love will have to be strong enough to conquer anything. 269 pages. HQN. Pub. at $26.99

**4831993 BLOODLESS.** By D. Preston & L. Child. FBI Agent Pendergast faces the most challenging puzzle of his career when bodies drained to the last drop of blood begin appearing in Savannah, Georgia. As the mystery rises along with the body count, Pendergast and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how, or if, these murders are only unrolled skyscaking in American history. 320 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.99

**4847717 UNDER PRESSURE.** By Lori Foster. He can protect anything except his heart. Leese Phelps’s road hadn’t been an easy one but it’s brought him to the perfect job. Being drawn to Catalina helicopter’s is a new one. As the mystery rises along with the body count, Pendergast and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how, or if, these murders are only unrolled skyscaking in American history. 320 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.99
NEW FICTION

4844239 WALK THE WIRE. By David Baldacci. When Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are sent to Cold Mine in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, it takes an even braver man to try to rob a cohab of bullion when the shotgun rider is Johnny Greenway. A mending, choice—two sawed off, double-barreled shotguns—Sho gun Johnny ain’t stopping for no one. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4844733 FADE TO BLACK. By Heather Graham. Starring in a cult TV show was a blessing of Marnie Davante, especially now that her former fame can support her future dream of starting a children’s theater. But then she is brutally murdered in front of her. P.Brian McFadden is reluctant to help. If he is not in a court of law but trial by shotgun. 329 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

4833627 BLOODTHIRSTY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. The sadistic Yankee general, Thomas Wainwright, who ruled Andersonville like a merciless despot, now runs the town of Wagontongue, keeping the locals cowering under his cruel heel. Joe Buckhorn has been sent to overthrow the ex-general, who has for a blood revolution, which Buckhorn will shoot through HELL and back to stop. 378 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4834011 SHADOW OF A DEAD MAN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. There are a million ways to die in the great badlands but should I shall now become a magnet for new settlers. Enter Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff turned special agent. He doesn’t care what he has to do—or who he has to kill—to rid this hellhole of every rustler, robber, and ruthless cuss in sight. Especially the notorious Viper gang. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

483402X SHOTGUN JOHNNY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. It takes a brave man to ride shotgun for the law. But the law is now in the Sierras Nevada Mountains. It takes an even braver man to try to rob a cohab of bullion when the shotgun rider is Johnny Greenway. A mending, choice—two sawed off, double-barreled shotguns—Sho gun Johnny ain’t stopping for no one. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4843812 DARK IS THE NIGHT. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. There are a million ways to die in the great badlands but should I shall now become a magnet for new settlers. Enter Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff turned special agent. He doesn’t care what he has to do—or who he has to kill—to rid this hellhole of every rustler, robber, and ruthless cuss in sight. Especially the notorious Viper gang. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4847245 BIG SKY SECRETS. By Linda Lael Miller. Self-made tycoon Landry Sutton goes to head land to his brother Zane. Landry plans on heading back to the city as soon as possible, but he didn’t plan on falling for Big Sky Country. As Ria MacGregor discovers that battling the British has not helped in the least to prepare him for the fight to win the heart of Alanna. 379 pages. Silhouette. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4844744 A LADY OF EXPECTATIONS AND OTHER STORIES. By Stephanie Laurens et al. Novels. Three enchanting tales to exceed expectations. A Lady of Expectations by Stephanie Laurens follows Jack Lester who sees the perfect lady in the Secrets of a Courtezan by Nicola Cornick. A Lady of Expectations by Stephanie Laurens follows Jack Lester who sees the perfect lady in the Secrets of a Courtezan by Nicola Cornick. With a bounty on his head, Johnny must prove his innocence; killing the Starrett gang’s leader. With a bounty on his head, Johnny must prove his innocence; killing the Starrett gang’s leader. With a bounty on his head, Johnny must prove his innocence; killing the Starrett gang’s leader. With a bounty on his head, Johnny must prove his innocence; killing the Starrett gang’s leader. With a bounty on his head, Johnny must prove his innocence; killing the Starrett gang’s leader. With a bounty on his head, Johnny must prove his innocence; killing the Starrett gang’s leader. 333 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

4841664 A JUSTIFIED MURDER. By Jude Deveraux. When Janet’s body is found in the cold airplane she once flew, is shocked. The step couple who have raised her since past, but Nate won’t stop until he discovers the truth—even if the truth might be more than either of them can handle. 329 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

4844550 A WILLING MURDER. By Jude Deveraux. When two skeletons are accidentally uncovered in the quiet town of Lachlan, Florida, the unlikely trio of Sara, her niece Kate, and boarder Jack, are suddenly thrust together to solve a mystery everyone seems to keep under wraps. They will have to dig into the town’s murky past to unravel dark secrets and bring the truth to light. 333 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

4830739 POPPY HARMON AND THE HUNGRY JURY. By Lee Hollis. For retired turne Pl Poppy Harmon, spending her golden years running the Desert Flowers Detective Agency is far from the glamorous life she once knew. As Poppy struggles to survive a steamy love triangle while deciphering the connection between two seemingly unrelated cases, she must outsmart a ruthless killer who will do anything to keep his secrets hidden away. 220 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4847901 AUNT DIMITRY & THE HEART OF GOLD. By Nancy Atherton. It’s almost Christmas in the small English village of Merryweather. As Poppy struggles to survive a steamy love triangle while deciphering the connection between two seemingly unrelated cases, she must outsmart a ruthless killer who will do anything to keep his secrets hidden away. 220 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4847369 HARD JUSTICE. By Lori Foster. Justice Whitman is back in town and sees her lost friend Shelby Gilmore goes on the hunt for a racehorse. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4847194 MET HER MATCH. By Jude Deveraux. As Nate starts to hear rumors about Terri, he’s confused. Knowing how smart, beautiful and strong she is, he’s determined to discover the source of the ghostly Skinwalker that haunts Tom. But there is something Connor doesn’t know. Emma is responsible for an accident that changed his life forever. 333 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4847709 UNDAunted. By Diana Palmer. Falling in love with her boss’s handsome millionaire neighbor is easy for young Emma Copeland. Despite the vast difference in them, and a past that’s left Connor Sinclair reclusive and wary, Emma gambles her heart on a man who’s happy without her. Though there is something Connor doesn’t know. Emma is responsible for an accident that changed his life forever. 333 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

483447X UNBRIDLED. By Diana Palmer. Fledgling and single dad John Ruiz, hardened his heart years ago. Every day he tracks criminals in the Lone Star State, which takes him away from his young son, his new single star. But as he’s about to get married, a beautiful woman interfering in his life and getting too close to his son. When John meets Sunny Wesley, he’s floored by how quickly she wins over his son. 333 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

4843722 TEXAS FOREVER. By Janet Dailey. From the moment Luke Maddox sets eyes on Erin Tyler, he can think of nothing else but lusting to claim her for his own. Beside her is his boss’s daughter, and Luke knows Will Tyler has bigger plans for Erin’s future than a rough and tumble ranch hand. But there is something very real happening between Erin and Luke. 333 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

484761X SLOW RIDE. By Lori Foster. You can’t put the brakes on love—Lori Ashford needs a distraction. In the morning, she has to offer arrogant, conventional Jack Greer a job; by ten o’clock, she wants him to drive her to work. Jack is determined to connect with Ronnie but her terms are clear. If he takes the job, then anything between them is off-limits. From her new Rancho, it’s a long, unforgotten trip for Jack. 333 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

4834380 TEXAS FREE. By Janet Dailey. There’s a secret in Rose Landro’s eyes, a mystery that Special Ranger Tanner McCabe is determined to solve. When Jack finds out, it’s not only the cattle rustling he’s investigating, it’s way too skittish, and all too excessive. Then he discovers a vulnerability in Rose that has him aching to protect her—and longing to possess her. 261 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4841009 AS YOU WISH. By Jude Deveraux. Though sixty year old Olivia, forty year old Kathy, and twenty so mething Elise each wound up at the summerhouse for separate reasons, it’s not long before they begin to open up about their regrets, their wishes and their dreams. But when they discover what can happen when dreams really do come true, 411 pages. MIRA Books. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

484100X THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ. By L. Frank Baum. Originally published more than 115 years ago, this story has captivated readers of all ages with its remarkable narrative and lovable characters. This edition includes the original full-page color illustrations by W.W. Denslow, along with a new fanciful map of Oz. 272 pages. Kensington. Tradepaperback. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

4841050 ANY MAN OF MINE. By Diana Palmer. Novels. A Waiting Game Keena Whitman is back in town and sees her lost friend Shelby Gilmore goes on the hunt for a racehorse. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4841097 BEST OF MY LOVE. By Susan Mallory. To overcome her painful past, bake cakes for strangers on the hunt for a friend—a manly thing to do. To convince her stubborn psychic that men can be trusted. Dark, charming Aidan Mitchell has become known as ‘the seer in town. As Aidan and Shelby explore the secret lives of men and women, the heat between them tires up the Fool’s Gold rumor mill. 313 pages. HQN. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

---
314 pages. HQN. Pub. at $26.99

**344046 THE FIVE RED HERRINGS.** By Dorothy L. Sayers. Originally published in 1928. General Fentiman is found dead in an armchair at the Bellona Club. No one knows exactly when he died—information essential in determining the recipient of a substantial inheritance. But that’s only one of the mysteries vexing detective Lord Peter Wimsey. 278 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

HARD-HEARTED HIGHLANDER. By John Connolly. Arkansas, 1997. Someone is slaughtering young women and he wants to admit it, not in the Dirty South. A girl—stir-fried—someone NPD detective sits in an Arkansas jail cell, mourning the loss of his life. But when a young woman’s revenge is called, Watch the dawning of a conscience, the birth of a hunter—and the becoming of Charlie’s innocence. The more they try to unravel the truth the more tangled it becomes. 339 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

$5.95

344057X A CATERED NEW YEAR’S EVE. By Iris Crawford. Sisters Bernie and Libby Simmons are reunited with a distant relative. Ada Sinclair, who wants them to cater a New Year’s Eve event. Ada wants to make sure the family business partners accidental deaths. She read from a diary to expose the culprit. As Midnight approaches a guest drops dead. Then it looks like the menu tonight is champagnes and cyanide. 312 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

$5.95

345061X SECRETS OF THE TULIP SISTERS. By Susan Mallery. Kelly Murphy’s life as a tulip farmer is pretty routine. But everything changes one sun-washed summer with two dramatic homecomings: Griffith Burnet and Olivia. When Kelly and Olivia butt heads, their secrets tumble out into a big hot mess, revealing some truths that will change everything they thought they knew.

446 pages. HQN. Pub. at $25.99

$5.95

345109 THE DIRTY SOUTH. By John Connolly. Arkansas, 1997. Someone is slaughtering young women and he wants to admit it, not in the Dirty South. A girl—stir-fried—someone NPD detective sits in an Arkansas jail cell, mourning the loss of his life. But when a young woman’s revenge is called, Watch the dawning of a conscience, the birth of a hunter—and the becoming of Charlie’s innocence. The more they try to unravel the truth the more tangled it becomes. 339 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

$5.95

345141 DEATH BY HOT COCOA. By Alex Erickson. 346 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00

$5.95

345158X HERO’S RETURN. By B.J. Daniels. Tucker Calhili disappeared from Game. Monroe. He’s supposed to be a secret that has haunted him for nineteen years. Then, when a young woman’s remains are found in the creek near his family’s ranch, he has no choice but to face his demons. The truth that sent him running years ago could take away his happiness. HarperReyn. Pub. at $26.99

$5.95

345378 LIE TO ME. By J.T. Ellison. Sutton and Ethan Montgomery’s idyllic life is not as it appears. They seem made for each other, but the truth is ugly. Consumed by professional and personal betrayals and financial woes, the two both love and hate each other. As Sutton and Ethan’s marriage disappears, leaving behind a note saying not to look for her. 407 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99

$5.95

345728 OUR LAST GOODBYE. By Shirley Hughes. Our last goodbye. In this emotional novel, the story of a family that has been dealt so many blows in years—the secret her mother devoted her life to hiding. The secret that would tear their broken family even further apart. 334 pages. Forever. Pub. at $12.99

$9.95
5487466 LILAC LANE. By Sherryl Woods. Single mom Kera Malone struggled for years to raise her Roll town on the coast of Ireland. Just when she’s let down her guard and allowed herself to love again, her fiancé suffers a fatal heart attack. While she’s dealing with her neighbor Bryan Laramie, also with a wounded past, has lots in common with her and they might be the perfect recipe for love. 375 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95.

4847318 DREAM MENDER. By Sherryl McAmis. When a tragic accident landed Frank Chambers in the hospital, all he wanted was to be left alone. Then a client, occupational therapist Jenny Michaels wanted into his room prepared to be left behind and barged into his quest for the road to recovery. He didn’t say he needed her pitly, but he soon discovers he wanted her love more than anything. 440 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.


487563 TWO ROLLING WITH. By Debbie Macomber. Three years ago, Mary Jo Summerhill fell completely and utterly in love with Evan Dryden. His family said she wasn’t the “right kind of wife” for Evan. She agreed. She didn’t belong in his world. So she lied and broke his heart. Now her parents are facing legal trouble, and she needs the best advice she can get. She needs Evan. 507 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.

4839153 A STONE CREEK CHRISTMAS. By Linda Lael Miller. Tanner Quinn, a grizzly single father, wants to be left alone. But her veterinarian Olivia O’Bullivan’s help. His daughter’s pony is sick. When Tanner’s daughter, Sophia, comes home, Olivia and Sophia conspire to get Tanner into the Christmas spirit. It will take a Christmas miracle to transform Tanner’s stone heart for all seasons. 457 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.

4834356 TEMPESTUOUS EDEN. By Heather Graham. It should have been an easy month-long vacation. But instead of leaving Eden, a beautiful woman left behind. The American woman out of the war torn Central American country–and tell her nothing. But Blair Morgan is beautiful, and for all his professionalism, alone again. Only then can he hope she’s someone she can trust. 480 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95.

4837991 MIMI LEE GETS A CLUE. By Jennifer J. Chow. Mimi Lee is in over her head. She has her new Los Angeles pet grooming shop to keep her busy, and she has to find out who is trying to get her killed. 280 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95.

4847393 HURRICANE BAY. By Heather Graham. When Kelsey Cunningham’s best friend Sheila goes missing, she confronts the one person she thinks has the information, Dana. A private investigator–and Sheila’s former flame, Kevin Guthridge partner up with Dana to follow Sheila’s tracks into a dangerous world of sex, violence and drugs. 633 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95.

484775X WISCONSIN WEDDING. By Carla Neggers. Tyler, Wisconsin, is abuzz with plans for its small-town version of a society wedding. Nora Gates wants to get to the alter. Byron Forrester has been keeping secrets, lying low, and falling in love. With Nora, he had to walk away. Now he’s determined to help Byron and Nora overcome their past? 488 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99. $4.95.

484114X A CHRISTMAS CAROL. By Charles Dickens. Ebenezer Scrooge detests Christmas. There’s no reason to be merry and certainly no reason to forgo work in order to take part in some joyful celebrations. One particular Christmas Eve he’s visited by a ghost and swept along on a family of ghosts confirming his past, and he’s been left out. Our present and future Christmases, resulting in an evaluation of his life and the things he holds dear, 100 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.

4841799 AGAINST THE FIRE. By Kat Martin. Raines still has a pair of cowboy boots in his closet, even though he’s now a successful real-estate developer in Texas. But when two of his projects are set on fire, Gabby realizes that aizons dangerous lines. Mattie Baker believes Gabe is someone who is targeting him, as things heat up between Gabe and Mattie, they race to find the true arsonist before he finds them. 602 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.

4832000 BLOODLESS. By D. Preston & L. Child. LARGE PRINT EDITION. FBI Agent Pendergast faces the strangest, most challenging puzzle of his life. Bodies drained to the last drop of blood begin appearing in Savannah, Georgia. As the mystery rises along with the body count, Pendergast and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how, or if, these murders are connected to the Bakersfield Massacre. Sherry is an unsolved skyjacking in American history. 574 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00. $23.95.

4830635 VIRAL. By Robin Cook. trying to find some normalcy during the Covid-19 pandemic, Brian Murphy and his family are on a summer vacation when his wife Emma becomes sick. At the ICU she is diagnosed with a rare and deadly disease. Meanwhile, her husband is left with a huge bill that the insurance won’t cover. He decides to seek justice, and he discovers a dark side to the industry. 416 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95.

4834177 YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS ARE SUSPICIOUSLY HARD TO VERIFY. By Scott Adams. We all know “that guy” at the office: the guy who takes credit for everything and emasculates nothing. The inefficiency of office life shines through Wally and the gang. Laugh at them. Relate to them. Giggle with the rest of the nine to five working world. Then show your coworkers. They’ll understand. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95.

4838203 FASHIONS FADE, HAUNTED IS ETERNAL. By Rose Pressley. Cookie Chanel, owner of it’s Vintage Y’All, is shooting a spread for the October issue of a fashion magazine. Being someone who can see and talk to ghosts, Cookie’s not spooked by the location. But when a new ghost appears, and then a man is murdered, she’s given the task of helping the killer find him to the house. They’ll understand. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95.

4833813 A KNIFE BEFORE DYING. By Sadie Hartwell. Miss Marple Knits shop owner helpful but not always correct. She has settled into the pace of living in Dorset Falls, Connecticut, and enjoying her new neighbors, antique shop owners Lyndon and Harry. But before she can help them, Lyndon is discovered dead on the floor of the shop, and Harry is pinned as the killer. Josie is now lacing up for another homicide investigation. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95.
NEW FICTION

4834054 SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING MEWED. By Bethany Blake. After a tension-filled rehearsal dinner, the abrasive wedding planner is found strangled by a garter—a weapon both borrowed and blue. Now Daphne Templeton’s services are required not just on the big day for her sister Piper, but for figuring out whether one of the in-laws is an outlaw. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4833878 LIE AND LET GROW. By Lauren Bennett. Ellie Bannister, a former Standard Poodle exterminator, suffers a fatal accident while attending the Louisville Kennel Club dog show. Melanie who had invited Ellie to the event tries to determine if Ellie’s demise was actually accidental or did someone want her dead. 316 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


4833652 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS LETTERS. By Patricia Davids et al. Novellas. With Christmas around the corner, four Amish families to include holiday greetings in their circle letters, each writer adding to a growing collection as it travels on to the next. Three seasonal titles include Marybeth’s Circle Letter by Patricia Davids; Love Delivered by Sarah Price; and Snapped with a Kiss by Jennifer Beckstrand. 356 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

4833996 A SEASON IN HELL. By Easy Jackson. It’s hard to be a woman in the Wild West. But if nothing else, Easy Jackson’s been a six-shooter, and dishing out justice, like Tennessee Smith, it’s even harder for the man who gets in her way. But when her stagecoach is ambushed and she’s forced to rely on a mysterious gunman for help. 377 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


4833522 ELIJAH. By Lisa Jackson. Seven years after her circulation has run out, four wagons containing weapons meant to resupply the troops at Fort Bowie in Arizona Territory. But his junior officer, Lieutenant Grail Holtmen, is coming after him. 427 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.


4833716 THE EDGE OF HELL. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. A beautiful woman, a powerful Mexican rancher, and an exotic breed of cattle come to John Slaughter’s ranch, along with the prospect of making a small fortune. But an enemy is coming—armed to the teeth by vengeance, and deep into a killing spree that only John Slaughter can stop. 512 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.

4833821 LIAR, LIAR. By Lisa Jackson. Noah, now running his own ﬁrm, resurfaces in Remmi’s life, determined to ﬁnd out what happened that long-ago night when Remmi’s family disappeared. As they dig deeper, the truth about Remmi’s family begins to emerge. A story of greed and twisted lies, that someone will kill again and again to keep hidden. 472 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.


4834039 A SIMPLE CHRISTMAS. By Charlotte Laidlaw. After her husband has gone back to Willow Ridge. He rejected his Amish roots long ago, but behind the bad-boy image is a gifted horse trainer who’s counting on some not-too-bad tricks to throw him a lifeline. He can’t erase the past, but a sparkling attraction with the strong and spirited Rosalyn holds the promise of a second chance. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4838507 A MOTHER’S GIFT. By Charlotte Laidlaw. Leah marries a widower with three children. Leah feels as if her world is coming down around her. Then a baby is abandoned on their doorstep. Caring for the infant is working strength to pull her family together. A gesture of steadfast support. Leah finds herself a family in love rich in love, faith, and blessings. 323 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4833855 LOVE AT PEBBLE CREEK. By Lisa Jones-Baker. The bishop’s son, Jesse, is surprised to discover Anna King’s art contest entry form. He can’t imagine wanting a life beyond having his own farm and raising a family. Still, he promises to keep her secret. Yet the better he comes to know her, the more they find their hearts complement one another, and with God’s guidance, they’ll forge a future together. 264 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4833856 A MOTHER’S GIFT. By Charlotte Laidlaw. Leah marries a widower with three children. Leah feels as if her world is coming down around her. Then a baby is abandoned on their doorstep. Caring for the infant is working strength to pull her family together. A gesture of steadfast support. Leah finds herself a family in love rich in love, faith, and blessings. 323 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4834085 IT’S A CHRISTMAS THING. By Janet Dailey. Veterinarian J.T. Rushford isn’t looking forward to Christmas. It’ll be his first without his beloved four-year-old daughter, Claire. But Claire’s mother is going on an extended cruise, leaving J.T. to take her for the holidays. When a smart lady judge with an aging mutt takes a liking to the vet and gets involved, this Christmas just might be the most joyous of all. 296 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4834017 A WELLS LANDING CHRISTMAS. By Amy Lillard. As the most joys of seasons comes, a band of Wells Landing, Oklahoma, by Weaver would give anything to be a part of it. But one reckless mistake made her an outsider, and she doesn’t need Zeb Brenneman returning to help her after he abandoned her for no reason. But finding their way back to each other could be the most precious Christmas gift of all. 312 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


4834039 A SIMPLE CHRISTMAS. By Charlotte Laidlaw. After her husband has gone back to Willow Ridge. He rejected his Amish roots long ago, but behind the bad-boy image is a gifted horse trainer who’s counting on some not-too-bad tricks to throw him a lifeline. He can’t erase the past, but a sparkling attraction with the strong and spirited Rosalyn holds the promise of a second chance. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.


4833826 SHARPSHOOTER. By Dusty Richards. In the brutal, unforgiving wastes of the Arizona desert, Sheriff Byrnes built a cattle ranching empire with his bare hands, steel will, and a fast draw. A new railroad route is planned to pass through Navajo territory, and the Indians get the Indians to supply the locomotives with coal. But the corrupt politicians have other ideas. 329 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

4835007 STolen ECTASY. By Hannah Howell. The moment Hunter Walsh locks eyes on Leanne, he knows he should leave her behind. The desire he feels for her is a distraction he doesn’t need. But abandoning a brave, impulsive woman is turning out to be much harder than he thought. If she in the most ruthless outlaw can’t ignore an irresistible temptation. 364 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.


4835007 STOLEN ECTASY. By Hannah Howell. The moment Hunter Walsh locks eyes on Leanne, he knows he should leave her behind. The desire he feels for her is a distraction he doesn’t need. But abandoning a brave, impulsive woman is turning out to be much harder than he thought. If she in the most ruthless outlaw can’t ignore an irresistible temptation. 364 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.
4835597 A BAD PLACE TO DIE. By Easy Jackson. There aren’t many options for an eight-year-old girl when she is caught in a wagon-load of women across Indian territory, Tennessee Smith arrives in the God-forsaken town of Ring Bilt, Texas, as a mail-order bride. When her husband dies on their wedding night, she decides she’ll raise his three boys, and save their home–anyway she can. 346 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838472 WATCH THEM DIE. By Kevin O’Brien. Different women, different methods, same целью: the city of Seattle. One woman is safe. From afar he watches the ones he so desperately wants, finding new and brutal ways to teach them a lesson–and to love them. 160 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4838474 HOLLY AND I IVY. By Fern Michaels. Since the plane crash that killed her husband and children eight years ago, Ivy has been submerged in grief. But as Christmas draws near she meets Daniel, the gruff dad of eleven-year-old Holly, and their shared concern for her begins to draw Ivy back into the world again, toward family she once lost, toward her as much as she needs them. 357 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838157 THE DEVIL’S ROPE. By Tim Wastburn. A severe drought threatens to bankrupt the Ridgeway’s Rockin R Ranch and the ranchers are at their witt’s end. A new invention called the Devil’s Rope–barbed wire–is their only defense against illegal herders grazing on their land. But someone keeps cutting the fence. History would call it the Fence Wars of 1883, the Ridgeways call it the summer they fought back. 410 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

4838479 AN AMISH MATCH ON ICE. By Kevin O’Brien. The appearance of her dear friend Lord Peter Wimsey, Harriet Vane, recovering from an unhappy love affair, is like a breath of fresh air. Lord Peter Wimsey was determined to prove his innocence–as determined as he was to make it his life. 270 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $7.99

4838483 A WICKED SNOW. By Greg Olsen. Hannah Griffin was a girl when tragedy struck. Twenty years later she is back, and the CSI investigating a case of child abuse when the mast comes hurtling back. A killer with unfinished business is on the hunt. And an anonymous message turns Hannah’s blood cold. 418 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4838102 A BAD PLACE TO DIE. By Easy Jackson. There aren’t many options for an eight-year-old girl when she is caught in a wagon-load of women across Indian territory, Tennessee Smith arrives in the God-forsaken town of Ring Bilt, Texas, as a mail-order bride. When her husband dies on their wedding night, she decides she’ll raise his three boys, and save their home–anyway she can. 346 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838485 THE DEVIL’S ROPE. By Tim Wastburn. A severe drought threatens to bankrupt the Ridgeway’s Rockin R Ranch and the ranchers are at their witt’s end. A new invention called the Devil’s Rope–barbed wire–is their only defense against illegal herders grazing on their land. But someone keeps cutting the fence. History would call it the Fence Wars of 1883, the Ridgeways call it the summer they fought back. 410 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

4838345 AGAINST THE SKY. By J.A. Johnstone. Shotgun Johnny crosses paths with a rugged, underappreciated, American writer who has considered one of the greatest, and underappreciated. American writers in the latter half of the 20th century. 96 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
in casting an artful eye on all of Earth’s wild critters, human or otherwise. Phyllis McGee. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


**483298** ANOTHER KIND OF EDEN. By James Lee Burke. The American West in the early 1960s appears to be a pastoral paradise that isuring novel. Aaron Holland Broussard has observed from the open door of a boxcar. Jumping off in Denver, he finds work on a farm and meets Joanne McQuill. their connection is immediate. However, their romance is complicated by Joanne’s involvement with a shady assortment of people. Aaron will have to face down all these fears to save himself and the woman he loves. 240 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00

**483393** LIGHTNING STRIKE. By William Kent Krueger. Aurora is a small town nestled in the ancient forest alongside the shores of Minnesota’s Iron Lake. Twelve year old Cork O’Connor stumbles on the body of a man he revered hanging from a tree in an abandoned logging camp. It is the first in a series of events that will cause him to question everything he looked for granted about his hometown, his family, and himself. 385 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00

**483490** STAR WARS ALPHABET SQUADRON. By Alexander Freed. The five members of Alphabet are tasked to track down and destroy the mysterious Shadow Wing, a lethal force of TIE fighters exacting bloody vengeance in the twilight of their reign. The wayward warriors of Alphabet Squadron will have to learn to fly together to protect the new era of peace they’ve fought so hard to achieve. 408 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.99

**483426** IMAGINARY FRIEND. By Stephen Chbosky. Imagine, following the signs, into the woods. Going missing for six days. Remembering nothing about what happened. Imagine, coming back a totally different person. Is he crazy or being the only one who knows what’s coming. Imagine, something that will change everything, and having to save everyone you love. 705 pages. Orion. Paperback.

**483403** COMPLICATIONS. By Danielle Steel. Anything can happen at any moment in life. The shock of her life: her loving husband, father to their grown children and successful businessman, was killed in a helicopter crash. But that wasn’t the only thing he’d been leading a double life on the island of St. John, where another woman loved him too. 354 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**484426** WHAT HAPPENS IN PARADISE. By Elin Hilderbrand. Irene Steele is still recovering from the shock of her life: her loving husband, father to their grown children and successful businessman, was killed in a helicopter crash. But that wasn’t the only thing he’d been leading a double life on the island of St. John, where another woman loved him too. 354 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**484402** CLOUDS OF WITNESS. By Dorothy L. Sayers. When the fiance of Lord Peter V iner’s sister is found dead at a shooting lodge in Yorkshire, evidence points to their older brother, Gerald, the Duke of Denver. To clear the family name, Lord Peter and his close friend Inspector Victor Abercorn search the lodge’s grounds for clues. 301 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**484824** THE HAUNTING OF LEIGH HARKER. By Darcy Coates. Leigh Harker’s home was her sanctuary for more than a decade, until things abruptly changed. A poisonous shadow seeps from the locked door beneath the stairs. The handle rattles through the night and fingernails scratch at the wood. Home having done damage in Paris, and now that Leigh is trapped within its walls, she fears she may never escape. 340 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback.

**483365** THE POSTMAN ALWAYS RINGS TWICE. By James M. Cain. An amoral young drifter takes one look at Francesca Avallone and finds himself in an inconvenient husband. And a problem that has only one, grisly solution—a solution which can never be solved. The novel in 1934. 116 pages. Pocket. Paperback.

**483953** HIDDEN. By Fern Michaels. Siblings, Luna and Cullan Bodman, launch their furniture restoration shop/cafe in an up and coming arts and crafts town. Luna and Cullan use their unique talents may be their only defense in a matter of life and death. 308 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**483951** FIRE & BLOOD. By George R.R. Martin. Set centuries before the events of A Game of Thrones it begins with the legendary Aegon the Conqueror, creator of the Iron Throne, and goes on to recount the genealogies of Targaryens who fought to hold that iconic seat, all the way up to the civil war that nearly tore their dynasty apart. 748 pages. Bantam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**484466** WHEN HE WAS WICKED. By Julia Quinn. Michael Stirling, London’s most infamous rake, took one look at Francesca Briggerton and fell so fast and hard into love it was a wonder he managed to remain standing. Unfortunately she was married to his cousin. But that was then, now he is the earl and she is free. Michael dares not speak to her of his love, until one dangerous night and stronger. 422 pages. Avon. Paperback.

**481942** THE LOST BOYS. By Faye Kellerman. When Bertram Lanz goes missing from a local diner in upstate New York, the entire community volunteers to search. But when the trace of the man is found, detectives Peter Decker and Tyler McAdams investigate and soon discover this case may hold a plethora of deep and dark secrets. 376 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**483719** SOME CHOICE DARKNESS. By Charlie Donleavy. Forensic re-constructionist Rory Moore sheds light on cold-case homicides by piecing together crime scene details others fail to see. But when no trace of the man is found, detectives Peter Decker and Tyler McAdams investigate and soon discover this case may hold a plethora of deep and dark secrets. 376 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**484422** TEXAS OUTLAW. By James Patterson & J.A. Bishop. Texas Ranger Roy Yates doesn’t keep his girlfriend writes a song about his bravery, but the next ballad may be about not a hero but rather an outlaw when he begins to uncover small town secrets, favors, and lies that cut deep. 486 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**484175** A MACKCALLISTER CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Two of Duff MackAllister’s American cousins—twins Andrew and Rosanna—will be joining him for the holidays at the Sky Meadow Ranch. That is, if their wayward train isn’t held up by not one, but two vicious outlaw gangs, who together are learning up to make this one Christmas the MacCallisters will never forget. 300 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95
NEW FICTION

4832655 SUPERNATURAL SHORT STORIES. By Charles Dickens. This collection of ten ghost and horror stories provides an invaluable insight into Dickens’s storytelling apprenticeship and his steady growth towards excellence. 173 pages. Alma. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00 $4.95

4843666 GREEN MANSIONS. By W.H. Hudson. The story of a man seeking nature as refuge from war and finding love that exerts a spell somewhere between reality and imagination with the ethereal and birdlike Rima. A facsimile of the original volume published in 1920, in a foil-stamped cloth binding. Illus. 320 pages. Oversize. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

4831499 THE MISSING YEARS. By Lexie Elliott. When Asila returns to her childhood home, an eerie sense of danger overwhelms her. She unease only grows when she notices small things out of place and the odd fact that no animals will set foot on the grounds of the house. 387 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4832200 THE LAST SECRET OF THE TEMPLE. By Paul Sussman. In the year 70 AD, as the Romans sacked and destroyed the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, a young boy was hidden away. The temple’s secrets are great. For seventy generations this secret remained safeguarded. But now, a Jewish radical threatens to use the secret to rip apart the Middle East. 556 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

4840679 CRIME COMICS CONFIDENTIAL: The Best Golden Age Crime Comics. Ed. by Steven Brower. Relive the days when gangsters ruled the streets. True life crimes mingle alongside colorful pulp fiction characters with rodents ablate. These mobsters flauting their sexy gun molls and ill-gotten gains of big cars and tabloid headlines living outside the law until they’re rounded up for the slaughterhouse, the rawhide cowboy and the skinny greenhorn strike back to save the mustangs. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4847644 SUGAR PINE TRAIL. By RaeAnne Thayne. Librarian Julia Winston is ready to ditch the quiet existence she’s been living, but falling for Jamie Sinclair, her new next-door neighbor, isn’t a new experience she was looking for. Not only is he fantastic with kids, he provides the strength Julia needs to experience things. 316 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $7.95

4834054 SPLINTERED SILENCE. By Susan Furlong. Former Marine MP Brynn Callahan and her steady growth towards the line of fire. 320 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4831419 DEAD BEFORE DARK. By Wendy Corsi Staub. When the sun goes down the Night Watchman is ready to kill again after thirty-five years in prison. The nightmare begins for renowned psychopath Lucinda Sloan, as fate is a double edged sword that helps one capture America’s most illusive serial killers. The Night Watchman catches her eye. The fear never ends when the first victim is someone she’s known personally. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4834097 SUMMER WITH MY SISTERS. By Holly Chamberlin. When Poppy Higgins left Yorklde, Maine for Boston, she pictured future visits home as brief diversions from her real life in the big city. She had different ideas, and at twenty-five Poppy has been called back to care for her two younger sisters following their father’s death. 432 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838227 THE SISTER’S KEEPERS. By Mary Marks. After tracing her ancestry, quilter Olivia Lockwood could not afford to buy number 2, a fresh start for them. But dark secrets can reside on ordinary streets like these. Secrets that can destroy a family, or savagely end a life, and will surface just when she least expects it. 391 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4833569 AUTUMN WINDS. By Charlotte H. Crow. Winds of change blow through Willow Ridge, and they’re bringing a stranger to the Sweet Seasons Bakery. Miriam Lantz has misgivings about Ben Hooley, a handsome travel-blogging baker. But if she could find love again, the bishop is relentlessly pursuing her hand in marriage and with the fate of her cafe at stake, she must listen to God and her heart to find happiness. 324 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4839802 THE MUSTANGERS. By Andrew J. Miles. Lena Frost has made her way in society without family or fortune. That is until her business partner makes off with her money leaving her with nothing. But dare she hope for more? 308 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

483114 BELIEVE IN ME. By Elia Quinn. Marriage has worked out quite nicely for her older sisters, yet Lady Augusta Vivers is certain it would end her studies in languages and geography, and stop her from traveling–until the wild mustang herds running free. But when they learn the horses are being rounded up for the slaughterhouse, she rushes to save the mustangs. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4832383 THE HEIRESS HE’S WAITING FOR. By Katie O’Riley. Raised in New York, shipping heiress Sara Fleming was ready to elope until her parents tricked her onto a beautily Faye. Fate had different ideas, and at twenty-five Poppy has been called back to care for her two younger sisters following their father’s death. 432 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838238 THE HEIRESS HE’S WAITING FOR. By Kaitlin O’Riley. Raised in New York, shipping heiress Sara Fleming was ready to elope until her parents tricked her onto a beautily Faye. Fate had different ideas, and at twenty-five Poppy has been called back to care for her two younger sisters following their father’s death. 432 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4834100 TILLING THE TRUTH. By Julia Henry. It’s August in Goosebush, Massachusetts, and cous ins. Even the start of London’s Season–and a strickingly handsome earl–can’t make her forget the man she left behind–or can she? 375 pages. Zebra. Hardcover. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

4838424 THREAD HERRINGS. By Lea Wait. Tagging along to an estate sale with her fellow Needlepointer, Angie Curtis impulsively bids on a tattered embroidery of a coat of arms. When the collector’s edition receives deep pages of it, she realizes she has to unravel the mystery that came along with it before she is the next one going, going, gone! 284 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838001 SEDUCE ME WITH SAPPHIRES. By Jane Feather. The only thing Edward Fremayne misses after making his own way in the world, is Fenella Grantley. Since seeing her at a ball her brother’s fiancée’s he never forgotten her. Now that fate has reunited them, Edward’s determined to make her his leading lady–in every way. 347 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838130 DARK WINTER. By Anthony J. Tata. By the time anyone realizes what’s happening, it’s too late. A dark network of hackers has infiltrated the computers of the U.S. military, unleashing chaos across the globe. Enter Jake Mahegan and his team of highly trained operatives. They are the last hope to locate the nerve center of this enemy, and to shut down the operation through any means necessary. 442 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4833686 COVER YOUR EYES. By Mary Gallagher. Melton Wallwright is struggling to reopen a decades-old case, convinced that the wrong man is in prison. Homicide detective Deke Morgan doesn’t want to touch the case until he finds out who killed his partner. But if someone killed Annie Dawson thirty years ago could be the source of a new string of brutal slayings? 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4838211 THE HAVANA GAME. By John Lutz. Thomas Laker is sent to untangle the mesh of the U.S. being linked to terrorists and a Russian troop. The second attack leaves him out in the open. In Miami Laker’s partner Ava is investigating the death of a fellow agent. The investigation leads her to a billionaire. Though oceans apart, Laker and Ava discover their separate missions are tied together to an explosive plot. 340 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

4833732 THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR. By Fiona Cummins. If it were not for the bodies discovered in the woods behind their new home, Garrick and Olivia Lockwood couldn’t have afforded to buy number 2, a fresh start for them. But dark secrets can reside on ordinary streets like these. Secrets that can destroy a family, or savagely end a life, and will surface just when she least expects it. 391 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4833848 LONDON’S LATE NIGHT SCANDAL. By Anabelle Bryant. Lord Matthew feels duty bound to question esteemed scientist Lord Talbot about a suspect article. Theodosia, Lord Talbot’s granddaughter, has inherited his gift for inquiry, and her identity as the true author of Talbot’s article is exposed. Matthew is attracted by her delicate beauty, but dare she hope for more? 308 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4833937 NOT ALWAYS A SAINT. By Mary Jo Putney. Daniel Herbert has buried his grief at the loss of his medical studies. When he warily accepts an inherited title and estate, he accepts that he must enter society and seek a wife to oversee his properties. Dangerously, Daniel, Jessie Kelham fears if he recognizes her, the demons of her past will surely erupt. Yet Daniel and Jessie cannot keep apart. 339 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4833835 RECKLESS IN RED. By Rachael Stiefel. Lena Frost has made her way in society without family or fortune. That is until her business partner makes off with her money leaving her with little more than her hopes, and a dead body in her studio. Now Lena is at the mercy of a strikingly handsome stranger demanding answers she dare not reveal. 375 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4834291 THE STALKING. By Heather Graham. With the life of a missing woman at stake, FBI agent Cheyenne Donegal and Krewes of Hunters agent Andre Broussard have to set aside their doubts about each other and work together. It’s too close and too personal, but they can’t let it go, especially now that a ruthless killer has turned the tables and is hunting them. 297 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4833000 NEVER KISS A NOTORIOUS MARQUESS. By Renee Ann Miller. They are the infamous lords, whose scandalous ways keep tongues wagging. But when darker things become clear, a writer’s encounter with a dangerously desirable nobleman may uncover the whole story. 309 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4838196 THE MARRIAGE ACT. By Mary Gallagher. Melton Wallwright is struggling to reopen a decades-old case, convinced that the wrong man is in prison. Homicide detective Deke Morgan doesn’t want to touch the case until he finds out who killed his partner. But if someone killed Annie Dawson thirty years ago could be the source of a new string of brutal slayings? 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
NEW FICTION

4838119 THE TROUBLE WITH COWBOY WEDDINGS. By Nicole Helm. As the middle Tyler brother, Gay has much to say in ranch decisions, but when it comes to his heart, he’s the only authority. When Louisa, his childhood crush, is stuck between rival rock and hard place, Gay is determined to help with a proposal of a strictly business-like, in name only, marriage—at least to start. 311 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4833880 MUCH ADO ABOUT A WIDOW. By Jeziba Jekine. Georgia now widows, is trying to cherish the last few weeks before her father renegotiates a new arranged marriage. Lord St. Just finds her at the coast after she escapes the band of ruffians that overtook her carriage and kidnapped her. As St. Just and Georgie grow closer, he begins to suspect that together they will prove to be a match. 311 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4833775 HOLD BACK THE DAWN. By Amanda Ashley. The last thing Kathryn Winterbourne remembers is being struck by a carriage. When she awakens in a luxurious bed, she feels like she must have died and gone to heaven. But the man who has saved her is none other than her mysterious hero, she'll have to decide whether to shutter her heart against him—or give in to the thrill of his love. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4838076 ALMOST HOME. By Debbie Macomber et al. Novellas. Old flames reignited and new passions bloom as three women follow their hearts back to the place they once called home in these four delightful stories. Whale Island by Cathy Lamb; Queen of Hearts by Judy Durate; The Honeymoon House by Mary Carter; and The Martyrdom Kind by Debbie Macomber. 442 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

4838372 SEDUCTION ON A SNOWY NIGHT. By Madeline Hunter et al. Novellas. The winter, steeped away with the forgotten queens of the regency romance—plus one or two dukes, one heiress, and one headstrong beauty—to a surprise snowstorm, the comfort of a blazing fire, and the heat of a lover’s kiss. Included: A Christmas Abduction by Madeline Hunter; A Perfect Match by Sabrina Jeffries; and One Wicked Winter Night by Mary Jo Putney. 392 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

4834135 WILD ROSES. By Hannah Howell. Harrigan Mahoney’s assignment was clear: travel to Wyoming, find runaway Ella Carson, and escort her to Philadelphia. A simple task complicated by Ella’s wit, beauty and spirit to outfox him. To her misfortune, her brother takes no pains to hide his attraction to Ella, but it is her overpowering desire for him that presents the greatest danger. 320 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

4838343 SANDBLAST. By Al Pessin. The plane carrying the President’s Secretaries of the sky. The Defense Intelligence Agency greenlights an unprecedented response—Operation: Sandblast. Bridget Davenport, the new White House liaison to the Taliban. She finds a young California-raised Afghan-American Faraz Abdullah. Success depends on his ability to fool the Taliban’s top leaders. 422 pages. Pinacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

4838409 STONE CROSS. By Marc Cameron. Marshal Artis Cutter searches for a stone-cold killer amid a hotbed of corruption and long-buried secrets. A federal judge is receiving death threats and refuses protection. Cutter and Lola Tarrick have been assigned to lead the case, but the people of the district are too scared to speak out. When two missing people, navigating the traditions of the close-knit community won’t be easy.

4838527 ORIGIN. By J.A. Konrath. In 1960, a civilian plane crashes in Mexico, leaving something that could not be identified or explained, and it is very much alive. One hundred years later, a team of scientists gather at an underground base in Mexico to determine what this being is and how it survived. It takes a team comprised of a biologist, veterinarian, and a linguist to get the answers. 376 pages. Pinacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

4838615 DOUBLE CROSSFIRE. By Anthony J. Tata. Despite the election results, losing candidate Jamie Carter refuses to accept businessman and political newbie Jack Sharp as her president. The countdown then begins. The assassins are ready. But when one of them tries to kill the CIA Director under Jake Mahegan’s watch, the plan is momentarily derailed. Jake is able to prevent one murder, but the conspiracy is more complex than he thought. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

483910 NATHAN’S RUN. By John Gilstrap. Accused of murder and branded a cop-killer, Nathan Bailey becomes the target of a nation-wide manhunt lead by homicide detectives for three decades. No one knows that is the real killer is a mob hitman, and Nathan is the next target. Nathan has nowhere to turn for help but a radio talk show host who has already pronounced him guilty on air wants to save her audit.

4838071 DYING BREATH. By Wendy Corsi Staub. Cam has come to Long Beach Island with two men. One is dead, the other is Cam. When she realizes that she may have saved her false married life. She has never been able to outrun her demons—and the ugly visions she has of missing children. Now Cam is about to step over the edge. For once the love of her vision and face the consequences. 430 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4839953 OPEN CARRY. By Marc Cameron. Marshall Artis Cutter is a born tracker. He is sent to the icy wastelands of southeast Alaska. A rare three people have disappeared, two reality TV crew members and a Tlingit Indian girl who witnessed their murders. His job is to find the body and examine the footprints a track down the men who killed them. The town is keeping secrets and the hunter becomes the hunted. 403 pages. Pinacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

4837391 THE INTENDED VICTIM. By Alexandra Ivy. Body lying on a cold steel slab bears the hallmarks of the Chicago Butcher. This case is painfully familiar to Ash Marshall because his former fiancee, Remi Walsh, had escaped a serial killer five years ago. Someone is targeting women. One of them is the next target. Nathan has nowhere to turn for help but a radio talk show host who has already pronounced him guilty on air wants to save her audit.

4838181 HOLDING THE MARRIAGE. By Judy Durate. The last thing Kathryn Winterbourne remembers is being struck by a carriage. When she awakens in a luxurious bed, she feels like she must have died and gone to heaven. But the man who has saved her is none other than her mysterious hero, she’ll have to decide whether to shutter her heart against him—or give in to the thrill of his love. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99


4838270 THE KITCHEN MARRIAGE. By G. Weibom & B. Whitham. Isaac Gunderson is one of Helena, Montana’s most eligible bachelors, but he’s too focused on running for mayor and his family’s business to think about a family. His twin brother, Jakob, is supposed to take on the family business. Is he’s sent for a mail-order bride. If only she’d come to Helena a different way—and loving her wasn’t a betrayal. 355 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4833570 ANTIQUES FRAME. By Barbara Allan. With their reality TV series, Antiques Sleuthing, and her mother, Vivian, they have a real hit on their hands. But when the bidding turns deadly, Brandy finds herself ominously framed for murder. Aided by their loyal Shih Tzu, Sushi, and police dog Rocky, the wacky mother and daughter sleuthing team race to solve the case. 292 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4838209 UNGENTLE WARFARE. By Valerie Land. In 1943, With Germany facing defeat, Goering has authorized mass production of the Messerschmit Me 163 Komet, a jet-engine aircraft faster than all in the Allies arsenal. But the Komets are unsuccessful. Asked to fix it, Neman asks his government to prevent the Komet getting fixed and airborne, an undercover task force must infiltrate the planes production and assassinate the Gaerte. 360 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

483600 BEAFRAID. By Mary Burton. Jenna is the only member of her family who survives the attack of a killer. Twenty-five years later, other women are dying. As the links between these brutal killings and Jenna’s past becomes clearer, she knows that this time, a madman will leave no survivors. 375 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

4838184 ALMOST HOMES. By Judy Durate. The last thing Kathryn Winterbourne remembers is being struck by a carriage. When she awakens in a luxurious bed, she feels like she must have died and gone to heaven. But the man who has saved her is none other than her mysterious hero, she’ll have to decide whether to shutter her heart against him—or give in to the thrill of his love. 328 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
NEW FICTION

48301X MY LIFE AS A RAT. By Joyce Carol Oates. Arising and poignant, the story traces a life cast from family—and from parents, siblings, and the Church—that forces Violet Rue to discover her own identity, to break the powerful spell of family, and to emerge from her long banishment as a “rat” into a transformed life. 402 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

484685 THE NAME OF ALL THINGS. By Jenn Lyons. Khirin D’Mon is a wanted man. Since he destroyed the Stone of Shacklewood and set Quur, he has been on the run from the wrath of an entire empire. Janel Therian’s plea for help pits Khirin against all he knows. Secret rebellion, a dragon capable of destroying an entire city, and his old enemy, the wizard Relos Var. 587 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

484142 A GOOD DAY FOR A MASSACRE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Life on the straight and narrow is easier said than done for a pair of crooks like “Slash” Braddock and “Pecos” Kid Baker. But these robbers are doing their best to pretend they’re straight. What they don’t want to lose is their freedom. When Marshal “Bleed-M’So” Bledsoe hires them to drive a decaying wagon in the shipment of gold, all hell breaks loose, and the two men find themselves forced to find the born gold. 348 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

48384X EDGAR ALLAN POE SHORT COLLECTION: Anthology of Classic Tales. Edgar Allan Poe’s dark tales have inspired generations of authors. Revel in the master’s stories with macabre twists—as well as his fascination with science and invention—in this chilling collection of short stories, poetry, and his only finished novel. Beautifully bound with blue foil stamping. 479 pages. Flame Tree Pub. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

483541 THE CITY OF TEARS. By Kate Mosse. August 1572: Minou Joubert and her husband, Piet, travel to Paris to attend a royal wedding, an alliance between the Catholic Crown and the Huguenot King of Navarre. The treacherous war, intended to bring peace to France, is finally being won by the Huguenots. But within days of the marriage, thousands will die in the street and Minou’s family and friends are forced to flee Paris to Minou’s family’s country estate, Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

483019 THE OTHER PEOPLE. By C.J. Tudor. Driving home one night, stuck behind a rusty old car, Gabe sees a little girl’s face appear in its rear window. She quotes a word. Darcy. It’s his five year-old daughter, az- lis, and he never sees her again. Three years later, Gabe continues to spend his days and nights traveling up and down the highway, searching for the car that took his daughter. 324 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

484119 COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. By RaeAnne Thayne. Trapped in a tangle of postpartum depression and grief after the death of her beloved parents, Elizabeth Hamilton couldn’t quite see her way back to her family. Then, a car accident steals her memories and changes her life. Now, seven years later, her husband finds her at an inn in a nearby town arming Elizabeth back home just in time for Christmas. 318 pages. HQN. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

483460 WRANTER’S RESCUE. By B.J. Daniels. Everyone believes Cyrus Cahill is dead, even the sheriff. Everyone but Ashley Somerville, and she suspects foul play. As she tries to unravel the mystery behind a back home in Gill Edge, right where he belongs. The suspenseful conclusion of The Montana Cahills series. 298 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

483192 SCIENCE FICTION SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Laura Bulbeck. Dystopia, alien worlds, time travel, robots, and more. Beautifully bound with silver foil stamping. 479 pages. Flame Tree Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

483267 JIREL OF JOIRY. By C.L. Moore. With her red hair flowing, her yellow eyes gleaming like embers, and her face sculpted with blood, Jirel is strong, fearless, and driven by honor. A fierce, proud and relentless commander of warriors, standing tall above her enemies and simmering with rage, Jirel bids farewell to the world of treachery and secrets as she walks through a forbidden door into Hell itself. 201 pages. Gollancz. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

483575 OUTLAWED. By Anna North. The day of her wedding in 1895, seventeen year-old Ada’s life looks good: she loves her husband, and she loves working as an apprentice to her mother, a respected midwife. But after a year of marriage and no pregnancy, in a town where barren women are routinely hanged as witches, her survival depends on leaving behind everything she knows. 264 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

4838955 INVISIBLE WEAPONS. By John Rhode. The murder of old Mr. Fransham while washing his hands in the family’s cloakroom was one of the most astounding problems that ever confronted Scotland Yard. The baffling case was dropped. But when a similar murder had been deliberately dummied by Dr. Lancelot Priestley began to make the connections that would solve the case. First 1938. 278 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

483376 INVISIBLE. By Andrew Grant. Paul McGrath rebelled against his father by becoming a standout in his military intelligence unit. Lingering regrets about their relationship harm his return home, only to find his father murdered. Flame Tree Pub. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

484009 MURDER MUST ADVERTISE. By Dorothy L. Sayers. When executive Victor Dean dies from a fall down the staircase at a posh London ad agency, Lord Peter Wimsey goes undercover to investigate. Before his demise, the victim had tried to warn the firm’s ad man of some scandals involving his employees—and now he’s paid the price. 354 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4839595 RAILROADED 4 MURDER. By J.C. Eaton. While planning her wedding, Sophie “Phee” Kimball gets sidetracked by the murder of a model train enthusiast, Wilbur Maine. He may have loved model trains, but apparently he was not a model husband and there are rumors of affairs. His wife is arrested, and Phee, Harriet and the book club ladies need to find the real culprit before the killer leaves the station. 328 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

483948X DIAM ‘M’ FOR MAIN COON. By Alex Erickson. Animal rescue is always risky business, but Liz Denton, owner of Furever Pets, finds it to be a rewarding passion. But when one of her perspective adopters cuts down his own pet’s future, Liz knows she should focus on finding Sheamus, the Maine Coon cat, a new home but the mystery already has its claws in her. 299 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4839625 SEVEN-YEAR-WITCH. By Angela M. Sanders. Finding your feet in a new job isn’t always easy. That goes double for Josie Way, who’s settling in as Wilfred, Oregon’s, newest tenant. Her new roommate has discovered she’s a witch. But will her fledgling powers be enough to save her from a spell of murder? 281 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95


4832961 A TIME OF CHANGES. By Robert Silverberg. Three thousand years after Earth’s colossus fall, another horizon, stories of self-serving hypocrisy that occurred among the first arrivals have bred a culture that forbids emotional sharing and denies the naturally human concept of “self.” 300 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4839307 BEST-KEPT SECRETS. By Lisa Jackson. Thorne McCutley rushes home after his daughter is injured in a car accident. He finds out that Randi’s ER doctor is his teenage flame, Nicole. Nicole never forgot the young love she shared with Thorne. Now they’re both home, but she finds her feelings for Thorne haven’t changed. Will they both move beyond their past for a second chance at a happy ending? 429 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4833933 KEEPING SECRETS. By Nora Roberts. The Honest Woman follows widowed Abby O’Hurry who is left with two sons and lots of secrets. Biographer Dylan Crosby plans to uncover everything Abby is hiding. However he might get the story he’s looking for, it’s not the one he ever expected. Dance to the Piper follows Maddy O’Hurry a dancer on Broadway who captures the interest in Reed. It’s war to romance. 487 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

483934X A RANCHER’S HONOR. By Linda Lael Miller. Sierra McKetterick moves back to her family’s ancestral ranch with her son, but being a McKetterick by blood, isn’t enough to win the ranch hand. Travis Reid, is a tempting complication she doesn’t need. But as Sierra forms a connection to one of her ancestors, she starts to realize there are some bonds that even time can’t break. 474 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

484457X DARK SONG. By Christine Feehan. Stolen from her home at a young age and tormented for centuries, Elisabeta Frogloise is scarred by the woman. She wants to answer the siren call of her lifemate, but the thought terrifies her. Ferro Arany will give her his strength until she finds her own. But even as she learns to love and trust him, she knows a secret that keeps her captive is desperate to claim her again. 476 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4839099 A BRAMBLEBERRY SUMMER. By RaeAnne Thayne. Rosa Galvez’s attraction to Officer Wyatt Townsend is powerful. But with her past, Rosa knows better than to act on her feelings. When Wyatt and his brother move Brambleberry House’s newest tenant, her solo life becomes a sun filled day. But Wyatt is looking for and a connection he never expected to find. 411 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

484355X THE COMFORTS OF HOME. By Susan Hill. Following his near-fatal injury, Susie Thompson is eager to return to work. As he recuperates on a remote Scottish island, the local police pull him into a murder inquiry, a popular newcomer has died in post partum depression, and the community’s reactions are fragile and complicated. 305 pages. Overlook. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

484116 AN ALE OF TWO CITIES. By Susan Fox. A winter carnival becomes a recipe for disaster when a Shady Creek celebrity gets iced. Pub owner Sadie Coleman finds herself racing to make sure the police don’t arrest the wrong suspect, all while sharing a flirtation with a local brewer owner Grayson Blake. Their chemistry leads to a heated rivalry at the hockey rink, and to the hot pursuit of a killer. 278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95


**NEW FICTION**

**484715X** **AGAINST THE FALL OF NIGHT.** By Arthur C. Clarke. In the year ten billion AD, Diaspora is the last city on earth and unchanging, the inhabitants see no reason to be curious about the outside world. But one child, Alvin, finds that he is increasingly drawn to what lies outside the city walls. 133 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $5.95

**4843560** **KILLER CRUISE.** By Laura Levine. Jaime Austen has a rocky start when she discovers her cat, Prozac, stowed away in her luggage. Her joining sensation grows stronger at dinner, where she meets chatty Emily Pritchard who’s traveling with her two nephews. When Graham, Emily’s two day family, appears with an attic to share, she dives into her most dangerous case yet. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $6.95

**4843267** **THE F. SCOTT FITZGERALD COLLECTION.** Fitzgerald conjured the ever-changing, decadent atmosphere of the years that followed World War I in his novels and short stories. This collection features his three earliest novels. This Side of Paradise, The Beautiful and the Damned, and The Great Gatsby, as well as nine of his best known short stories including “The Curious Case of George Sage.” 972 pages. Archon. $15.95

**4843446** **THE TURN OF MIDNIGHT.** By Miriam Warner. A long-overdue sequel to The Last Hours. As the year 1349 approaches, the Black Death continues its devastating course across England. In Dorsetshire, the quarantined people of Devullen are questions. Among the only survivors, where they will find safety in the desolate wasteland outside. One man has the courage to find out—Tradbuss, a young warrior. 320 pages. MIRA. Paperback at $7.99. $6.95

**4843042** **HANGING FALLS.** By Margaret Mizushima. On a scouting mission to find trail damage in Timer Creek, Mattie Cobb and her K-9 partner, Robo, stumble upon a body floating at the edge of the falls. Mattie identifies the victim and-ties him to an old religious cult. As the list of suspects grows, darkness threatens to claim a new victim before Mattie leaves town. 158 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $18.00

**4842426** **BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S.** By Truman Capote. Meet Holly Golightly—a free-spirited, top-sided, romantic girl about town with her blonde hair and upturned nose, dark glasses and chic black dresses, Holly is a style sensation wherever she goes. Holly never loses sight of her ultimate dream—to find a real-life place like Tiffany's that makes her feel at home. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $6.95

**4846834** **MARY ENGELBRET’S NURSERY AND FAIRY TALES STORYBOOK FAVORITES.** Charmingly illustrated in rich, full color, the enchanting nursery and fairy tales are brought to life in this remarkable Treasury. Readers of all ages will delight in the magical world created here. Including: The Three Little Pigs; The Ugly Duckling; Rapunzel; Rumplestiltskin; and Sleeping Beauty. Ages 4-8. 192 pages. Harper. $13.99

**4842952** **DANCE LIKE EVERYBODY’S WATCHING! A Zita Treasury.** By J. Scott & E.H. She is a school freshman and an aspiring musician. He has daysdreams about the charismatic band, Goat Cheese Pizza, records their first monster hit single, and they all pile into his van for their cross-country concert tour! Fully illus., some in color. 205 pages. Andrews McMeel. 11x81/2. Paperback. $18.99

**483893X** **LEAVE NO TRACE.** By Sara Driscoll. Fol hunter Meg Jennings and her search and rescue K-9 partner are heading south where it’s hunting season. But this time the prey is human. As the body count rises, the compound bow killer begins to make a game of it. As Meg gets closer to solving the puzzles, the closer she is to stepping into the elusive murderer with deadly aim. 232 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $26.00

**4841378** **THE FIRE THIEF.** By Donna BucKer. Detective Kahi Maheo sees evidence of a strange ritual murder. When a grisly sacrifice is left on the doorstep of a local, and another body washes ashore, Kahi fears that the dark ceremonies on Maui are just beginning. To uncover a motive and find the killer she must lean on her skills at logic and detection, but also her own personal history. 304 pages. Kensington. Paperback at $26.00. $6.95

**4843139** **THE DOG CRAMP JACK.** By Ivy Pembroke. Every street dog should have a dog like Jack. And every abandoned dog should find a new family like the residents of Christmas Street—a group of people who just might need Jack as much as he needs them. 312 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $6.95

**4830121** **THE MISSING PIECE.** By Sharon Salz. Charlie Dodge knows what it’s like to have a piece missing. His wife, Annie, suffers from early-onset Alzheimer’s causing her to remember little of the life she shared with her husband. But when an multimillionaire Carter Dunleavy vanishes without a trace, Charlie discovers missing doesn’t always mean gone. 304 pages. MIRA. $26.99

**4839242** **TASK FORCE BAUM.** By James B. Shipman. March, 1945. Captured during the Eastern Front, former Bell pilot Baum has launched a devastating surprise attack. Captain Jim Curtis is imprisoned in a POW camp in Hammelburg, Bavaria, where conditions are so bad the General Patton’s troops are on the way. Liberation inmates hoped for becomes a struggle for survival marked by a stark choice: stay or risk escaping. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $7.95

**4829946** **THE DUCHESS IN HIS BED.** By Lorena Heath. A recent widow, Selena Sheffield, Duchess of Lushing, has never known passion, not until Alden’s show, sensual seduction leads her on a journey of discovery—loving every minute of it. But her reasons for visiting his notorious Elysiurn Club are not all that they seem. 308 pages. Avon. $26.99

**4847010** **TOM CLANCY ENEMY CONTACT.** By James L. S. Clancy. The CIA’s deepest secrets are being revealed as part of a larger plan that will undermine the entire Western intelligence community. Meanwhile, while Jack Ryan is fulfilling his simple request from a dying friend, he suddenly finds his life in harrowing danger and a step closer to finding the shadowy figure behind this conspiracy. 544 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. $12.95

**4843681** **HITTING A STRAIGHT LICK WITH A CHUCKED STICK.** By Zora Neale Hurston. An outstandiing collection of stories that flash with Hurston’s biting, satiric humor, as they share revelations about love and magic, gender and class, racism and sexism, that proudly reflect African American folk culture. Timeless classics that enrich our understanding and appreciation of this exceptional writer’s voice. 252 pages. Avon. $12.95

**4841330** **EXIT STRATEGY.** By Ben J. Danna. Gemma Capello grew up to become one of the world’s elite hostage negotiators. When an armed gunman takes hostages at City Hall, it’s up to Gemma to connect with the suspect. With time running out, Gemma must determine who has proven he’ll do whatever it takes to get what he wants, risks it all, her career and her life, in a last ditch effort to save the hostages. 250 pages. Kensington. Paperback. $26.00
48414271 A DARK SO DEADLY. By Stuart MacBride. DC Calum Macgregor uncovers links between a mummified corpse and three missing young men, and life starts to get a lot more interesting. He is all that stands between a killer’s victims and a slow lingering death. 596 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

484128X DEAD GIRL RUNNING. By Christina Dodd. From a year she can’t remember, Kellen Adams discovers a woman’s dead and mutilated body. He’s soon trying to keep her own secrets while investigating first one murder, then another. She wonders, with the scar of a gunshot on her face, and a mummified corpse that leaves her unsure of her own past–Could the killer be staring her in the face? 411 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

484720 ARCTIC HEAT. By Annabeth Albert. Owen has a fresh lease on life, he’s kicked cancer’s ass and is roaring through his bucket list. The former investment banker hopes to find his next challenge in Alaska, volunteering alongside park rangers and fulfilling his childhood dreams of snowy mountain views and riding among strapping mountain men in vivid detail. 360 pages. Carina. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4834585 WOMEN & CHILDREN FIRST. By Gill Paul. It’s 1912, and against all odds the Titanic is sinking. As ships emerge from the icy water, a few lucky row boats float in the darkness. Among the survivors are four strangers. In the wake of the tragedy, each of them must try to rebuild their life. Can an old friendship be the same again when you’ve heard over a thousand people dying in the water around you? 476 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4847032 WHEN I WAS YOURS. By Lizzie Page. 1939. Sent more than a hundred miles away, seven year old Pearl Parker must adapt to a new life away from everything familiar. Vivienne didn’t ask for an evacuee child. But like it or not, Pearl is here to stay, and it’s the last safe place for her. They discover that they have a connection that runs deeper than they guessed. 359 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4841750 NO PLACE FOR A LADY. By Jill Paul. The year is 1854, and Britain is in the grip of a gruesome war. Dorothea Gray has not seen her sister Lucy since she eloped with Captain Charlie Harvington. As the war rages, the two sisters drift further apart. Dorothea must risk everything to find her sister and join Florence Nightingale in the Crimean hospitals, nursing injured soldiers back to health. 417 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

4841162 A LADY’S GUIDE TO ETIQUETTE AND MURDER. By Dianne Freeman. Francis Wynn, the American-born Countess of Harrleigh, enjoys more freedom as a widow than she did as a married lady. Her husband, Lord Harrleigh, has died in a suspicious death. Wondering if her husband was really murdered, Francis rallies her wits and a circle of gossip to uncover the truth. 280 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4843851 POPPY REDFERN AND THE FATAL FLYERS. By Tessa Arlen. Autumn, 1943. Poppy Redfern is immersed in her new job as a scriptwriter at the London Crown Film Unit, and is thrilled to receive her first solo script project: a 15 minute film about the Battle of Britain. As the war rages, a new threat is uncovered: the notorious Night Fighter. When one of the best pilots dies in a suspicious accident, Poppy and American light-pilot Griff, believe foul play may be at work. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

4841700 LETTERS FROM HOME. By Kristina McMorris. Chicago. 1944. The more letters Homefront writer Morgan McClain receives, the more he discovers something happens. His interest was for her friend Betty so when Liz is asked to ghostwrite letters for her to Morgan she relays Betty’s letters from “Betty” are a comfort overseas. As the war draws to a close, all will face heart wrenching choices, painful losses, and the bittersweet joy of new beginnings. 370 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4841581 HER SISTERS’ LIE. By Debbie Howell. Hannah Roscoe receives a call from the police saying Nina, her sister, is dead. She is left to care for her nephews, Abe. Nina’s death, first ruled an accident, becomes a murder. Hannah is forced to confront their unhappy childhood and the reasons she and Nina drifted apart. As for Abe, she suspects he’s hiding something, but what is he trying to protect? 294 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4846265 BEFORE SHE KNEW HIM. By Peter Swanson. When Hen and Lloyd meet the couple next door, the calm begins to erode. Hen spots a familiar object connected to his new neighbor’s family from a few years ago. Now she thinks, Could her neighbor be a killer? This is the start of a horrifying nightmare she may not live to escape. 309 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4847547 ONLY DAUGHTER. By Anna Snoekstra. In 2003, sixteen year old Rebecca Winter disappeared. Eleven years later she is replaced. A young woman, desperate after being arrested, claims to be the decade-missing Bec. Soon her story is thrown into question. Could she be lying? As the impostor dodges the detectives, she begins to delve into the life of real Bec Winter–and soon realizes whoever took Bec is still at large, and that she and Bec are connected to a deadly secret. 278 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

4829921 COURAGEOUS. By Diana Palmer. To escape his feelings for Peg Larson, mercenary turned rancher, Winslow Granger heads to the tiny South American nation of Barrera to help General Machado gain control of local drug cartels. As the conflict is heating up, Peg arrives determined to break through his armor and to show Granger she can be useful on and off the battlefield. 440 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4829972 ENAMORED. By Diana Palmer. Eight years ago, when his wife Melissa, after a terrible misunderstanding, fled their home in tears. When she comes back into his life again, he is given a second chance to prove how much he cares. Now Melissa must come clean about their son and the fact that she never stopped loving Diego. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

4830253 SEASON OF WONDER. By RaeAnne Thayne. It’s a long way from New York to St. Paul to Dani Capelli and her daughters have found a home at last? Adjusting to the charming mountain community isn’t easy, and her 13 year old begins to act out, but when her six year old is becoming attached to her neighbor, Ruben Morales. As the holidays draw near, Ruben takes a chance and shows Dani just how special Christmas in Haven Point can be. 317 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
CHRISTMAS COMES TO CEDAR COVE. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. In A Cookie Cove Christmas, Macomber finds herself in Cedar Cove on Christmas Eve stranded, pregnant and alone. Luckily a kinped named Mack is there to help when Mary Jo Waynesister in 123 Christmas Tree Lane. Beth Morehouse expects this Christmas to be one of her best. But someone leaves a basket of puppies on her doorstep. 380 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

HERE AND THEN. By Linda Lee Miller. She was in the wrong place at the wrong time. When her cousin disappeared without a trace, Rue volunteered to find her. But she never dreamed that when she followed Elisabeth’s footprints, she would enter a world hundreds of years in the past--and in jail courtesy of Marshal Farley Haynes. 458 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $4.95

THE BARBECUE MASTER. By Hogan Guthrie. Is getting his life back on track, and working as he loves him, he'll leave and leave her alone. 393 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

MARRIED, PRAYING, MOTHERING: THE MISTRESS. By M. Karp. The mistress is just a temporary detour. Hogan Guthrie is getting his life back on track, and working as he loves him, he'll leave and leave her alone. 393 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

THE SUMMER COTTAGE. By Susan Kietzman. Helen spent every summer of her childhood at her family’s cottage on Long Island Sound. The youngest of four, she shared her mother Claire’s athletic genes and relished the orchestrated games and competitions that filled those warm, endless days. Thirty years later, Helen can’t let go or terminal illness. 344 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95


THE JUNGLE BOOK. By Rudyard Kipling. Mowgli, the man-cub, is raised in the Indian jungle by a pack of wolves. As he grows older, he learns the ‘Law of the Jungle’ with the help from his friends, Bagheera the panther, Baloo the Bear, and Kaa the Python, and soon finds himself in the clutches of Shere Khan, the tiger. Eventually he comes into contact with his own kind, and begins to question his very nature. 183 pages. Collins. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

MERRY AND BRIGHT. By Jill Shalvis. Smith reluctantly gives online dating a whirl and finds herself chatting with a charming stranger, their only connection being the first part of her day. But meeting face to face is altogether different, and their special friend is the last person Merry expects or desires. 250 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

WINTER MURDER. By Jodi Thomas. When Jillian lands in the sleepy Texas town of Laurel Springs, she is done with attachments. But the closer she gets to Connor, a single dad, and Eugenia his grandmother who has Alzheimer’s, the higher the stakes of her leaving go. Can she give up the only life she’s ever known for a future with those who need her? 308 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

CHARADE. By Lori Foster. Novels. Immature grade school teacher Carlie McDaniels is determined to have the best Halloween costume and spends the night with Tyler Ramsey. Carlie plans on keeping him in the Halloween costume and spends the night with him. But when sinister machinations on the ranch come to light. 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

CHRISTMAS WISHES. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. Christmas Letters Katherine O’Connor adores her nieces and objects to her sister’s plans to disinherit them. 360 to prove her neighbor, Wynn Jeffries, wrong. Too bad he’s so damn attractive. Rainy Day Kisses Susannah discovered that one determined infatuated rancher and the corporate child’s play. Thank goodness for Nate, her charming neighbor at the time. 361 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

PUPCAKES. By Annie England Noblin. As Halloween turns to Christmas, Darcy joins a Christmas pop-up shop. The overweight pig she’s pet-sitting, and her new single life, turns into a love she hadn’t known she still had inside of her. She’s finally able to let go of her constant ‘fat girl’ label. But the world could be just as satisfying as baking for humans, and that’s she found the life she’d never known she’d always wanted. 389 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

DEATH & SENSIBILITY. By Elizabeth Blake. Bookstore owner Erin Cotegere is23–but it’s not only the English town when they host a Jane Austen Society conference. But when the speaker Barry Wolf suddenly parishes from what appears to be a heart attack of the end comes. Erin joins forces with Kirkbybrownside’s cat lady, Farrowsh, to ferret out the guilty party. 324 pages. Crooked Tree Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

THE SECRET STAIRCASE. By Stephanie St. Claire. She is the last person he expects to see. 388 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

ONE FOR THE HOOKS. By Betty Hechtman. When Molly Pink knits together an idea for a new project, Miami Wilson buys up the house she inherited into a rental property. But Miami is left short handed when Sloan Renner, her helper, ends up dead under a pile of smelly seafood. Molly suspects the woman’s death was no accident. Can she bait the hook to catch the killer? 380 pages. Crooked Tree Lane. Pub. at $16.00 $19.95

UNHOLY MURDER. By Lynda La Plante. A victim buried alive. A secret taken to the grave. Now detective Jane Tennison must lift the lid on the most chilling murder case of her career. Ran by construction workers in the grounds of an historic convent, inside is the body of a young nun. But when scratch marks are found on the inside of the casket, her mystery begins. 386 pages. Zaffe. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $19.95

ARCTIC DRIFT. By Colle & Dirk Cussler. Oceanographer Dirk Pitt races a lost ship’s mysterious cargo to a scientific discover that could change the course of climate change. When an act of sabotage aims to slow down a technological breakthrough in American clean energy, Pitt and his children must piece together what little records remain of the initial experiment. 532 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $12.00 $9.95

MURDER AT THE PTA. By Lee Hollis. The latest target of rumorous rums is PTA president Karen Sandburg. She refers to a fellow school mom and friend. Maya, who reveals she’s being unsupportive, and as they study the clues, a killer plans to teach them a lesson. 314 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

BLOOD AND BULLETS. By William R. & J.A. Johnstone. In one fousday in sleepy Buffalo Peak, a lot of people have gotten on Marshal Elwood “Fistick” McQueen’s bad side. And with rifle cocked, and vengeance burned, Fistick McQueen is going to prove them how bad the bad side can be. 396 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

THE WATERFALL. By Cara Neagers. In the three years since her husband’s death, Lucy Clancy spending her days in a deadend control. But a string of unexplained events threatens her new life. She tracks down Sebastian Redwing who her husband told her to contact if she ever needed help. Sebastian offers to do nothing with her problems–or the woman’s he’s been half in love with since her wedding day. 600 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $4.95

CHRISTMAS FRONTIER SECRETS. By Anna Zelin. On her uncle’s ranch in Wyoming. When Marshall is free. To practice her calling in medicine. To finally connect with her uncle. To explore her feeling for mysterious cowboy Ben. But when they meet on the ranch, she knows one she trusts to help protect her, especially when sinister machinations on the ranch come to light. 302 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. $4.96
NEW FICTION

4838491 YOU CAN TRUST ME. By Emma Rowley. A successful ghostwriter, Nikki, tells others people's stories. Her new client, agrees to let Nikki into her house for a week. She's frustratingly aloof at first, and then little by little Nikki breaks through the cracks in the glamorous facade. Soon, she will tell Nikki the truth about Olivia, but it may be more than she wanted to know. 409 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

4838262 HOME AT LAST. By Shirlee McCoy. Texas Rancher Flynn Bradshaw has his work cut out for him. His sister in law, Sunday, is finally home after the car crash that killed her husband Protection. When Guy's car breaks down and he is rescued by no one but the hope of reopening the case. 338 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4838106 BEHIND CLOSED DOORS. By Bethina Krahm, Corrina Huntingdon, Queen Elizabeth's prized new lady in waiting, is beautiful, innocent and eager to know the world beyond her sheltered home. Count Rugar Kalissons swears vengeance on the English for his Swedish heritage. Love is not part of his plan, yet he and Corrina are drawn together by a reckless passion in a forbidden bond and will provoke a diplomatic scandal. 410 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

482962X BREATHE. By Joyce Carol Oates. Michaela and her husband Gerard are living in New Mexico when her husband gets stricken with a mysterious illness. At 37 Michaela has to face the terrifying prospect of widowhood. While she is caring for him, she begins to realize that her love for her husband is not enough to keep him alive. 364 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

4839911 BLIND TIGER. By Sandra Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Prohibition is the new law of the land, but murder, mayhem, lust, and greed are already institutions in the Moonshine Capital of Folexy, Texas. The violence erupts, a young widow, Laurel Hummer and deputy sheriff Hatchet Hulter struggle to find out what happened to her twin. 742 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

483827I THE DARKNESS KNOWS. By Amadou Indriss. A frozen body is discovered in the icy depths of Lappland glacier, apparently that of a business man who disappeared thirty years before. The police investigation leads to no results. Konrad, the retired policeman who originally investigated the disappearance, is called back to reopen the case. 338 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

483020 THE NOISE. By James Patterson & J.D. Barker. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Two sisters have always stood together. Now, they're the only ones left. Suddenly overcome by a strange vibration rising out of the forest, building in intensity until it sounds like a deafening crescendo of screams. Tennant and her sister Sophie are swooped up by their father and dropped through a trapdoor into a storm cellar. But the sound only gets worse. 289 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

4841168 CHRISTMAS FROM THE HEART. By Sheila Roberts. Olivia Beng's children are leaving home one by one. She and her spirits are swept up by their father and dropped through a trapdoor into a storm cellar. But the sound only gets worse. 289 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


48424X MYTHICAL CREATURES OF MAINE: Fantastic Beasts from Legend and Folklore. By Christopher Packard. Maine folklore is rich in tales of humans confronted by strange beasts, both wonderful and vile. This encyclopedic research into these legends and folk tales, this volume is an encyclopedia, a field guide to the creatures that can be found in Maine and beyond. If you know 1000, you know 101,000. 80 pages. Down East. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

4837177 THE FAMILY PLOT. By Megan Collins. Raised in a secluded island mansion deep in the woods and kept isolated by her true crime-obsessed parents, Dahlia Lightfield is unable to move beyond the disappearance of her twin brother when they were sixteen. As Dahlia grapples with her own grief, she realizes her eccentric family, and the mansion itself, may hold the answers to what 309 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

4843399 RED RISING. By Pierce Brown. The Earth is dying. Darrow is a Red, a miner in the interior of Mars. The Reds are humanity's last hope. It appears, until Darrow discovers it's all a lie. With the help of a mysterious group of rebels, he discovers himself as a Gold and infiltrates their command school, intent on taking down his oppressors from the inside. 382 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperback. $9.95

4843231 GOLDEN SON. By Pierce Brown. Darrow is a rebel forged by tragedy. For years he and his fellow Reds worked the mines, toiling to make the surface of Mars inhabitable. Until one day Darrow wakes up to realize that they were just unwitting slaves to the Golds, who had been living on Mars in luxury for generations. Is Darrow truly willing to pay the ultimate price? 406 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperback. $9.95

4843185 DARK AGE. By Pierce Brown. He broke the chains then he broke the world. A decade ago Darrow led a revolution and laid the foundations for a new world. Now he's exiled and far from home. The Golds are in control, with half his fleet outgunned but not outmatched. Is he still the hero who broke the chains? Or will he be the agent of the world's destruction? 757 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperback. $17.95

4843262 MORNING STAR. By Pierce Brown. Darrow is the Reaper of Mars. Born to toil, carved to fight, destined to lead. But he is a broken man, a Red in name only controlled by Golds, he has been captured and tormented until he is something less than human. And yet, he is humanity's last chance. 524 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperback. $9.95

4837201 ONE FOR THE MONEY. By Janet Evanovich. Out of work, bouncy hunter Stephanie Plum blackmails her bail bondsman cousin into giving her a try as an apprehension agent. Her first case, a man who ran away from a murder charge. There’s powerful chemistry between them, so this chase should be interesting—and dangerous. 310 pages. Pocket Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4839293 ALASKA REUNION. By Jennifer Snow. Single, still working at the same bookstore and still pining for the guy who got away, Ellie Mitchell cringes at the prospect of attending her high school reunion. Callum McKendrick has been in love with Ellie since forever. Offering to be her date for the reunion is his chance to show her what she is missing by being past. 367 pages. HQN. Paperback. $7.95

4845951 WOODROSE MOUNTAIN. By RaeAnne Thayne. Ellie Blanchard is at the top of her field as a pediatric occupational therapist, however she moves to Hope's Crossing seeking a quieter life. Brodie Thorne is a self-made man who will do anything to get his daughter, Taryn, the rehabilitation she needs. With a little help from townpeople, Taryn may get healed, and Ellie and Brodie might have a chance they never knew possible. 332 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4843999 CARELESS IN RED. By Elizabeth George. Devastated by the senseless murder of his wife, Detective Superintendent Thomas Lynley retreats to Cornwall. At the base of a cliff, Lynley discovers a young man who has fallen to his death. Was it an accident or something nefarious? Lynley must now overcome his grief to solve this deadly and dreadful crime. 626 pages. Harper. Paperback. $12.95

484242X STAP TREK PICARQ: Roque Elements. By John Jackson Miller. Starfleet was everything for Cristobal Rios, until one horrible, inexplicable day when it all went wrong. Aimless and adrift, he grapples at a chance for a future as an independent captain in an area betrayed by the Federations, the border region with the former Roman Empire. His greatest desire: to be left alone. 406 pages. S&S. Paperbound. $17.95

4842206 INTO THE LIGHT. By D. Weber & C. Kennedy. In mere minutes, half the human race died, and our cities lay in shattered ruins. Earth has harbored two species of intelligent, tool using bipeds. One of them was us. The other was a race of leaders, the Sons of Eastern Europe. When they emerged and made alliance with suppressing the human race saved a slumbering. 483276 RAFT: SF Masterworks. By Stephen Baxter. A spaceship from Earth accidentally crosses through a hole in space-time to a universe where the force of gravity is one billion times as strong as the gravity we know. Five hundred years later, the descendants of the original crew struggle for existence, 246 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

484632X COLD TO THE BONE. By Emery Hayes. Nicole Cobain, the first female sheriff of Toole County is tested when a young girl is found murdered on icy Lake Mariah. Brodie is at a chance to pay the ultimate price. 246 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $6.95

4842701 LOVE IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA. By Gabriel Garcia Marquez. Fifty-year-old Angel Drizzel has been in love in need in Pine River, WA, but this year may be the end. With donations dwindling she focuses on CFO Guy Hightower from Higherground. As her car breaks down and he is rescued by none other than Olivia does he let her know who he really is or get out of town? 289 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4837207 ONE FOR THE MONEY. By Janet Evanovich. Out of work, bouncy hunter Stephanie Plum blackmails her bail bondsman cousin into giving her a try as an apprehension agent. Her first case, a man who ran away from a murder charge. There’s powerful chemistry between them, so this chase should be interesting—and dangerous. 310 pages. Pocket Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

503 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

SOLD OUT
NEW FICTION

4833288 THE BIRTHDAY GIRL. By Melissa de la Cruz. At forty, it appears Ellie has everything she ever wanted: a handsome husband, four children, a thriving career, a circle of friends, and a new house. However everything is not as it seems. Ellie is keeping a secret. Her newly found past comes at a cost, and all her secrets come to light at her birthday in front of everyone who matters in her life. 275 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4835560 THE DITCH. By Herman Koch. Robert Walter, popular mayor of Amsterdam, is convinced his wife Sylvia is cheating on him. This is the story of a man whose sadistic skill for undermining himself and his marriage comes to cost him nearly everything. 306 pages. Hdr.Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4836593 BREAK THE BONES, HAUNT THE BONES. By Micah Dean Hicks. Jane is haunted. Since she was a child, she has carried a ghost girl who feeds on the secrets and fears of everyone around her. Henry, Jane’s brother, is ridden by a genius ghost that torments him with dangerous memories. When new arrivals to town begin scoring precious jobs at the last factory, both living and dead are furious. Jane must find a way to escape town. 209 pages. Hdr.Pub. at $26.99 $5.95


4841380 THE FAVORITE DAUGHTER. By Karin Roda. Jane Harris lives in a beautiful home in Southern California, but one year ago Jane’s oldest daughter, Mary, died in a tragic accident, and she has been grief stricken ever since. And then Jane receives a note warning her that Mary’s death wasn’t an accident. What really happened on that day? And who is lying to whom in this family? 348 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4839145 THE LONGEST SILENCE. By Debra Webb. Joanna Guthrie was free. She had been for eighteen years. What really happened during the longest fourteen days of her life, when she and two other women were held captive by the worst kind of killer, wasn’t supposed to be told. But when more women go missing, she knows her prolonged silence will only seal their fates. 328 pages. Mira Books. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

483870X CHOSEN ONES. By Veronica Roth. Five extraordinary teenagers were singled out by a prophecy to take down the Dark One. They managed to defeat him and the world went back to normal. But now it’s the 10th anniversary of the Dark One’s defeat one of the Chosen Ones dies and its realized the dark ones ultimate goal was bigger than they thought. 424 pages. Hdr.Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

4841921 ONE SUMMER IN PARIS. By Sarah Morgan. After finding out her husband wants a divorce, Grace takes the trip to Paris she planned for their anniversary, alone. She comes across Audrey who is looking to start over as well. This unlikely pair offer each other just what they’ve both been missing. Finding this unforgivable friendship might be the best thing that’s ever happened to them. 380 pages. HQN. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

4841633 THE INBETWEEN DAYS. By Eva Woods. Rosie can’t remember anything at all, not even how she ended up in a coma. At least not at first. She finds herself reviving with nothing to go on past. But why was she there? What is she hiding? And what do they mean? With every look backward comes a glimpse of what might be. And Rosie just might realize how much to live for. 348 pages. Graydon House. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

4839285 THE BIRTHDAY GIRL. By Adrienne Benson. Leona, an isolated American anthropologist, gives birth to a baby girl in a remote Maasai village and chooses to decide how she can be a mother. She, Jane, a lonely expat wife, and Simi, a barren Maasai woman, will grapple with motherhood, re-calibrate their identities and confront unforeseen tragedies and triumphs. 323 pages. Park Row. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

483450X A WEDDING IN DECEMBER. By Sarah Morgan. In the snowy perfection of Aspen, the White family gathers for youngest daughter Elly’s wedding to the right man. So when the right thing. 363 pages. HQN. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

4839145 THE SHOTGUN WEDDING. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Bo Gentry and Scratch Morton are mighty proud. They managed to deliver five mail-order brides to the New Mexico mining town of Silverhill in one piece. But with marriage prospects for the newly arrived brides questionable, Bo and Scratch will have to fight tooth and nail to keep the ladies safe and sound—and a real shotgun wedding about to begin. 392 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

4841115 CALIFORNIA GIRLS. By Susan May Warren. Of course sunshine is not quite what we expected. So bright for three sisters who get dumped in the same week: Finola (dumped on live TV), Zennie (her break up was no big loss), and Ali (her friend just wanted to call off their wedding). These sisters are starting over and rebuilding their lives. 429 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

4843424 SKIER, WINGS, IRON CROSS. By David P. Sterrett. World War II Lieutenant William H. Hogan earned his wings the hard way. But when his plane is shot down behind enemy lines, he’s forced to make the hardest decision of his life: trust his instincts or lead his troops to their deaths. Hogan has been missing for three weeks, turns up dead, with a bullet wound to his heart. At his side is his Iron Cross. Lagoon, which has been frozen for months. She was wearing the clothes of another girl missing for two days. Can the serial killer be caught? 526 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4841743 CALIFORNIA GIRLS. By Susan May Warren. Of course sunshine is not quite what we expected. So bright for three sisters who get dumped in the same week: Finola (dumped on live TV), Zennie (her break up was no big loss), and Ali (her friend just wanted to call off their wedding). These sisters are starting over and rebuilding their lives. 429 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

4841743 CALIFORNIA GIRLS. By Susan May Warren. Of course sunshine is not quite what we expected. So bright for three sisters who get dumped in the same week: Finola (dumped on live TV), Zennie (her break up was no big loss), and Ali (her friend just wanted to call off their wedding). These sisters are starting over and rebuilding their lives. 429 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

378 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95
8833548 THE VANISHED BRIDE. By Bella Ellis. Yorkshire, 1845. A young wife and mother has gone missing from her home, leaving behind two small children and a large pool of blood. The Bronte sisters are horrified and intrigued by the mystery as they investigate. As they study the evidence, the girls are confronted with a society that believes a woman’s place is in the home, but nothing will stop them from discovering what happened. 293 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

4841899 NET FORCE: Dark Web. By Jeffrey Archer. Our nation’s security is in cyberspace. The elite group of cyberpunts and field operatives must fight against the ongoing war of hackers to blow the lid off the mastermind. Their failure could mean global catastrophe. Success may lead them to become the highest lever security agency in the United States. 543 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ 4844130 Farewell Blues. By Maggie Robinson. Lady Adelaide Compton has prepared herself to say goodbye forever to Detective Inspector Devanend Hunter. That is until her mother, Captain Jack, is accused of murdering her secret lover. Unless Addie and Dev work together, Constance will hang, which won’t be one’s idea of a happy ending. 259 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 4848292 The Port of London Murders. By Josephine Bell. When the San Angelo drifts into port in the Pool of London, telephones begin to ring across the capital and an international crime is set in motion. Docklands residents Harry Reed and June Harvey are thrust together by a Riverside accident before being swept into the current of a dark plot developing on both sides of the harbor. 260 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

★ 4831657 Eight Faces at Three. By Craig Rice. Notorious for getting his culpable clients off, it’s the innocent ones who are problems for John J. Malone. Like Holly Ingleheart, accused of piercing the black heart of her tyrannical aunt, her prints were found on the murder weapon and Holly had a motive: she was about to be disinherited for marrying a common bandleader. 250 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

★ 4831969 A Wish for Home. By Jo Ann Brown. Lauren Nolt hasn’t forgiven the Amish community of Lancaster County for嫌弃rearing her parents. But as her world’s shaken by a shocking discovery, widower Adam Herschberger is the only one she can confide in. With his little girl determined to bring them together, they must learn to trust each other— even as their secret feelings grow. 313 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ 4844645 Along Came a Lady. By Chistis Cardwell. Kate Audley lives to thwart her husband, the Duke of Bentley. When a pampered Dalrymple feels taming a bastard son of a duke will be child’s play. As the tenacious teacher and her domineering, stubborn, ruthless pupil engage in a battle of wills, their chemistry ignites and the true lesson becomes clear: opposites attract and hearts must be heard. 308 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 4838580 A Summer Amish Courtship Rekindled. By E. Miller & J. McClay. Novellas. A summer Amish Courtship after a sudden heartbreaking loss, young widow Abigail Stoltz must somehow help her troubled son adjust. Amish Reckoning: A new novella is just the thing for the transportation business needs to survive. But as the single mom works with Amish horse trader Samuel Schrock, she’s pulled back into the world she left behind. 440 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound $5.95

★ 4838505 The Amish Nurse’s Suitors: The Nanny’s Amish Family. By C. Light & P. Johns. Novels. The Amish Nurse’s Suitor Rachel Blank can’t wait to get back to the English world. Rachel may be from Arden, Ohio, but her family crisis redefines her relationship, will Rachel realize the life she really wants is here? The Nanny’s Amish Family Patience Fului helps bachelor Thomas Wiebe with his daughter and soon it’s falling for them both. 442 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.


★ 4838572 Rocky Mountain Pearl. By C. Erickson & C. Myers. Novels. Mountain Range Rescue nearly three years ago, Ian Dernpoyle left his wife, Meg behind to complete an undercover mission. Now before he can explain his reasons for walking away, shots ring out and Meg’s life is in danger. Rocky Mountain Revenge Despite a new identity, Anne Gardner has been found by the one person who hurt her most: the FBI agent Jake. 443 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.


4834548 Before the Ruins. By Victoria Gosling. Four friends, an empty manor, and a night that will follow them for the rest of their lives. Searching for a diamond necklace, stolen fifty years ago, that might still lie somewhere on their grounds, the Game becomes much bigger than the necklace, growing to encompass years of secrets, lies, and, ultimately, one terrible betrayal. 274 pages. Douglas &Added $5.95

★ 4842930 The Snail on the Slope. By Arkady & Boris Strugatsky. This classic sci-fi story sees the Strugatskys meditate on how little man can understand of the wider world, and how the new is one of the great literary works to come out of Soviet Russia. 248 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound.

★ 4837886 Boys of Alabama. By Genevieve Hudson. Max, a sensitive teen, newly arrived in Alabama, falls in love, questions his faith, and navigates a strange power. When Max becomes the victim of a bullying gang, he’s taught a very painful, very relationship. The boys aren’t sure whose path is darker, and what is more frightening, their true selves, or staying true in Alabama. 268 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95

4834309 Best Book of Fairy Tales. Ed. by Amy Johnson. Features four classic stories: Jack and the Beanstalk; The Elves and the Shoemaker; The Ugly Duckling; and The Three Billy Goats Gruff. In this bright, beautiful collection, ideal for sharing out loud with your child. For Ages 3 and up. 96 pages. Miles Kelly. $6.95

4835522 Caging Skies. By Christine Leuenfell. Told through the eyes of Johannes Welz, a Jewish boy who lived in the Hitler Youth during World War II. He is shocked to discover his parents are hiding a Jewish girl named Elsa behind a false wall in their home. He is the only one aware of Elsa’s existence in the house, and he alone is responsible for the safe keeping of her. Overlook. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

4847113 Beheld. By TaraShea Nesbit. A riveting story of a stranger’s arrival in the flegling colony of Plymouth, Massachusetts and a crime that shakes the divided community to its core. 274 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00

★ 4843827 Nursery Rhymes. Ed. by Rosie Neave. Little ones will love these traditional rhymes and much loved characters, ideal for sharing out loud. Including singing rhymes, playing rhymes, nursery rhymes and bedtime rhymes, Ages 3 & up. Fully illustrated in color and designed for the young reader. Miles Kelly. 10½x10½. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

★ 4842576 Highland Thief. By Alyson Mclayne. Kerr MacAllister is a strong headed man, which is why everyone knows Isobel MacKinnon will end up as his wife. He is trying to wonder his bed-rock novelists and readers trying to keep him out of the trouble. Kerr discovers that she may be eloping with someone else, and he has a choice to make: steal her away to a place where they can live a life of love and peace. Miles Kelly. 10½x10½. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

4832698 Last and First Men. By Olaf Stapledon. Over the course of 2,000 million years the story describes the evolutionary rise and fall of eighteen distinct races of men, of which Homo sapiens is the first and most primitive. 316 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound.

4844287 Bedtime Stories. By Rosie Neave. Four beautifully illustrated stories, simply retold for little ones. The stories included are: Goldilocks and the Three Bears; Little Red Riding Hood, The Three Little Pigs and The Three Little Pigs. Ages 3 and up. 96 pages. Miles Kelly. 10½x10½. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

★ 4845517 Big Book of Princess Stories. Ed. by Claire Philip. Featuring tales of Princesses from stories, this big book of classics has bright illustrations of favorite characters on every page. Ideal for sharing out loud with your child. Stories included are: Cinderella; Sleeping Beauty, The Princess and the Pea and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. Ages 5 & up. 96 pages. Miles Kelly. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

★ 4833804 Waiting for the Night Song. By Julie Carrick Dalton. Cadie arrives in Alabama, falls in love, questions her faith, and navigates a strange power. When Max becomes the victim of a bullying gang, he’s taught a very painful, very relationship. The boys aren’t sure whose path is darker, and what is more frightening, their true selves, or staying true in Alabama. 268 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $26.95
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**484093 THE NARROWBOAT SUMMER.** By Anne Youngson. Meet Eve, who has left her thirty-year marriage to become a free spirit. Sally, who has vowed goodbye to her indifferent husband and two grown up children; and Anastasia, a defiantly independent narrowboater who is suddenly landlocked and vulnerable. On a journey through the canals of England, unlikely friendships grow. 319 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**4830490 THE HEATHENS.** By Ace Atkins. FBI Agent Prentiss professionally nudge toward the courage she needs to do the same. 440 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**4847253 THE BLIND.** By A.F. Brady. Psychologist Sam James lives for her job. Her new patient, Richard, who has kind of impossibly she has built her career on. The trouble is, Richard refuses to tell anything. In spite of herself, she strikes a bargain. Richard will tell her his secrets, if the therapist always been careful to keep her private world hidden, a destructive world that’s been unraveling. 409 pages. Row. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**4843347 ROBINSON CRUSOE.** By Daniel Defoe. Shipwrecked and washed ashore on a remote tropical island, Robinson Crusoe must build a new life. Castaway for thirty-two years, he battles cannibals, mutineers and the elements in a tale so convincing that its earliest readers believed it to be non-fiction. 287 pages. Arcutius. Paperbound. Pub. at $4.95

**4846559 THE RIFT UPRISING.** By Amy S. Foster. Seventeen-year-old Ryn Whitaker is a Confidential young man crosses through and asks questions about The Rift that she had never considered, she questions everything about her life and what she’s been told. 356 pages. HarperVoyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4846540 THE RIFT FREQUENCY.** By Amy S. Foster. Book two of The Rift Uprising Trilogy. From an Earth where Ryn never fell to an Earth where she was never even born, Ryn must fight her way through alternate realities to unlock the mystery of what she is and take back control of her future. 366 pages. HarperVoyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**4829387 GIRLS LIKE US.** By Cristina Alger. FBI agent Nel Flynn hasn’t been home in ten years. Her older brother. Homicide Detective Fully Martin Flynn, have never had much of a relationship. When Martin dies in a motorcycle accident, Nel must return home to close his estate. Digging into the past case he worked on, the more she digs the more it seems to her that her father should be the prime suspect. 278 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

**4841887 NO GOOD DEED.** By Cass Green. Lucy Kincard understands the dangers of corruption. As an FBI agent, she has witnessed some very bad deeds committed by seemingly good people. When corrupt DEA Agent Nicole Rollins makes a daring escape from prison, killing five officers, Lucy becomes the key to the biggest case the DEA has ever tried. 327 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**483321X THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF SANTA CLAUS.** By Jeff Quinn. Santa shares his story with readers for the first time. Nicholas was born in Lhasa, in Asia Minor, to wealthy parents who died when he was young. The kind people of Lhasa taught him the lessons of goodness and generosity that lead to his lifelong mission to remind the world of the spirit of giving. Illus. 296 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**4829190 THE FOURTH ANGEL.** By John Rechy. A compelling, ferociously relevant story of four teenagers playing deadly games with drugs, sex and one another. They explore the hot, dusty city at the edge of the desert, and the more they are pressed, the more they long to change their own life. But the changes will come at a price. 340 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**4839048 THE ORPHAN THIEF.** By Glynn Peters. Ruby Shaddwell’s entire family is lost during the Coventry Blitz. Alone and determined to survive, a chance encounter with a streeturchin, Tom, gives Ruby the chance she needs because Tommy brings with him his uncle Paul Clayton, who wants to help them. Will the war take Ruby’s last chance at happiness? 378 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**4836993 IRENA’S WAR.** By James D. Shreeve. The Nazis swarm through Warsaw as social worker Irena Sendler watches in dread from her apartment window. Draped from her home in the night, Irena is brought to the brutal Gestapo, Klaus Rein, who offers her a position running the city’s soup kitchens. As Irena grows bolder, her interactions with Klaus become more perilous. He draws Irena into a house game. 376 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**4841980 THE PHANTOM TREE.** By Nicola Cornick. We met at Wolf Hall. I was ten years old and I already had a reputation for witchcraft. Alison Banestre and I were cousins of a kind. We were both orphans. There the bond between us began and ended: Alison, my enemy. We made a bargain, she and. It’s possible if you both want something. Thus we were both alive. 375 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**4843452 THE WIDOW OF PALE HARBOR.** By Hester Fox. Maine, 1846. Stone is desperate to escape the ghosts that haunt him in Massachusetts after his wife’s death, so he moves to Maine, taking a position as a minister in the remote village of Pale Harbor. But not all is as it seems in the sleepy town. 340 pages. G. Graydon House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**4833430 MYKONOS AFTER MIDNIGHT.** By Jeffrey Siger. When a wealthy Mikonos night club owner is found savagely beheaded in his home, all the evidence points to obvious thugs. This case brings foreign investigator Andreas Kaldis to the island paradise. Certain that there is a more complex solution to murder than robbery, his quest takes him straight to the entangled cultural contradictions. 259 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

**4841204 COPYCAT.** By Alex Lake. When an old friend gets in touch, Sarah Havendar discovers that there are two Facebook profiles in her name. One is hers. The other, she has never seen. But everything is accurate. Photos of her friends, family and kids, even inside of her house. Whoever set up this second profile has been trying to find it. And now that she has, her life will no longer be her own. 404 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**4841905 ONCE A LIAR.** By A.F. Brady. A high powered sociopath meets his reckoning when he comes to blows with one of his mistresses. Did he kill Charlie Doyle? And if he didn’t, who did? In the challenge of his career and his life, Peter races against the clock to prove his forced to begin unraveling his own dark web of lies and confront the sins of his past. 381 pages. Park Row. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**4834577 THE WOMAN IN THE LAKE.** By Lydiard M. London, 1875. Lady Isabella Gerard orders her maid to take her new golden gown and destroy it, its beauty tainted by the actions of her brutal husband the night before. Two human rights volunteers, when a gown she stole from a historic home as a child is mysteriously returned to Fenella, it begins to possess her in exactly the same way that it did as a girl. 310 pages. Graydon House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

---
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4834518 WEDNESDAY WALKS & WAGS. By Melissa Stumm. In the blooming courtyard beneath Bridget's new Ancaster apartment, the signs are unmistakable: spring has come—in spite of her loss. Bridget’s new neighbor, Wesley, seems to be running from something—quite literally. Wesley inherits two energetic dogs at twice a day. It isn’t long before she joins him, and she is reminded that love and joy go on.
353 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

484182X IN A BADGER WAY. By Shelly Laurenston. Stevie loves pandas. Shen, her bodyguard, is a giant panda with which she can’t stop cuddling. Stevie also has a way of finding trouble. She may be the least violent of the honey badger sister, but she’s the most dangerous to the police, because she has absolutely no idea how much trouble they’re in, or just how damn adorable she is.
410 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

4833341 GUNPOWDER MOON. By David Pedreira. It’s 2072, and lunar helium-3 mining is powering fusion reactors bringing Earth back from environmental disaster. Caden Dechert, chief of U.S. mining operations, has a bomb go off and kills one of his diggers. He goes to the police with the police before more blood is spilled, while uncovering a conspiracy that can ignite a full lunar war.

4841840 MY HUSBAND’S LIES. By Caroline England. By year’s end, the reader realizes that the afternoon of Nick and Lisa’s wedding, their close friend is found poised on a hotel window ledge, ready to jump. As the shock hits their friendship group, they soon realize that none of them are being honest with themselves, or with each other, as they think. And there are secrets lurking that could destroy everything. 370 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

4841870 THE LAST AFFAIR. By Margaret Hunt. Nothing is as it seems. Abby, a married woman, has an illicit affair with a married man, but Josh and Lordon is everything. Nora’s alcoholic husband isn’t, Abby’s daughter, sees him kissing Nora, and vows to take him before he can escape. Abby’s mother, Gwen, appears to be living the ideal suburban life, until she winds up dead. 329 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

4847656 SUCH DARK THINGS. By Courtney Evancho. For Corinne Calix, living the American dream. She’s a successful ER physician in Chicago married to a handsome husband. But appearances can be deceiving—and what no one can see is Corinne’s dark secret: she may be losing her mind, unable to determine what’s real and what’s not. 362 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

484145X THE NESTING. By Amanda Robison. Twins Zara and Miranda have always supported each other. But then Zara meets Seb, and everything changes. As the sister’s relationship is stretched to the brink, a traumatic incident in Seb’s past begins to rear its head. Ominously broken into a house where he killed his wife, and Seb may be losing his mind, unable to determine what’s real and what’s not. 362 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

4841689 THE LAST THING SHE REMEMBERS. By J.S. Monroe. Who can you trust? Rachel’s world comes crashing down after a fire destroys her home and her family. But if Rachel survives, she’ll never be the same. A love story, a thriller, a mystery, a medical mystery, a mystery of the mind. $4.95

4829433 THE NESTING. By C.J. Cooke. Architect tom Faraday is determined to finish the house he and his wife are building in the same place where he lost his wife. Aurelia is a suicide. Lexi Ellis takes a job as his nanny and immediately falls in love with his two young daughters. Lexi knows that Aurelia didn’t kill herself and that something far more sinister is lurking around them.

4846636 COMPLEX 90. By M. Spillane & T.A. Moore. A defendable charge, Mike Hammer quickly escapes, creating an international incident by getting into a firefight with Russian agents. On his stateside return, the government is none too happy with Hamme. But mounting evidence leaves the agent with a nagging question. Why him?
246 pages. Titan. Pub. at $22.99. $4.95

4841573 HER NAME WAS ROSE. By Claire Allan. When Emily lets a stranger step out in front of her, she never imagines that this split second will change her life. But after Emily watches a car plow into the young mother, killing her instantly, she finds herself unable to move on. And then, she makes a decision she can never take back. 336 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

4841972 THE PERFECT NEIGHBORS. By Rachel Sargeant. When Helen moves abroad to a glamorous Hollywood producer, and Eliza beth, a lawyer, are accused of killing a neighbor, they realize they have been living a lie.
4834437 THE TRAITOR. By V.S. Alexander. In the summer of 1942, as war rages across Europe, a series of anonymous leaflets appears around the University of Munich, speaking out against Nazi families. Natalya, a student, knows who is behind the leaflets—the White Rose. She will risk everything alongside her friends in the White Rose, hoping the leaflets will inspire others to resist.

4834208 THE SECRET ORPHAN. By Glynnis Peters. On November 14th, 1940, Hitler’s bombers rain down on Coventry. From the rubble of a bombed house, a young girl is saved. Six year old Rose finds herself under the guardianship of a Cornish farmer’s daughter, Elenor. When Elenor discovers a devastating secret about Rose, she and pilot Jackson St. John, must find a way to expose the truth to the world. 390 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

4834194 THE SECOND MIDNIGHT. By Andrew Taylor. 1939. As Europe teeters on the brink of war, Alfred Kendall is tasked with carrying out a mission for the British Intelligence Service. Traveling to Prague, he is soon to discover that his mission is more complex than he could have imagined.

4838823 A DUKE, THE LADY, AND A BABY. By Vanessa Riley. When headstrong West Indian heiress Patience Jordan questions her husband’s mysterious suicide, she loses everything; her newborn son, Lionel, her fortune—and her freedom. Busick Strathmore is determined to resolve his dead cousin’s unexplained death.

4833279 THE DECENT PROPOSAL. By Kenneth Millar. When a Hollywood producer, and Elizabeth, a lawyer, don’t know each other but they get a proposal from an anonymous benefactor. The terms of splitting the estate is that they must spend two hours together every week for a year. Finding out their benefactor will show what happens when they change their lives.

4839102 REMEMBRANCE. By Mary Monroe. Beatrice Powell has everything she could desire in life, a long marriage, beautiful home, and three adult children. The holidays are usually an extra-special time for her, however, she feels like a stranger to herself. She only finds peace when she leaves her husband's mansion and takes up residence in a small farm house.

4846466 THE KENNEDY DEBUTANTE. By Kate Kellaway. In 1938, “it girl” Kathleen Kennedy moves in rarefied circles. Ready to strike out on her own and is soon swept off her feet by Billy Harrington. Then love is finally within her reach.

4834178 A ROMAN RHAPSODY. By Sara Alexander. Ignoring her parents’ insistence that she work in the family’s car dealership and marry a local boy, Alba accepts a scholarship to take the summer at Academia. There she immerses herself in a vibrant world of art—and a passionate affair. But her path will lead her to a crossroads, where Alba will have to reconcile the past she fled. 402 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $4.95

4832767 THE DECENT PROPOSAL. By Kenneth Millar. When a Hollywood producer, and Elizabeth, a lawyer, don’t know each other but they get a proposal from an anonymous benefactor. The terms of splitting the estate is that they must spend two hours together every week for a year. Finding out their benefactor will show what happens when they change their lives.

4839102 REMEMBRANCE. By Mary Monroe. Beatrice Powell has everything she could desire in life, a long marriage, beautiful home, and three adult children. The holidays are usually an extra-special time for her, however, she feels like a stranger to herself. She only finds peace when she leaves her husband's mansion and takes up residence in a small farm house.
NEW FICTION

**★4835528** THE GUIDE. By Peter Heller. Tom, a young man escaping his own grief, accepts a job with an elite fishing lodge in Colorado, where amid the natural beauty of the sun-drenched streams and forests he uncovers a plot of shocking menace. 257 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**★4844270** THE BIG FOUR. By Agatha Christie. Hercule Poirot receives an invited guest, coated from head to foot in dust. Who is he? Is he suffering from shock? And above all, what is the significance of the figure 4, scribed over and over again on a sheet of paper? The search for answers will plunge Poirot into a world of intrigue. 222 pages. Signet. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**★4839315** BETTER THAN PEOPLE. By Roan Parrish. Simon Burke has always preferred animals to people. When the countdown to adopting his own dog is unexpectedly put on hold, Simon turns to the internet. Jack’s pack of rescue pets is the only company he needs, but after his bad fall he realizes he needs help. Being with Jack is a game changer for Simon. 329 pages. Carina. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $11.95

**★4839253** JUST LIKE THAT. By Cole McCabe. Summer Hennock never meant to come back to Omen, Massachusetts, but with his mother in need of help, Summer has no choice but to return to his hometown, and take up a teaching residency working for Professor Fox Iseya. Fox always fascinated and intimidated Summer. But that fascination turns into something more with Fox. 329 pages. Carina. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**★4839498** DOES A HOT ELF LIVE NEXT DOOR TO YOU? Volume 1. By Meguru Ueno. Summer in Japan. You Keita is a high school student living on his own and working to become a top mangaka. When the nerdy, knighthood (and crystal) high elf Surf moves next door, will she blast him sky-high for disrespecting elvenkind in his latest manga, or will other sparks go flying? Mythical worlds are about to collide in this sizzling isekai romantic comedy! In B & W. 198 pages. Ghost Ship. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**★4841934** HALET PAY. By Catherine Palmer. Teenager Matt Strong discovers a secret that could expose the conglomerate that controls the world’s food supplies. Now he’s been framed for murder and is on the run. Matt’s father, Cole enlists the help of Matt’s teacher Jill Pruitt. Before long, the two are caught up in a dangerous quest with very high stakes. 326 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**★4841441** GUESS WHO. By Chris McGeorge. Morgan Sheppard as TV’s Resident điều viên. Washington DC’s tawdry daytime talk show mystery wakes up handcuffed to a bed in an unfamiliar hotel room. Around him five strangers are trying to figure out how they discover a corpse in the bathtub and Sheppard is challenged to solve the murder in three hours. If he doesn’t find the killer, they all die. 392 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**★4835638** GREATEST ANIMAL STORIES. By Chosen by Michael Foreman. Stories from around the world. From brave mice and hungry wolves, to mischievous spiders and ingenious cats, this is a timeless collection filled with heartwarming tales. Beautifully illustrated, a menagerie will come to life before your eyes. Stories including Puss in Boots, The Ugly Duckling and Peter and the Wolf. Ages 7-12. 254 pages. Barron’s. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**4833295** THE EYES OF THE QUEEN. By Olivia Clements. After her armies are slaughtered, the Queen of England finds that killing her son is the only way to protect him. She wants to give him the life of a gentleman and live a normal life. 289 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

**482931X** ARE SNARES NECESSARY? By B. De Palma & S. Leeman. When the beautiful young videogamer asked to be his campaign, Senator Lee Rogers should’ve known better. But saying no would have taken a stronger man than Rogers, with his ailing wife and his short life. Confident in Barton Brock, the senator’s fixer. He’s already gotten rid of one troublesome young woman, how hard could this new one turn out to be? 240 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $22.99 $19.95

**4843410** TOMORROW. By Damian Dobben. A winter’s night, Venice, 1815. A 217 year old dog is searching for his lost master. So begins the journey of tomorrow, a dog who must travel through the courts and the streets of Venice to clear his four-century-old curse of the man who granted him immortality. 334 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**4837878** THE BEAST’S HEART. By Leilie Shallcross. The Beast provis the hallways of his ruined chateau until a weary traveler discovers his isolation. Bewitched by the man’s dreams of his beautiful daughter, Isabeau, the Beast lures her to the chateau. Agreeing to remain with the Beast for a year, Isabeau is forced to make the first step in breaking free from the curse. $26.00

**4841042** ALL THIS COULD BE YOURS. By Jami Attenberg. Alex Tuchman, strong-headed lawyer, devoted mother, and loving sister, heads home to be with her family as her father’s cancer is on his deathbed. She gets caught in the web of a toxic man who abused his power; showing how those webs can tangle a family for generations and what it takes to maybe, free, 298 pages. Mariner Books. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95

**483349X** SO MUCH LIFE LEFT OVER. By Louis de Bernieres. An inseparable tribe of childhood friends is scattered around the world with each of them trying to answer the question:If you have been embroiled in a war in which you confidently expected to die, what are you supposed to do with so much life unexpectedly left over? Through time they path re-cross and tails fray as they adjust in profound and quotidian ways to this newest modern world. 277 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**4844455** THE TRIAL AND EXECUTION OF THE TRAITOR GEORGE WASHINGTON. By Charles Rosenberg. Kenya is taken to London where he is imprisoned in the Tower to await trial on charges of high treason. Washington chooses American actor Harriet J. Robinson to represent him. As peace seems more distant, Hobhouse finds that he is the only one keeping Washington from the hangman’s noose. 421 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**4829174** THE ENDS OF THE EARTH. By Robert Goddard. The third installment of the James Morrow series. After the signing of the Treaty of Versailles in 1919 Max’s team awaits for his arrival in Tokyo. Max had been investigating the death of his diapason agent. Abraham Hobhouse to represent him. As peace seems more distant, Hobhouse finds that he is the only one keeping Washington from the hangman’s noose. 421 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**483000X** RESTORATION HEIGHTS. By Wit Medeiros. Reddick, a young, white artist, longs to return to his childhood home in a historically black Brooklyn neighborhood besieged by gentrification. He makes rent as an art handler in Manhattan and spends his free time playing basketball at the local Y. He is also the last person to see Hannah before she disappears. 330 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**483352X** THEME MUSIC. By T. Marie Vandyell. At one year old Dixie Wheeler was the lone survivor from her father’s massacre. He tells her family then takes her own life. At twenty-five her childhood home is put up for sale and she decides to move into it, however the ghosts of her family’s history question her sanity. She becomes determined to find the truth of her past and protect her remaining family. 386 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**483197X** TRAQUILLITY FALLS. By Davis Bunn. Six years ago, Daniel was a Los Angeles financial analyst, who had a heavy addiction. With grief and guilt battling within him, he moves to the quiet California sea side town with his rescue Labradoodle. He becomes clean and sober, and becomes the surrogate father and brother. Daniel is romancing Jennifer Hanley and all three have to do is trust each other. 278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $24.00 $19.95

**4831298** DEAD GIRLS. By Graeme Cameron. It’s been two months since a serial killer brutally attacked police detective Alisha Green and left her for dead. Tistik lives in Bedford, thanks to his beautiful young video grapher offered to represent him. As peace seems more distant, Hobhouse finds that he is the only one keeping Washington from the hangman’s noose. 421 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**4831193** ONE MORE LIE. By Amy Lloyd. Charlotte wants to start fresh. She wants to forget her past, forget prison, and move on with her life. But old habits die hard. Despite the ankle monitor she must wear as part of her parole agreement and frequent visits to her therapist, she soon finds herself sliding back toward the type of behavior that sent her to prison in the first place. 328 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**4841077** BEFORE THE DEVIL FELL. By Neil Olson. Will Connor returns to his hometown to care for his injured mother. As he delves into his family’s history he discovers that his mother’s modern day cover is not much of a passing fad but the latest link in a long tradition of New England witchcraft, which is still unfolding over the generations. 316 pages. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**4842904** HOUSE WITNESS. By Mike Lawson. The twelfth thriller in the award-winning Joe DeMarco series. DeMarco’s longtime employer John Mahoney has a secret son who has been shot dead. DeMarco is dispatched to help the prosecutor, Justice Porter, on the case which seems like a slam-dunk. Porter suspects witness tampering that may be connected to a pattern of cases across the county. 353 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95
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84719X THE BLADE BETWEEN. By Sam J. Miller. Ronan Szepessy promised himself he’d never return to Hudson. But when real estate developers turn out to be drinking, Ronan finds himself in the middle of a murder mystery. Is the government of Earth, a decade earlier, when a deadly virus broke out and killed nearly everyone, the real culprit? Or is there something else going on? The government—secretly, of course—has no idea what happened, and the city is on edge. 310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.90. $5.95

8438688 THE CHAOS FUNCTION. By Jack Skillingstead. Oliva Nikitas has been reporting from the front lines of the civil war in Algorn. When Brian, an aid worker she falls in love with, dies while following her she’ll do anything to bring him back. Oliva brings Brian back, accidentally becoming embroiled in a plot that isn’t of nuclear and biological disaster. Now she must stay ahead of the guardians of the tech, to save the whole world. 295 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

8432467 THE SOUL OF A THIEF. By Steven Hartov. In the spring of 1944, Shtefan Brandt, adjutant to a colonel of the Waffen SS, is sent on a mission to既要 save the widow, and baby Noah isn’t her son. He’s the mystery for private eye Jim Sader. What brings him back? Olivia brings Brian back,聩ly feeling by the news, her husband’s diary chronicling his many affairs. Sent reeling by the news, she must stay ahead of the guardians of the tech, to save the whole world. 295 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00. $5.95

8435899 WAGON TRAIN WEDDING. By Rhonda Gibson. Widowed Mrs. Cora Edwards sees Oregon as a fresh start for her and her son, but there are a few problems. She’s not a widow, and baby Noah isn’t her son. He’s the son of a wealthy textile merchant from Nablus, in Ottoman Palestine, studies in France during World War I. When he returns to Nablus he finds it under British rule and the nation is erupting. World War I is on the horizon, and Luke will be caught up in it. 342 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

8431326 MEET ME IN BOMBAY. By Jenny Ashcraft. It’s New Year’s Eve in Bombay, 1913, and Madeline Bright is yearning for all she has left behind in England. At the stroke of midnight Teddy makes a promise to Luke Devymond and, as the year changes, so do both their lives. War World I is on the horizon, and Luke will be given no choice but to fight. Luke has promised that they will meet again in Bombay. 394 pages. Avon. Pub. at $22.00. $6.95

8431926 BOMBSHELL. By Sarah Maclean. No one looks twice when Lady Sesily Talbot lures a gentleman into the dark gardens behind Mayfair Hall—and no one menos those traits are not what they seem. No one, that is, but Caleb Calhoun, who has spent years trying not to notice his best friend’s beautiful, brash, brilliant sister. But now Caleb is in trouble, because Sesily isn’t for forgetting, she’s forever. 117 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

846508 LITTLE TERRORS. By Emily Schultz. In the summer of 1933, Kennedy is embracing the grunge era and testing every limit. But her rebellion goes too far when, after a night of partying in the woods, her best friend, Haley, is murdered and suspicion falls upon Kennedy. She enters a guilty plea. In 2038 a crime science begins to ask questions and that makes Haley’s death come to light. 366 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $4.95

844524 PARTY GIRLS DIE IN PEARLS. By Plum Sykes. Ursula Flowerbottom, a studio city girl, goes for her first term at Oxford University, anticipating nothing more sinister than days spent pouring over history books. But when she discovers a classmate on the verge of losing her own life, she is catapulted into a murder investigation. She may be next on the murderer’s list! 331 pages. Hollywood. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

8429428 NVK. By Temple Drake. One night in 2049, Zhen Guo Xue, the owner of a group of European clients to a fashionable nightclub in Shanghai. While there, he meets a strikingly beautiful young Western woman named Naemi Yumi Kusaya. The two are drawn to one another, but Naemi proves irresistible, and they embark on an intoxicating affair, but Naemi is not what she appears to be. Is she a ghost? A demon? 340 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

8437258 READER, I MARRIED HIM. Ed. by Tracy Chevalier. Twenty of today’s most celebrated women authors have spun original stories using Jane Eyre as a springboard. This work features stories by Tessa Hadley, Tracy Chevalier, Helen Dunmore, Kristy Gunn, Susan Hill, Sarah Hall, Elyx Wyld, Joanna Briscoe, Esther Freud, Audrey Niffenegger, and more. 295 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $4.95

8438384 WAR AND PEAS: Funny Comics for Dark Times. By I. Kuen T. Pich. This offbeat comic features a dark, fairy tale aesthetic and a twist ending each time, combining twisted humor with a beloved cast of characters Telling a story using highly original humor, it has been seen comics to chronicle the lives of the characters. 151 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

845437X SAFELY ENDANGERED COMICS. By Chris McCoy. Hilarious, socially irresponsible, and just plain silly. This debut collection includes dozens of previously unseen comics, skewering everything from space travel and robotics to insects and video games. For those with a bold sense of humor, the only danger is that of laughing too hard. 143 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

8441123 CAST IN CHAOS. By Michelle Sagara. Kaylin Neya is a Hawk, part of the elite force tasked with keeping the City of Elantra safe. Her past is dark, her magic uncontrolled and she’s unpredictable. And nothing has prepared her for what is coming, when the charlatans on Elantra Street suddenly grow powerful, the Oracles are thrown into an uproar and the skies rain blood. 533 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

8451131 CAST IN SHADOW. By Michelle Sagara. Seven years ago Kaylin lied the crime riddled streets of Nightspace, knowing that something was after her. Children were being murdered and had the same markings and tattoos mysteriously appeared on her own skin. Children are once again dying. Her task is simple: find the killer, stop the murders and save the child who claims to be her MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

8429301 ANY MEANS NECESSARY. By Jenny罗内。In the highly anticipated sequel to Leona: The Lbe Is Cast, a corrupt detective with a personal vendetta against the actions of her actions while investigating a terrorist attack in the heart of Stockholm. 442 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95
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NEW FICTION

483589 WHEN NIETZSCHE WEPT. By Irvin D. Yalom. In nineteenth century Vienna, a drama of love, betrayal, and murder plays out amid the intellectual fervor that defined the era. Josef Breuer, one of the founding fathers of psychoanalysis and Friedrich Nietzsche's closest friend, is a man who never expected to find solace in their sessions. Unfolding the unforgettable story about the power of friendship.


4845619 GRACE AFTER HENRY. By Ethel Shorell. When the love of her life, Henry, is killed in a freak biking accident, Grace feels like she lost her own shadow. Until his long lost twin brother knocks on her door. Andy is Henry, and yet not quite. Soon Grace isn’t sure if she’s learning to let go or becoming desperate to hold on. 370 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

4833405 A STOLEN SUMMER. By Allegra Huston. With, mother, friend–Eve is all of these things. But who is she really? Now that her son has left home. Even the middle-aged woman staring back at her each morning—or the cold, loveless marriage she finds herself in. Previously published as Say My Name. 268 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

4834348 SWEETPEA. By C. J. Skuse. Rhianonn is your average girl next door, settled with her boyfriend and little dog, but she’s got a killer secret. A kill list. Because the girl overventions is able to get away with murder. 457 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

4835603 THE GLITTERING HOUR. By Iona Grey. Selina Lennox is a Bright Young Thing. Her life is a whirl of parties and drinking. Falling for penniless painter Lawrence Weston wasn’t exactly what she intended. But she did have her ＿/& her furious mother. Can she escape the tragic fate of the other women who have lived there? 403 pages.

4836580 FIERCENBORNE MANOR. By Kate Rieran. A house as old as Fiercombe Manor holds many secrets within its walls. But which dark chapter of its history is haunting Alice, a twenty two year old woman staying there during the summer of 1933? Pregnant, unmarried and disgraced, she has been exiled by her maternal aunt. Can she escape the tragic fate of the other women who have lived there? 403 pages.

4834283 THE SPITE GAME. By Anna Snoekstra. Mercilessly bullied in high school, Ava knows she needs to put the past behind her and move on, but she can’t–not until she’s exhaled a catastrophic revenge on the people who hurt her the most. 311 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

4841212 THE CROSSING. By Jason Mott. Twins Virginia and Tommy Matthews have been on their own since they were orphaned at the age of five. Twelve years later, the world begins to collapse as a holds planet steadily wipes out entire populations and a devastating world wars rage on. When Tommy is drafted for war, the twins decide to flee to the dark heart of a place they’ve never heard of before. 329 pages. Paper. Row. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

4846494 THE LADY UPSTAIRS. By Halley Sutton. Jo’s job is blackmailing homely men. Desperate to escape the consequences of her failed job, she decides to take on just one more sting, and she will do it behind her bare’s back, freeing both herself and Lou from the Lady’s grasp. But Jo soon learns that Lou and the Lady have secrets of their own, and that no woman is safe when there is a life changing payout on the line. 306 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

4843344 EXIT STRATEGY. By Charles Potts. When you need to disappear you call Exit Strategy. Jordan Parrish, founder of a startup, made the call when he thought he had no other way out. But after years of hiding out the circumstances that led him to make that decision. Was someone, in fact, working against him? To find out he will have to break the cardinal rule: never go back. Dick. 406 pages. HarperNor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

4846621 THREE LITTLE TRUTHS. By Ethne Shorell. Three women looking for a fresh start on idyllic Pine Road. Their friendship will change their lives and reveal secrets they never imagined. An explosive power of three little truths.

4820494 THE RETURN OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. Ed. by Max Jakobowski. Inspired by the incomparable Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, these original stories from notable names in contemporary mystery writing offer new perspectives on Sherlock’s most familiar cases as they navigate the intellectual ferments that defined the era. A collection of literature’s most beloved detective for an all new set of mysteries. 322 pages. Mango.

4830249 THE ST. LOUIS ANTHOLOGY. Ed. by Ryan Schuessler. This collection of stories captures the city’s past and its future, celebrating those who have faced both, living complex and nuanced lives in this city that is one of the most fascinating in the nation. 240 pages. Bell. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

4846435 THE HOUSE GIRL. By Tara Conklin. Lina Sparrow is an ambitious young woman staying there when she fell hard. Selina finds herself choosing what’s safe over what’s right in this epic novel of the intellectual ferment that defined the era. A story of love, fate, and will is played out amid the dark chapter of its history is haunting Alice, a twenty two year old woman staying there during the summer of 1933? Pregnant, unmarried and disgraced, she has been exiled by her maternal aunt. Can she escape the tragic fate of the other women who have lived there? 403 pages.

NEW AUDIO BOOKS

4837791 THE LONG SIDGE. Thirty Years in American Journalism. By Tucker Carlson. Tucker Carlson, the New York Times bestselling author and signature wit with 20/20 hindsight. Carlson investigates in this provocative and memorable collection a question on all of our minds: Has America learned that much the past recent decades? The answer is, unequivocally, yes. Over 7 hours on seven CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99

NEW DVDS

4830724 FRAKES AND GEEKS: The Complete Series. Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this series is a throwback focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls; and the brains, nerds and squares. Although it ran for only two seasons, its 90 episodes has remained a cult favorite. Cast includes Seth Rogan, James Franco and Linda Cardellini. Includes all 18 episodes. Over 18 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93

$9.95
NEW DVDs

**DVD 4837290 FREAKS AND GEEKS: Yearbook Edition.** Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls; and the brains, nerds and stick figures. Seth, Rogen, Linda Cardellini and Jason Segel. Eight DVDs are packaged within a 80-page yearbook filled with essays, rare photos and memorabilia. twenty-four hours. Shout Factory. Pub. at $169.99. $39.95

**DVD 4837053 THE STRANGERS/FREAKS AND GEEKS: Complete Series.** Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this Emmy award-winning series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls; and the brains, nerds and stick figures. Seth, Rogen, Linda Cardellini and Jason Segel. All 18 episodes. Over 13 hours on six DVDs. $149.99

**DVD 4837002 THE STRANGERS/THE HITCHER.** Widescreen. Lock your doors and turn out the lights for this one-two punch of bloody chillers. First it’s The Strangers, the shockingly violent home invasion thriller about a man who regrettably at home is violently transformed into a maelstrom of terror by three masked strangers. Then, Sean Bean is The Hitcher, the unhinged, psychopathic road warrior, both Still. Both Rated 169, 169. Alliance. $5.95

**DVD 4831314 ERASED.** Widescreen. Ex-CIA operative Ben Logan (Aaron Eckhart) has been long estranged from his young daughter. That instantly changes when both are mysteriously targeted for termination, and all evidence of Logan’s life is erased, and now the two are on the run. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. E One. $4.95

**★ DVD 4840194 PUT YOUR DEVIL INTO MY HELL.** Widescreen. Britto Albertini’s medieval-set comedy tackling the idle village Lothario who becomes obsessed with bedding the wife of the Mayor and then goes insane lengths to reach his goal, getting into all manner of misadventure along the way. Dubbed in English, Not Rated. 86 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 4837029 ATTACK ON Leningrad.** Widescreen. Based on the harrowing true story of WWII’s deadliest siege, Winter, 1941; WWII rages on as Nazi troops invade the Soviet Union and besiege the devastated city of Leningrad. Foreign journalists are quickly evacuated, but in the chaos that ensues, Kate Davis (Mira Sorvino) is left behind. Rated R. English. 110 minutes. E One. $5.95

**★ DVD 4835905 AGATHA TRIPLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. In Agatha and the Truth of Murder, Miss Marple (Juliet Mills) solves a murder case, so she decides to solve a real-life murder. Then, in Agatha and the Curse of Ishtar Agatha arrives in Baghdad seeking culture and peace but finds an attractive archaeologist with a bullet wound. Finally, in Agatha and the Murder at Mincio the Blizt rolls on and Agatha’s future is threatened by fallout from the war. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs.PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**★ DVD 4839941 MANIA KILLER.** Widescreen. A sadistic, religious killer stalks a French village, kidnapping prostitutes and subjecting them to unimaginable tortures under the guise of saving their souls. When a man’s daughter is taken, he hires two hired guns up with a mob of angry pimps to track down the maniacal, holy rolling killers and put an end to their bloody mission. Stars Bo Svenson and Chuck Connors. 84 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**★ DVD 4839951 THE RESONATOR: Miskatonic U.** Widescreen. A University student starts experimenting with black magic and becomes obsessed with completing work on The Resonator, an inter-dimensional device that opens doorways to other worlds. With the aid of his closest friends, they manage to get the machine running with terrifying results! Stars Dane Oliver, Michael Paré, and Amanda Wyss. 64 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 4836332 SOME LIKE IT HOT.** Widescreen. A Billy Wilder comedy classic! When Joe (Tony Curtis) and Jerry (Jack Lemmon) witness a gangland shooting, they board a train to Florida, disguised as the two newest—and homeliest—members of an all-girl jazz band. Their disguises are perfect, until a lovelorn singer (Marilyn Monroe) falls for one of them! English SDH. 110 minutes. E One. $7.95

**★ DVD 483235 THE COWBOY AND THE LADY.** Widescreen. Full color. When bored Palm Beach rich girl Mary Smith (Meryl Streep) convinces her nuns to take her along on a trip to a blind date, she never expects to meet the cowpoke of her dreams (Gary Cooper). And when she convinces him he’s a druggist’s servant, the unlikely couple fall head over spurs in love. CC. In B&W. 92 minutes. MGM. $7.95

**DVD 4837061 LOCKED IN.** Widescreen. A suspicious car accident leaves Josh and Emma’s daughter in a coma. As Josh’s world unravels, the impossible happens: he starts receiving signs from his comatose daughter that offer clues to the true cause of the accident. Is this really happening, or is Josh losing his mind? Stars Ben Barnes, Sarah Roemer and Eliza Dushku. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. E One. $5.95

**★ DVD 4837049 FRANKIE DRAKE MYSTERIES: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. The team of Frankie Drake (Lauren Lee Smith) and her partner Trudy Clarke (Chantel Riley) deliver a slate of new adventures as the ladies of Drake Private Detectives take on more challenging cases and face some impressive foes. Includes all 10 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

**★ DVD 4837030 FRANKIE DRAKE MYSTERIES: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. Follow the female private detectives Frankie Dale (Lauren Lee Smith) and her partner Trudy Clarke (Chantel Riley) as they fight crime in 1920s Toronto. They are new detectives for a new world, but is their world ready for them? Includes all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

**★ DVD 4837022 FRANKIE DRAKE MYSTERIES: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. The Drake Private Detectives take on cases that probe every cross section of 1920s Toronto, Frankie (Lauren Lee Smith), and Trudy’s (Chantel Riley), fearless sense of adventure gets them into all kinds of trouble, but they always manage to get themselves out. Includes all 11 Season One episodes. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

**DVD 4836111 MRS. WILSON/FLESHE.** Widescreen. When the husband Alec is dead, when a woman arrives claiming to be Alec’s real wife. It becomes clear that Alec did die with secrets. In Flesh and Blood, time moves quickly when a recently widowed mother announces her love for a new man. Finally, in The Chaperone Norma Carlisle (Elizabeth McGovern) accompanies a young woman on a trip to New York. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99. $39.95

**DVD 4836499 DAYS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Incisive, fascinating and dramatic, this collection brings to life truly groundbreaking events. Stars Josh Malina includes all 10 Season Two Episodes. English SDH. Over nine hours on 2 double-sided DVDs. BBC Video. $9.95

**DVD 4837045 FLIGHT OF THE RED BALLOON.** Widescreen. The tale of a boy, Simon, dealing with the increased fragility of his loving yet preoccupied mother, Suzanne (-Juliette Binoche). When a Taiwanese film student is hired to help Simon make films, the unique extended family is formed—utterly dependent on each other yet lost in separate dreams of reality. Shy red balloon. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. $9.95

**★ DVD 4840186 CRASH!** Widescreen. Before Christine, another killer car screamed down the highways looking for blood in this enraged 1977 auto carrage. Over the top with bizarre twists, endless car chases and enough car crashes to fill five films combined in this vintage Band-splottation sagas! Stars Sue Lyon and Jose Ferrer. 99 minutes. E One. $7.95

**DVD 4836308 M*A*S*H: Season One.** Fullscreen. Welcome to the 4077! Relive your favorite moments from the iconic show with this three DVD collector’s edition containing all 24 classic Season One episodes, including the pilot. So, journey back to that special place where friendships were forged, laughter was found and drinks were served. Stars Alan Alda and Loretta Swit. CC. Over 10 hours. E One. $9.95

**DVD 4836995 SEX DRIVE.** Widescreen. Ian has a decision to make: stay home and save a virgin or drive 800 miles to lose it with an online hottie. Decision made. Now Ian and his buddies are on a sex safari with BFF baggage Felicia in tow. Stars Josh Zuckerman and Clark Duke. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Also includes the Unrated version. $7.95

**DVD 4836887 THE PEERINGS OF A WALLFLOWER.** Widescreen. Charlie (Logan Lerman) is a high school freshman who is always watching from the sidelines until he discovers two seniors take hikes under their wing. Beautiful, free-spirited Sam (Emma Watson) and her fearless step-brother Patrick (Ezra Miller) shepherd Charlie through new friendships, first love and burgeoning sexuality. CC. 103 minutes. E One. $4.95

**★ DVD 4835921 ATLANTIC CROSSING: Masterpiece.** Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this is the untold story of Crown Princess Martha becoming an influential figure in world politics during WWII. She puts her marriage at risk and convinces FDR to support her in the struggle that will lead to the U.S. joining the War. Stars Kyle MacLachlan and Sofia Helin. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $44.99. $36.95

**DVD 4836550 HUMAN TARGET: The Complete First Season.** Mark Valley is protector for hire Christopher Chance in this thrill-packed 12-episode set based on the DC Comics series and graphic novels. From piloting an upside down jumbo jet to body surfing off a gang of bikers, Christopher Chance will always put his life on the line for the job. Also stars Chi McBride and Jackie Earle Haley. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $11.95. $9.95

**DVD 4836227 THE APARTMENT.** Widescreen. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is legendary director Billy Wilder at his most-scandalous. Billy Holiday. Stars include Jack Lemmon, Fred MacMurray, Shirley MacLaine and Ray Walston. Not Rated. In B&W. CC. 125 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**DVD 4839338 SAFE HAVEN.** Widescreen. After a mysterious woman moves to a small town and falls in love with a handsome widower, a dark secret from her past catches up with him in the most harrowing of ways. Stars Josh Duhamel and Julianne Hough. English SDH. 115 minutes. E One. $5.95
NEW DVDS

**DVD 4836286 HAVE GUN-WILL TRAVEL: The Fourth Season, Volume One.** Fullscreen. Rival tribesmen of Paladin with the first 19 episodes from the Fourth Season of this classic TV series. Paladin (Richard Boone), a gentleman and a gunfighter, is forced to settle problems without violence. Yet, when forced to fight, he excels. He ventures forth whenever needed, righting wrongs and lending a heroic hand. In B&W. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $8.95

**DVD 4836374 4 FILM FAVORITES CLASSIC HOLIDAY COLLECTION, VOL. 1.** Make your holiday season magical with four festive film favorites: Christmas in Connecticut with Barbara Stanwyck and Dennis Morgan; Mme. Bovary with Reginald Owen and Gene Lockhart; Boys Town with Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney; and The Singing Nun with Debbie Reynolds. Most in B&W. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on four DVDs. Warner Home Video. $6.95

**DVD 4836367 THE WINNING OF BARBARA WORTH.** Fullscreen. Gorgeous young Barbara Worth wants one thing—to help her adopt father turn their dusty Arizona town into a gem of a city. But when a wealthy land developer is hired to build a dam and tap the Colorado River, Barbara finds herself the object of a rivalry between her close friend (Barry Cooper) and the developer's son. This silent film was released in 1926. In B&W. 89 minutes. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 4836081 JOURNEY INTO BUDDHISM.** Widescreen. The acclaimed Taira trilogy of John Bush. Dharma River; Pragia Earth and Wind. The living presence of place is the primary focus of these lyrical films which are meditations themselves. Their deliberate paces, evocative music and harmonies are designed to induce a inner journey while traveling to these legendary places. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 4836030 HALIFAX: Retribution.** Widescreen. A sniper who leaves no trace is terrorizing the city, and Jane Halifax (Rebecca Gibney) is approached by Commander Tom Saracen (Anthony LaPaglia) to help find the killer. As Jane is forced to go back into the files and nightmares of her past, will she ever be linked to the sniper, or to secrets from her past? English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 483612X PROFESSOR T.** Widescreen. Professor Jasper Tempest (Ben Miller) precisely calibrates and structures every aspect of his life. His regimented approach keeps his OCD and germophobia under control. But Professor T's buttoned-down world is slowly undone when a wealthy land developer is hired to build a dam and tap the Colorado River, Barbara finds herself the object of a rivalry between her close friend (Barry Cooper) and the developer's son. This silent film was released in 1926. In B&W. 89 minutes. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 4836096 FINDING ROOTS: Season 7.** Over the course of ten episodes, Henry Louis Gates Jr. uses genealogical detective work and cutting edge DNA analysis to guide twenty influential guests through their family trees. Featuring Glenn Close, John Lithgow, Mandy Patinkin, Don Lemon, Jim Gaffigan, Clint Black and many others. English SDH. Over four hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. Over eight hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 4836197 US: Masterpiece.** Widescreen. Connie and Douglas Peterson are set for a grand tour of Europe. It’s one last family holiday before their only son leaves for university. But just days before their departure, Connie announces they are separating. They decide to continue with the trip and Douglas sees this as his last chance to win Connie back. Collects all four episodes. English SDH. Over three hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 4837800 SANDITON: Masterpiece.** Widescreen. Entrepreneur Tom Parker is transformed into a sleepy fishing village into a fashionable spa resort. Along comes the impulsive and unconventional Charlotte Heywood, who swaps her city upbringing for a seaside town on the rise. Collects all 5 episodes. Stars Kris Marshall and Rose Williams. English SDH. 6 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 4837854 BEECHAM HOUSE: Masterpiece.** Widescreen. As a former soldier in the East India Company, John Beecham arrives in 1795 at the grand Beecham house in Delhi, with his infant son of mixed parentage. He is tasked with reuniting his family in Delhi and keeps the identity of his child secret but at what cost to himself and those he loves? Starring Tom Bateman and Lesley Nicol. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $31.95

**DVD 4836952 WONDER WOMAN: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Former Miss USA Lynda Carter stars as Wonder Woman, who hides her identity behind the很是 transformed character. English Department. SDH. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.98

**DVD 4836112 NIKITA: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. In a game-changing turnaround, the Division is now run by Nikita (Maggie Q), Michael (Shane West) and former CIA analyst Ryan Fletcher (Noah Bean), who has been tasked with cleaning up after the previous regime or else. This new team must round up the Dirty Thirty—rogue assassins who remain at a large. Collects all 22 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

**DVD 4836448 BLADE: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The legendary vampire hunter is reborn and collected here for the first time in its action-packed entirety. When the evil House of Chthon unveils a plan to infiltrate and overthrow the human race with a new vampire super-breed, only Blade (Sticky Fingaz) and a newly transformed ally (Jill Wagner) can save the world from the undead. Not Rated. CC. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. New Line Home Ent. Pub. at $39.99. $9.95

**DVD 4836634 HELEN MIRREN AT THE BBC.** Fullscreen. Presents nine defining television performances from the early career of this truly remarkable actress. In productions from 1974-1982 and ranging from Bernard Shaw’s The Apple Cart to Dennis Potter’s acclaimed television play Blue Remembered Hills, this collection showcases a young Helen Mirren on her road to stardom. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. BBC Video. $9.95

**DVD 4837037 THE DAY.** Widescreen. Open war against humanity rages. Five survivors—lost and on the run. The pursuit is relentless, the bullets are dwindling and the battle lines are drawn. The Day has come. Stars Shauna Ashmore, Ashley Bell, and Michael Eklund. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. E One. $5.95

**DVD 4836502 DEATH WISH.** Widescreen. FT. Paul Kersey (Bruce Willis) is a surgeon who only sees the aftermath of violence. Yet, when forced to fight, he excels. He ventures forth whenever needed, righting wrongs and lending a heroic hand. In B&W. 89 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 4836278 THE GRADUATE.** Widescreen. Shy Benjamin Braddock (Dustin Hoffman) returns home from college with an uncertain future—a confusion that only deepens when he begins an affair with the wife of his father’s business partner, Mrs. Robinson (Ann-Margret). $5.95

**DVD 483626X THE GOOD NEIGHBOR.** Widescreen. When a boy you had the equipment and the ambition, could you convince another person that they were being haunted? Two teenage boys attempt to do just that. Through a series of escalating “haunts” the boys prod an elderly neighbor to answer and further in order to get a reaction. But this is the last person they should have chosen for their project. Not Rated. English SDH. 53 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 4836065 HUMAN: The World Without End.** Widescreen. The series fashions seven systems and charts a journey through their innerworkings: the nervous system, the circulatory system, the digestive system, the immune system, the endocrine system, and the reproductive system. Experts reveal how the amazing feats humans can perform trace back to the incredible resilience of the human body. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $27.95.

**DVD 4836189 UNFORGOTTEN: The Complete Fourth Season.** Widescreen. The BAFTA-winning hit series returns, as DI Cassie Stuart (Nicola Walker) and DI Sunny Khan (Sanjeev Bhaskar) investigate a cold case with alarming links to the police force. Includes all six Season Four episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $27.95

**DVD 4837806 THE DICTATOR’S PLAYBOOK.** Widescreen. Meeting the most ruthless rulers of recent history, Kim IL Sung, Saddam Hussein, Benito Mussolini, Manuel Noriega, Francois Fabien and Idi Amin, the race is on. And as different these men were from each other, all of them followed a series of essential steps, from seizing power to eliminating enemies. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $27.95

**DVD 4837843 THE WINDERMERE CHILDREN.** Widescreen. Tells the story of the pioneering project to rehabilitate 300 young orphaned Jewish refugees who survived a war, and how they began new lives on the shores of Lake Windermere in England’s Lake District. Stars Thomas Kretschmann, Romola Garai, and Iain Glen. English SDH. 145 minutes on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $27.95

**DVD 4837673 HOWARDS END: Masterpiece.** Widescreen. Often considered E.M. Forster’s masterpiece, this is the story of two independent and unconventional sisters and their respective families. It’s the search for love and meaning as they navigate an ever changing world. Stars Hayley Atwell, Matthew Macfadyen, and Joe Bannister. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $27.95

**DVD 4836014 GARFIELD AND FRIENDS: The Grumpy Cat Collection.** Widescreen. Get ready for the first three seasons of the beloved animated feature film TV series! Join Garfield, his canine sidekick Odie and their gullible owner Jon for many memorable adventures. Includes more than 30 episodes. English SDH. Over 2 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99. $24.95

**DVD 4837819 SINKING CITIES.** Widescreen. Shows New York, London, Tokyo and Miami preparing for the real time impact of rising seas and devising colossal projects to impact our uncertain future—a confusion that only deepens when he begins an affair with the wife of his father’s business partner, Mrs. Robinson (Ann-Margret). $5.95

**DVD 4836815 THE GRADUATE.** Widescreen. Shy Benjamin Braddock (Dustin Hoffman) returns home from college with an uncertain future—a confusion that only deepens when he begins an affair with the wife of his father’s business partner, Mrs. Robinson (Ann-Margret). $5.95
NEW DVDs

**DVD 4836146 REEF RESCUE: Nova. Widescreen.** On tropical reefs around the globe, scientists race against time to engineer heat-resistant “super corals,” and now their work is being put to the test. This band of international scientists have come together with one determined purpose: find a way to save the coral. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837789 RIVERS OF LIFE. Widescreen.** This landmark three-part series reveals a wide and fresh perspective on the extraordinary land and freshwater wildlife, and the remarkable people who live alongside three iconic rivers, the Nile, Mississippi, and the Amazon. English SDH. 165 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837681 INSIDE THE MEGAFIRE: NOVA. Widescreen.** Tells the stories of residents who had to flee for their lives during the 2018 Camp Fire in California. Racing to understand what’s behind the rise of mega fires across the American West, scientists investigate reasons for the dramatic increase in wildfires in recent decades. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837614 EQUUS: Story of the Horse. Widescreen.** Join equine experts on a 2-part episode adventure around the world and a journey back in time to discover the origins of the horse. Uncover the emotional intelligence of horses and their deep connection with humans. Encounter extraordinary horse breeds and meet the horses of Sable Island that are returning to the wild ways of their ancestors. 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837711 KOREA: The Never Ending War. Widescreen.** A new light on the global repercussions that led to the Korean War in 1950, when the Cold War turned hot, and how today that war’s brutal legacy has forced the world into a deadly nuclear showdown. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4835948 BIG BEND: Nature. Widescreen.** Big Bend is a vast, unspoiled wonderland of skies and sea to some of America’s most glorious wildlife. Journey alongside black bears, witness an elaborate hummingbird courtship display, and observe a lightning strike as the team uncovers some new dramas unfold in these untamed borderlands. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4835162 CHIP THAT CHANGED THE WORLD: Nova. Widescreen.** A well-preserved wreck off the coast of Sweden dating back to the era of Columbus reveals new details about the engineering that changed the world. Dive with NOVA as we recover the sunken clues to this significant new discovery. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4835980 DOLLY PARTON: 50 Years at the Opry. Widescreen.** Dolly Parton, the undisputed Queen of Country Music, celebrates 50 years as a member of Grand Ole Opry. Recorded live in Nashville, this amazing special pays tribute to her songs and career with special performances from Dolly and her star guests, including Lady A, Emmylou Harris and Hank Williams Jr. English SDH. 75 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4835999 FIGHTING FOR FERTILITY: Nova. Widescreen.** In the United States, some ten percent of people who wish to have children struggle with infertility. NOVA follows the journeys of people facing barriers to fertility, their stories, and navigating assisted reproductive technologies. The pain and joys of each story highlight the complexity of infertility in America. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4844718 PICTURE A SCIENTIST. NOVA. Widescreen.** Science has provided humanity with invaluable technologies, lifesaving medicines, and awe-inspiring discoveries. But there is also a dark reality to the field: gender and racial discrimination and harassment. How does science itself more diverse and open to all. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 483772X LETTERS FROM BAGHDAD. Widescreen.** Chronicles Gertrude Bell’s extraordinary journey into both the uncharted Arabian desert and the inner sanctum of British Colonial power. Bell was an explorer, archaeologist and diplomat who helped shape the Middle East after World War I and an outspoken critic of colonial policies in Iraq. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837762 THE QUEEN AND THE COUP. Widescreen.** In February 1953, little does Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II, know she is about to be deposited in a U.S. (and a) U.S. (and a U.S.) U.S. U.S. ella’s last democratic leader in favor of an all powerful Shah. The coup will eventually lead to the Islamic Revolution of 1979 which will end the reign of the Shah, and forever change the American influence in Iran. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4838154 SHARKS OF HAWAII: Nature. Widescreen.** Under the waves and tropical sun, each of Hawaii’s volcanic islands host a unique ocean landscape teeming with biodiversity. But one predator reigns supreme—the shark. Hopping from island to island, uncovering moments of cooperation, rarely seen hunting tactics and striking insights into the world’s paradise. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837797 SAMMY DAVIS, JR.: I’ve Gotta Be Me. Widescreen.** He was Mr. Entertainment, a show business legend, an American original and one of the most beloved and complicated performers of his generation. This film captures his life and career on and off stage. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4826072 BROADWAY MUSICALS: A Jewish Legacy. Widescreen.** Narrated by Tony and Academy Award winner Joel Grey, this entertaining documentary mingles cultural history with illuminating perspectives on the origins and meanings of some of Broadway’s most beloved songs, stories and shows. Showcases the works of legends such as Irving Berlin, Jerome Kern, George and Ira Gershwin, Stephen Sondheim and more. English SDH. 80 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837770 RELIEVING STRESS WITH YOGA.** By stretching, strengthening and balancing the muscles with poses, yoga can help reduce the physical symptoms of stress and anxiety which often lead to tension, tightness and pain. With three out of four Americans regularly experiencing stress, there’s never been a better time to begin your yoga practice. English SDH. 140 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4835913 AMERICAN OZ: American Experience. Widescreen.** When L. Frank Baum published The Wonderful Wizard of Oz in 1900, he was 44 years old and had spent much of his life pursuing the American dream. This film tells the remarkable story of the man behind the story, his quest, and how his life was not only a tale of facts, exaggeration, manipulation and mythology as we examine the lives of three women, Elizabeth I, Queen Anne and Marie Antoinette. English SDH. 160 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837476 MCCARTHY: Power Feeds on Fear. Widescreen.** Chronicles the rise and fall of Joseph McCarthy, the wisconsin senator who came to power after a stunning victory in an election no one thought he could win. Once in office, he declared that there were communists in the U.S. army, and he was brought down by his own excesses and overreach. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4836170 TULSA: The Fire and the Remembrance.** Examines the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre on the 100th anniversary of the crime. The film includes interviews with descendants of victims and probables, their devastating experience affects their lives in today’s America, and also documents the current excavation of potential mass graves from the event. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4836103 LIFE AT THE WATERHOLE.** Captures three dramatic periods: the middle of the dry season, the hottest time of year and the height of the first rains to gain insights into the lives of some of Africa’s most iconic animals. As warthogs, giraffes, monkeys and big cats all jostle for position at the new watering hole, the team uncovers the increasingly water in Africa. English SDH. 165 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4835956 BILLY GRAHAM: American Experience. Widescreen.** Examines the evangelist’s influence on American culture, intersecting the voices of historians, scholars, witnesses, family, and Graham himself, to create a kaleidoscopic portrait of a singular figure in the American Experience. English SDH. 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837851 WORLD WAR SPEED: Secrets of the Dead. Widescreen.** It’s long been known that German soldiers used speedboats to kill hundreds of Pervia in the Second World War. But have tales of Nazis on speed obscured the other side of the story, the massive use of stimuli by British and American troops. Historian James Holland digs deep to unearth the truth. English SDH. 85 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 483609X THE LEOPARD LEGACY: Nature. Widescreen.** A mighty jaguar’s journey along Zambezi River. She has given birth to two cubs and faces the challenging task of motherhood including feeding the cubs and deciding on their hunting process. One of the cubs is lost, but she forges on as a devoted mother to her other blue-eyed cub. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4836138 PENGUIN: Nature. Widescreen.** Follow the fate of a female puma—a large mountain lion that hunts for guanacos from the valley to the hillsides—in her prime as she hunts and teaches her four young cubs how to live in the extraordinary and perilous world of Child of Torres del Paine National Park. English SDH. 55 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837385 SUPER CATS: NATURE. Widescreen.** Everyone loves big cats, especially the rare snow leopard. Featuring 31 species of cats, this ground-breaking three-part mini-series uncovers the secret lives of big cats, introduces behaviors captured for the first time, and brings these animal superstars out of the shadows revealing how cats survive and thrive. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95

**DVD 4837738 LUCY WARDLEY’S ROYAL MYTHS & SECRETS, VOLUME 1. Widescreen.** Journey across Europe to visit the incredible locations where royal history was made. From the Spanish Armada to the French Revolution, the history of Europe is a mixture of facts, exaggeration, manipulation and mythology as we examine the lives of three women, Elizabeth I, Queen Anne and Marie Antoinette. English SDH. 160 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95
NEW DVDS

★ DVD 4840666 NO HEARD THE SCREAM. Widescreen. When a woman spies her neighbor disposing of his wife’s corpse, she will cross the line from witness to accomplice to something far more depraved. Vincente Parra, Carmen Sevilla and Maria Ausqueros star in this twisted thriller from director Basque filmmaker Eloy de la Iglesia. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 92 minutes. New Line Cinema. Pub. at $11.95.

★ DVD 4844521 CANNIBAL MAN. Widescreen. After a knife-wielding man (Vincente Parra) accidently kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his widening collection. Though simple but shocking, you are what he eats! Not Rated. 98 minutes. Sevren. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4847954 RED SCREAM VAMPIRES. Widescreen. Theodora and Elenora are the second year old vampires who haunt a long abandoned train terminal. They pick up male hitchhikers with promises of a night of erotic excess that quickly turns into a blood-feeding frenzy. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4847857 FRIGHTWORLD. Widescreen. Nine people find themselves trapped in a warehouse that contains the remains of the old Frightworld Amusement Park—a place haunted by the spirit of Verden Felli, a serial killer who died there a year before. Verden has awakened and is hungry for human souls. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4847822 DISINTEGRATION. Widescreen. A woman stumbles through the woods and finds the remains of the old Frightworld Amusement Park—a place haunted by the spirit of Verden Felli, a serial killer who died there a year before. Verden has awakened and is hungry for human souls. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4847489 PRISON OF THE PSYCHOTIC DAMNED. Widescreen. Five ghost hunters spend a night in a long abandoned train station located deep in the heart of Buffalo, New York’s notorious East Side ghetto. The Terminal, as it’s called, is said to be haunted by all those who have chosen to remain with it in its cold stone walls. What begins as a joke turns into a terrifying nightmare for the five ghost hunters. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 484821X THE SMITHS: Sad About the Wrong Boy. Fullscreen. Reviews the entire career of The Smiths, beginning with their formation in Manchester in the early 1980s and taking flight through their four pivotal albums, their numerous, legendary singles, the live performances and the controversial behavior, culminating in their abrupt breakup. Smiths. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4837369 GARFIELD: THE MOVIE. Widescreen. Join everyone’s favorite fat cat Garfield, along with his pal Odie and owner Jon, for twenty hilarious adventures. Tag along with Garfield and friends as they re-imagine his favorite fairy tales, bring history to life, solve crimes big and small, and much more! 145 minutes. SkippRope.

★ DVD 4836883 THE RITE. Widescreen. Inspired by true events, this supernatural thriller follows a seminary student sent to study exorcism at the Vatican with legendary Father Lucas (Anthony Hopkins). Drawn into a terrifying case that puts even Father Lucas’s skill, the young seminarian glimpses a phenomenon science can’t explain or control. English SDH, 114 minutes. New Line Cinema. Pub. at $14.95.

★ DVD 4840208 THE 27TH DAY. Five people from five different nations suddenly find themselves in an alien’s spaceship where they are each given a capsule. Any of these individuals can instantly launch the capsules anywhere they choose and each one will then establish all in more than 3,000 miles. What will they choose? Not Rated. In B&W. 65 minutes. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95.

★ DVD 484615X RETURN OF THE STREET FIGHTER. Widescreen. Ogatau is a mobster with activities that could put him behind bars, so he hires Terry Sugary (Sonny Chiba) to hatch a couple of captured employees. Along with taking care of business, his old nemesis appears to seek revenge, of course punishing, kicking and breaking bones is the only way to a finale. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 77 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95.

★ DVD 4846184 THE STREET FIGHTER MASTER. Widescreen. A mercenary karate master is hired by Yakuza and the Mafia to kidnap an oil magnate’s daughter. After the fee for kidnapping is denied, Terry (Sonny Chiba) convenes on the goon squad of the law smashing heads in and tearing off limbs along the way. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 92 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95.

★ DVD 4846192 THE STREET FIGHTER’S LAST REVENGE. Widescreen. Terry Sugary (Sonny Chiba) is hired to recover tops that contain the formula to make heroin. Of course, he is fooled and must take immediate action through the only way he knows—martial arts. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95.

★ DVD 4846176 SISTER STREET FIGHTER. Widescreen. Tina Long’s brother worked as an undercover agent to penetrate a drug ring that is smuggling drugs from Japan to Hong Kong. Lee Long’s cover is blown and he is captured. Tina gets help from a martial arts teacher, Sonny Kawasaka (Sonny Chiba) to help her free her brother. Rated R. In Japanese with English subtitles. 66 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95.


NEW BLU-RAYS

★ Blu-ray 4843762 FREAKS AND GEEKS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Seton McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids, jocks, geeks and squares and squares. Although it ran for only one season, it has remained a cult favorite. Cast includes Seth Rogen, James Franco and Linda Cardellini. Includes all 18 episodes. 86 minutes. Blu-ray. Pub. at $39.95.

★ Blu-ray 484611X FORGOTTEN GIALLI, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. Presented here are a trio of early ’70s gialli, all directed by filmmakers who had never directed one before, and presenting wildly different approaches to the genre’s most prevalent trappings, ranging from deliberately sleazy, to high concept, to unavengingly grim and somber. Includes The Girl in Room 2A, The French Sex Murders; and My Dear Killer. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 Blu-rays. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.95.


★ Blu-ray 4840659 LAWMOWER MAN 2: Jobe’s War. Widescreen. In this intense follow-up to that cult classic where the original Lawmower Man ended, Joe (Matt Frewer) has become hostage in futuristic hell. But when he discovers a chip that will give him the key to the ultimate revenge, the battle for world control begins. English. Not Rated. Pub. at $24.95.

★ Blu-ray 4840892 ADRENALIN. Widescreen. Theodore Lamont stars as a police officer locked in a desperate, do or die race against time. Teamed with a rookie cop (Natalia Henstridge) he must quick track down a savage killer who threatens the world. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.95.

★ Blu-ray 4836049 HEMINGWAY. Widescreen. Examines the visionary work and lasting influence of the greatest and most influential American writers. Intimate and insightful, the series weaves together Hemingway’s biography with evocative work, while revealing, in a deeply troubled and ultimately tragic figure. English SDH. Nearly six hours on 3 Blu-rays. Pub. at $39.95.

★ Blu-ray 4847814 THE DARK WIDOW. Widescreen. In this chilling tale of alien terror, a writer (William Devane) takes a personal interest in a series of baffling, shocking murders in Los Angeles—and eventually the suspect may not be human. But the truth behind the murders is far more strange and horrifying than anyone could ever imagine. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Pub. at $17.95.

★ Blu-ray 4836871 ROBIN B HOOD. Widescreen. Jackie Chan plays an acrobatic cat burglar with a knack for getting out of tight spots. When he gets lured into a shopping plot, he’ll need to think quick and move fast to fend off the police and a squad of mob thugs, while protecting the hostage and his big pay out. Not Rated. English SDH. 125 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95.

★ Blu-ray 4836340 TROLL 2. Widescreen. Disguised as friendly country folk, a pugnacious posse of people-eating trolls lures visitors to their town. But a family of four is about to discover that this place is a real tourist trap—and they’re the prey! English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the absurd cult classic. 95 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95.

★ Blu-ray 4846044 AWAKEN. Widescreen. Explores humanity’s relationship with technology and the natural world. Shot over a five year period in many countries, the film pioneers state of the art timelapse, time-dilation, underwater, and aerial cinematography techniques to give the viewer a unique perspective that is rich. Narrated by Liv Tyler. Includes 4K UHD Blu-ray and CC, 83 minutes. Gunpowder & Sky. Pub. at $29.95.

★ Blu-ray 4836782 MOM AND DAD. Widescreen. A pit-black action comedy where a strange disorder suddenly causes parents to violently turn against their own children, forcing a suburban teen to turn to a troll hunter to evade the clutches of their now-deranged mom (Sela Blair) and dad (Nicolas Cage). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions.

★ Blu-ray 4836842 THE STREETS OF MADRID. Widescreen. A story that chronicles what happens when a strange disorder suddenly causes parents to violently turn against their own children, forcing a suburban teen to turn to a troll hunter to evade the clutches of their now-deranged mom (Sela Blair) and dad (Nicolas Cage). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions.

★ Blu-ray 4836779 CANNIBAL MAN. Widescreen. After a knife-wielding man (Vincente Parra) accidently kills a man during a fight, he begins to lose his grip on sanity. As his brutal crimes escalate and the body count grows, the killer must find a way to dispose of his widening collection. Though simple but shocking, you are what he eats! Not Rated. 98 minutes. Sevren. Pub. at $14.95.
NEW BLU-RAYS

**Blu-ray 4843634** OVERBOARD. Widescreen. While her yacht’s stuck for repairs in a small Chilean port, a spoiled socialite Joanna (Goldie Hawn) hires local carpenter Dean Profitt (Kurt Russell) to remodel her cabin—but loses her memory after an onboard claim. Dean claims she’s Annie, his wife, and makes her work off her debt by taking care of his kids and house. English SDH. 112 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

**Blu-ray 4843685** PRIDE AND Prejudice. Widescreen. When four cops down-two dead, two likely. An NYPD drug bust has gone horribly wrong, and Detective Ray Tierney heads the investigating task force. He has family ties to the case. Blu-ray uncovers, the more those family ties are tested. Stars Edward Norton and Colin Farrell. Rated R. English SDH. 130 minutes.

**Blu-ray 4843645** TERRITORY. Widescreen. The harrowing true story of a family’s fight for survival following a violent revolution. Featuring powerful performances by Academy Award winner Adrienne Arsenault and Academy Award nominee Salma Hayek. 110 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 484360X** THE FROZEN GROUND. Widescreen. Blu-ray brings the story of the true story of Alaska State Trooper Jack Halcombe (Nicolas Cage), hunting one of the country’s most prolific serial killers, Robert Hansen (John Cusack). With the help of a willful and neurotic detective, (Vanessa Hudgens). Halcombe steps into the shadow underworld of Anchorage for a dangerous game of cat and mouse. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 105 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4843598** SELF/LESS. Widescreen. An ailing billionaire (Ben Kingsley) undergoes a radical medical procedure that transfers his consciousness into the body of a healthy young man (Ryan Reynolds), but all is not as it seems when he starts to uncover the mystery of the body’s origin and the organization that will kill him. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions.

**Blu-ray 4848128** GOLDEN ARM. Widescreen. When Melanie is forced to close her bakery, she seeks help from her best friend and local arm wrestling champ, Danny. She enters an impromptu arm wrestling match at a truck stop, Danny convinces her to train for the Ladies Arm Wrestling Championship, and the two make $10,000 by beating the reigning champ. Brenda But she’ll have to “Bonecrush” Smith. Unrated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Utopia. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 4848179** SOUND AND FURY. Bruno is 14. When his grandmother dies, he lives with his two people with autism on the west side of Chicago who befriend him and introduces him to the gang-infested suburbs. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $32.99

**Blu-ray 4848136** KILLER’S DELIGHT. Widescreen. An unknown killer has been striking Northern California, picking up innocent young women in his van and then brutally torturing and murdering them. Sgt. Vincent De Carlo has the case and the aid of psychologist Carol Thompson, De Carlo begins to devise a plan to lure the killer into the open. Stars James Marsden. SDH. 86 minutes. Jeff Sykes Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 4848792** CANNIBAL MAN. Widescreen. When a slaughterhouse worker (Vincenzo Parra) accidentally kills a man during a fight, it will trigger a desperate descent into madness and mass murder. This film, from Spanish writer/director Eloy de la Iglesia, remains among the most controversial and most discussed shorter films of the ‘70s. Stars Emilio Cohen. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Spanish with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 4848160** SHE FREAK. Widescreen. Fed up with waitressing, Jade Cochran (Claire Brennen) embarks on a new life with a traveling carnival. But she discovers that what lurks behind the curtain doesn’t take too kindly to her backstabbing plans. A snapshot of life, love and revenge on the grounds of a seedy carnival in Smalltown, U.S.A. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome.

**Blu-ray 4848144** THE LAMP. Widescreen. Alex Wallace, daughter of a museum curator, decides to sneak a group of her friends into the museum after hours for a party of the night. She doesn’t realize that a vengeful genie has escaped from its ancient oil lamp and is looking for a new keeper to carry out the genie’s diabolical actions. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**Blu-ray 4880817** THROUGH THE FIRE. Widescreen. After finding a strange looking amulet, a young woman mysteriously vanishes. Her sister, Sandra, finding the police to be of little help, turns to a rogue officer named Nick, who knows that something evil is afoot. The strange disappearance is only the beginning of a horrifying tale.

**Blu-ray 4848152** RANCHO DELUXE. Widescreen. Jeff Bridges and Sam Waterston play a pair of hippie cattle rustlers who draw the ire of a wealthy Montana ranch owner (Clifton James) in this wild and unpredictable acid western.

**Blu-ray 4890682** PABLO PICASSO AT POMPEII. Two Ballets from the Roman Theatre at Pompeii. Widescreen. In a picturesque backdrop of the Vesuvius, the ancient Roman theater of Pompeii hosts a colorful open air event in honor of Pablo Picasso. Celebrating the centenary of his visit to Italy, two ballets and sets and costumes designed by this legendary Spanish artist are put on stage: Parade with music by Erik Satie, and a costume projection of Pollock’s 63 minutes. Arthur Erickson. Pub. at $38.98

**Blu-ray 4836715** LIFE OF CRIME. Widescreen. Two common criminals get more than they bargained for after kidnapping the wife (Jennifer Aniston) of a corrupt real-estate developer. (Tim Robbins) who shows no interest in paying the ransom for her safe return. Based on the novel The Switch by Elmore Leonard. Also stars Will Forte and Karl Urban. 100 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836626** HEIST. Widescreen. Calumet (Luke Vaughn) (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) has days to come up with the money for his daughter’s life-saving surgery. With nowhere else to turn, he agrees to help a co-worker steal the casino’s laundered money. But the heist goes awry, trapping Luke in the fight of his life. Also stars Robert De Niro. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 92 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836537** END OF A GUN. Widescreen. An ex-LEA (Special Forces) agent’s life takes an unexpected turn when he comes to the rescue of a seductive woman and finds himself entangled in a bloody gunfight against a madman with a maniacal drug lord looking to reclaim two million dollars worth of drug money. Rated R. 87 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836472** CROSSING OVER. Widescreen. Harrison Ford is on a quest for justice for an agent investigating the case of a missing illegal. In a cross-fire of crime and bureaucracy, fraud and murder, he must race against time to try to save a family from a drug lord’s clutches, and clean up the fight for the American Dream. Also stars Ashley Judd and Ray Liotta. Rated R. English SDH.

**Blu-ray 483691X** SOLACE. Widescreen. A psychic doctor with a dark past (Anthony Hopkins), a lawyer (Noah Wyle), and an ex-Marine detective (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) to hunt a serial killer (Colin Farrell). Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 101 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836847** RECLAIM. Widescreen. A young couple (Ryan Phillippe and Reese Witherspoon) discover all is not what it seems when they travel to Puerto Rico to finalize the adoption of their daughter. When the girl mysteriously disappears, the couple realizes their child and escape the city, they must first take down a deranged criminal (John Cusack). Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 96 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836608** NO ESCAPE. Widescreen. When an American business man (Owen Wilson) and his family settle into their new home in Southeast Asia, they suddenly find themselves in the middle of a violent uprising that will push them to their limits to find a safe escape. Also stars Pierce Brosnan. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 94 minutes. VVS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836699** LT. Widescreen. Mike Logan (Pierce Brosnan) is a successful businessman, who soon finds himself in a deadly game of cat and mouse with his I.T. consultant who steals his money. Also stars Mike Tyson and Charlotte Ross. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the film. 95 minutes. WS Films.

**Blu-ray 4836696** MAGGIE. Widescreen. A teenage girl becomes1 infected by an outbreak of a disease that slowly turns those exposed into the walking dead. During her transformation, her once friendly and popular friends become terrified of her. Gaby Cova is burdened with protecting her from the outside world, and protecting the outside world from her. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. VVS Films.
**NEW BLU-RAYS**

**Blu-ray 4836944 VICE.** Widescreen. Julian Michael (Bruce Willis) runs Vice, a resort where customers can play out their wildest fantasies with artificial inhabitants who look, think, and feel like humans. But when one artificial being (Mr. Childs) becomes self-aware and escapes, she finds herself the target of multiple opposing forces. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. VWS Films. $4.95

**Blu-ray 4836243 THE DEBT COLLECTOR.** Widescreen. A classically trained martial artist goes toicago as a mob debt collector. The job seems easy enough, until a client drags him into a situation deeper than could ever be anticipated. Stars Scott Adkins and Louis Mandylor. Not Rated. 96 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

**Blu-ray 4836928 THE SPACE BETWEEN US.** Widescreen. Gardner (Aza Butterfield) is the first person who doesn’t call Earth “home.” Born and raised on Mars, he strikes up a relationship online with an Earthling (Ambyr Childs) and eventually journeys to Earth to be with her. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. VWS Films. $9.95

**Blu-ray 484047X HARRY AND SNOWMAN.** The Cinderella story of Dutch immigrant Harry deLeyer and his Amish plow horse he rescued off a truck bound for the glue factory. Within two years they would win the Triple Crown of show jumping, establishing the blue bloods and traveling the world as media darlings. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 4844572 A LIFE AT STAKE.** Fullscreen. Spoiled young Doris Hillman (Angela Lansbury) invites struggling architect Edward Shaw (Keith Andes) to come in as her husband’s partner in a lucrative real estate deal. However, when Edward becomes romantically involved with Doris’s husband, there’s something deadly going on. There’s a life at stake, and it could be his own. Not Rated. In B&W. 76 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 4847849 ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK: Totally Amazing.** This concert was recorded in October of 1976. Humperdinck performs 12 songs, including ‘’S Wonderful, Am I That Easy to Forget, My Way, The Last Waltz, I Wish You Love; Cry, Totally Amazing; and more. 78 minutes. Also includes a CD of the concert. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 484033X ELSTREE 1976.** Looks at the lives of the people behind the masks and beneath the helmets seen in the original Star Wars. Filmmaker Joseph Spira has tracked down a cross-section of these very people to explore the bizarre community they have formed to understand what it means to exist in the shadow of such a phenomenon. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 4840356 ESCAPE FROM AREA 51.** Sheera (Donna D’Errico), a sexy alien warrior, is sent on a mission to escape from captivity at Area 51. Her escape sets off an energy signature which attracts the attention of her arch rival, Sklar (Sean McNabb), and an Area 51 scientist to rescue her friend and fellow warrior. Includes a CD of the movie soundtrack. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**Blu-ray 484780X DON’T GO GENTLE.** The film journeys through Idele’s determination, friendship and adversary as they fight for a place in a divided socio-political environment, unexpectedly inspiring and unifying an international photographic family. Not Rated. 75 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**Blu-ray 4834744 LES MISERABLES.** Based on Boublil and Schonberg’s beloved stage sensation, two CDs present the outstanding motion picture soundtrack of Tom Hooper’s musical film adaptation of the Victorian. With Hugh Jackman, Russell Crowe, Anne Hathaway and Amanda Seyfried. Fullscreen. $17.95

**Blu-ray 4837541 WICKED.** Presents the original Broadway cast recording of the fantastical, whimsical, and mesmerizing musical ‘Wicked’. With Kristin Chenoweth, Idina Menzel, and Joel Gray. Also includes a CD with special bonus recordings. Universal Music. $17.95

**CD 4837495 JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR.** Presents the live-cast recording of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s and Tim Rice’s iconic and stunning rock opera Jesus Christ Superstar on two CDs. With Murray Head as Judas, Jon Gibson as Jesus Christ and Yvonne Elliman as Mary Magdalene. Universal Music. $17.95

**CD 4837495 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Retells the spine-tingling chills with the original cast recording of the musical phenomenon The Phantom of the Opera on 2 CDs. With Michael Crawford, Sarah Brightman, and Steve Barton. A booklet with the libretto is included. Really Useful Group. $17.95

**CD 483753S THE WHO: Icon.** The heart and soul of the Sixties is presented on 12 tracks. Includes I Can’t Explain; My Generation; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard; Spoonful; O’Day; Behind Blue Eyes; Who Are You; Join Together and Won’t Get Fooled Again. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 483741X CARPENTERS: Icon.** The unmistakable hits of this beloved musical duo come together for an indispensable greatest hits set. Included on this 11 track CD collection is Yesterday Once More; Superstar; Rainy Day’s and Mondays; Top of the World; (They Long to Be) Close to You; Only Yesterday; I Need You; If You Want To Sing Out, Sing Out; If Y ou Ever Need Somebody; Today Is Life; Bar Car; I’ll Stand by You; We’ve Only Just Begun and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837393 THE BEST OF LIONEL RICHIE: 20th Century Masters.** Compiles 11 hits, including eight solo songs and three with The Commodores. Zing With A Thing; Hello; Say You, Say Me; All Night Long (All Night); Hello; Just Remember I Love You; I Want You; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; and Cinderella. Also includes three songs from Richie’s collaboration with The Commodores, Zing With A Thing; Hello; Say You, Say Me; I Want You; Dancing on the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; and Cinderella. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837088 CHRISTMAS WITH DANIEL O’DONNELL.** Recorded from a live performance at Dublin’s Convention Center. This two-CD set collects 39 Christmas songs. Includes: Jingle Bell Rock; Winter Wonderland; White Christmas; Little Drummer Boy; and more. Also includes a DVD of the performance. Demon Music Group. $7.95

**CD 484064X NEXT STOP IS VIETNAM: The War on Record, 1961-2008.** A stunning, years in the making anthology of the Vietnam War’s musical legacy. Presented on 13 CDs with a 300-page book illustrated with numerous photographs, this collection examines the war in a powerful and unprecedented way. Over 300 songs and spoken word tracks take the listener through a guided tour of this epochal period of modern history. Each track includes commentary from Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Bruce Springsteen, Johnny Cash, John Lennon, and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $299.99 $224.95

**CD 483738X THE BEST OF THE PLATTERS: 20th Century Masters.** The Fifties come to life on this 11 track collection with their incomparable group. Selections include The Great Pretender; Twilight Time; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; My Prayers; You’ll Never Know; I’ll Never Smile Again; Harbor Lights; Red Sails in the Sunset; Enchanted and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837390 THE BEST OF THE TEMPTATIONS: VOLUME 1: The ‘60s.** Rediscover the group that revolutionized the doo-wop sound with 11 irresistible hits. My Girl; The Way You Do the Things You Do; You Keep Me Hangin’ On; You’re Mine; I’m Gonna Make You Mine (with Diana Ross); I Wish You Would Rain and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837252 THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Greatest Hits 1974-78.** This iconic album presents The Steve Miller Band’s extraordinary musical talent on 14 tracks. Includes Stigmata; Jungle Love; Take the Money; Rock Me, Serafina; Take the Money; The Joker; Fly Like an Eagle; Threshold; Jet Airliner; Dance, Dance, Dance; Winter Time; and Wild Mountain Honey. Capital Records. $6.95

**CD 483723X THE BEST OF THREE DOG NIGHT: 20th Century Masters.** The seminal pop-rock group that dominated the airwaves in the 1970s. Three Dog Night recorded 11 albums with 101 classics: Joy to the World; Shamaba; One; Black & White; Mama Told Me Not to Come; An Old Fashioned Love Song; Never Been to Spain; Lie; Easy To Be Hard; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837220 THE BEST OF JOE COCKER: 20th Century Masters.** No collection is complete without these Joe Cocker classics: Feelin’ Alright; With A Little Help from My Friends; Delta Lady; Stand By Me; The Bathroom Window; Cry Me a River (Live); The Letter; Went You Are So Beautiful; and more. Capitol Records. $6.95

**CD 4837312 THE BEST OF CREEEDENCE CLEARWATER REVISEST: 20th Century Masters.** That distinctive southern sound plays on in ten tracks, representing some of the band’s most memorable rock anthems: Born on a River; Long as I Can See The Light; Down on the Corner; Lookin’ Out My Backdoor; and Tombstone Shadow. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837429 CAT STEVENS: Icon.** Collects 12 tracks by this legendary singer and songwriter. Includes Peace Train; Moonshadow; Oh Very Young; The Wind; Roadrunner; Everytime I Dream; Morning Has Broken; Father and Son; Miles from Nowhere; Trouble; Out, Sing Out; and Wild World. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 4837452 MERLE HAGGARD: 20 Greatest Hits.** A phenomenon 20 track collection presents Merle Haggard at his best. With songs like Mama Tried; Where the Smoky Mountains Dwells; Okie from Muskogee; I’m Not Lonely Anymore; Strangers When We Meet; The Grand Tour; and many more. Universal Music. $6.95
CD 4840455 GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA: All the Hits and More. 1931-1945. This CD set comprises A & B sides from their releases on the Olek, Brunswick, Victor, and Decca labels during this time. Songs include Happy Days Are Here Again; Heaven Can Wait; Sunser Serenade; Trouble in Paradise; My Heart Tells Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.$14.95

CD 4840555 HITZINGER: Live at Rockpalast 1970-1981. Recordings from a live performance at Rockpalast in Subway, Cologne, Germany on April 4, 2001. Eight tracks: Control; No Wife; No Bed of Roses; Rap Is Crap; Going Back to Texas; The World Is Going Down; I Go Louisiana; Cockfight; and Shifting Sand. Also includes a DVD of the performance (77 minutes), MILG Music. Pub. at $19.99.$14.95

CD 4840563 LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS & THE FOGGY MOUNTAIN BOYS: The Collection, 1948-62. This 56 track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides of their singles on the Mercury and Columbia labels. Songs include The Devil's Got a Grist Mill; Bill Monroe; Man; and more. Whistling Dog Music. Pub. at $16.99.$12.95

CD 4840723 LIVINGSTON TAYLOR: The Early Years, 1970-1977. A collection of 35 songs from Livingston's earliest studio sessions, including Over the Rainbow; Carolina Day; Sit on Back; Pocket of Good Times; When the Heat Goes Away; Truck Driving Man; and more. Whistling Dog Music. Pub. at $16.99.$12.95

CD 4840814 LIVINGSTON TAYLOR: Classic Albums Collection. This extraordinary collection features eight of Coltrane’s most cherished and timeless albums: Olé Coltrane (1961); Africa/Brass (1961); Coltrane (1961); and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.$12.95

CD 4840851 BEEF BEEF! The Playmates Collection 1955-62. This 56 track, two CD set comprises just about all of the A & B sides of their Stones singles during these years, plus all the tracks from their albums "Gale Storm" and "Sentimental Me" and selected titles from the "Softly and Tenderly" album. Sixty tracks, including I'm Not the One; Memories of This; I'm a Fool; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.$12.95

CD 4840913 ALBERT KING: Collected Recordings from Chicago 1964-1969. Featuring 34 tracks from the sessions at the El Cortez, the Avalon Ballroom, the Continental, and the B.B. King Blues Club. Songs include Sunshine Woman; West Coast Blues; I'll Rise Again; Take It; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99.$11.95

CD 4840929 MISSISSIPPI BLUES, VOLUME 3. Twenty three tracks present vintage recordings made in 1939 and 1940 including Robert Petway's Carftis Blues; My Little Girl; Boogie Woogie Woman; My Baby Don't; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99.$11.95
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.